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Telephone Lambourn (0488) 71774(RALPH JONES)

____--A1".emburv Airfield, Lambourn. Berks

AILPLANES

Are the sole U.K. agents for SCHEMPP-HIRTH
A new version of the STANDARD CIRRUS
will be available shortly. Further refine
ments to this outstanding sailplane will no
doubt ensure its po,sition at the top of the
competition scene as wen 8S being popular
with Club and Private Owners alike.

NIMBUS II-it is not often that the best is the
cheapest. Check the price of the Nimbus against
the other 20 metre plus (actual or projected yet
aga'in\) ships. The Nimbus is de'f:initely the best
buyr

• Re,pairs ·C's of A
• Modifications

We can repair your damaged sailplane to the highest
standard no matter what material it is constr,ucted from.

Tel: HUNGERFORD 2058 out of working hours
for urgent repairs.

JANUS
At I'ast a two·seate,r with the performance and
handling of todays competition sailplanes, just as
useful as an advanced trainer or competition
mount. For the cost of that cumbersome two
seat motor glider you could have a Janus.

NEWI We willl also be anering a collection and
deliverv service to lasham in the near future. This
will apply to Repairs,llnstruments, Spares etc. MOTOR NIMBUS

INSTRUMENTS
Ex-government, PZL, Winter:
A large selection in stock, and, of course:

SOA:RING SYSTEMS electric Vario.
Braunschweig type T.E. units.
"MERLIN" trailers
"NORLQCK" Ilocking plates for D'N paneJls.

RADIO

If you live near controlled airspace or near the sea
etc. this is the sailplane for you.
Note these points:

(1) '50 hp. electrically retractable motor
with electric start.

(21 Take-off ion grass) 382yds.
(3) Cruise (4 hours endurance) @ 65-

87kts.
Just think you could take off in the morning,
cruise for 11

2 hours, spend the day soaring many
miles away and return home in the evening.

We are agents for R.E.F. Electronics. Contact
us for D.ash. and Boot mounted Cambridges.
Note: We also ho'ld a set which can be hired
whilst repairs are carried out should your set
be unserviceable.
130.1 crystal supply and insta'Uation service.

ALL above machines are primarily built of Glass
Reinforced Plastic which is the best material for surface
accuracy, durability, negligible maintenance requirement
and pilot protection On an accident.
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GO CROSS-COUNTRY JOHN WILLlAMSON

When your Editor asked me to write this article, aimed to help the Silver C pilot
improve his cross-countJ'y technique, I pondered for a long time on the best
way to do it. Whole books have been written without exhausting the subject! I
soon realised that despite the improved glider performances· of today, the
fundamental lessons have not changed over the years, and each genet:ation
may learn from the last. I had only to put myself in the place of the tyro; to see
the problems as he sees them; to give advice which is meaningful in his
situation,

The answer came as I turned the pages of my logbook back twenty years to
the summers of the mid-fifties .. . ,

Loea. Soaring

Sertal Place TT Time fnAl1"
No'. of Data Glider Type 01 €rew
Fllibt I Launclr .- Capaclt)' H . M

I
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I suppose only a tiny fraction of glider pilots are truly
ambitious in their appraoch to the sport. I never was, but I
found it well worthwhile to be out of bed really early on
the misty summer mornings, with name on fist, aU the DI's
done and the winches refuelled before breakfast. Already
ane step ahead of the rest I was now assurecl of at least the
chance to soar when things started to pop.

For sheer practice, early soaring on any day is particu
larly valuable. The thermals don't go so high and you have
to use more of them to stay aloft for your appointed hour.
You therefore get more practice a,t locating and centring
them and this is the very heart ofcTOss-country technique.
Anyone can take a high tow in the afternoon, soar grandly
in strong Hft to cloudbase and watch the hour go by in aim
less wandering from cloud to cloud. Surely more valuable
to fight for your early soaring experience, learning the
hard way to stick with a thermal and make it tift you back
to a safe height. This way you develop an eye for country,
too, so that you learn where the sun's. heat on the surface is
readily transferred to warm the air which makes ,the
thennaL

The early-day thermals also tend to be narrower so that
to get the best out of them the turn must be more sharply
banked, and flown with a precision that the lazy afternoon
does not demand. You soon learn that doubling the bank
to 45° cuts the turn radius in half and turns gentle sink. into
surging lift.

Cloud Readjng

Serial I I Place
T~

Time iIIAIt
No. of Date Glider Type 01 Crew I----
Flliht Launcb '- Capaclt)' H M
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The next big step in developing your soaring technique is
to turn to cloud reading. It is an art which has to be
mastered. No fancy instrument will ever replace the Mark I
eyebaU in this respectl In the clouds lie tbe signs which,
duly recognised, give the glider pHot seven-league boots.
To really learn the worth of these signs you need to be able
to fly further from home. A great deal of country and sky
may be covered without actually being committed to. a field
landing.

Cumbersome graphs

We used graphs to judge the height needed to get back to
base but they were cumbersome and it took ages to do the
sums. Eventually I devised the disc calculator and with this
I could move out seven or eight mites, perhaps to fly at this
range right round Lasham, confident that I cou:ld glide
home if all did not go well. Later, on cross-country, confi
dence in the <;a1culator paid off when deciding whether a
thermal gap ahead could be overflown d,irectly or must be
drcumnav.ga,ted.

One snag with cloud reading is that the signs are the
more obvious the further you are from them! At cfoudfevel
the hard base-line of the cloud over there looks much more
tempting than the one you are under,. Fly across to it and
it, too, becomes woolly-grey while the forsaken one un
accountably boils up behind YOll! But you have to learn to
recognise the good bits and often these are marked by
visibly-forming wisps.agains;t the grey background.

Mark them well
Mark these wisps well by reference to something

beyond. As you fly towards them they will merge with the
rest, but if you have kept a true course you should fly into
the core. This is not of much use, however, if you are
already at cloudbase. So you should aim to cruise six or
seven hundred feet below the clouds except when you
strike a really good core which ma~es it worth spending
time in finding the centre. While climbing mark the next
cloud to be sampled, peel off a couple of hundred feet
below the base and go s'traight for the new one, From a
little below cloudbase you have a better overall view of the
cloudscape ahead, a view which should be -augmented by
reference to the cloud shadows on the ground.



In Cloud-or not?

Serial Plac. r:r ITlme In Air
No. or Date GUder l)'p. or Crew I----
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The ability to fly confidently in cloud is :important,
especially if you are in the older type of glider. Your opera
tional height band can be doubled and very fast progress is
possible when you select your clouds one after the other. It
is not without it's hazards· of collision, icing and storm
damage, but taken in sensible doses, and monitored by
r,adio, the risks are acceptable.

It ,is g90d sense to keep well away from active thunder
storms, and indeed out of any cloud if rain showers are
about until you are really proficient. Rain showers can
only occur when the cloud reaches above freezing
level-about 8000ft in an English summer. Around the
freezing level the danger of icing is greatest. In extreme
cases the controls cam be clogged up, So you should know
what the freezing level is for the day, and not approach
that level except in really strong lift-lOkts Of more-so
that you will be whisked straight through the ice zone with
out colJecting too much of the stuff.

On this April day the freezing level was about 4OOOft. I
took a climb to 8900ft after only 30mins but collected a
heavy load of ice in t~e process. I carried that ice for the
nex,t three hours until it finally went at lO00ft over the
Exe valley (and that's another story!). At the end of the
day I landed only eight miles short of completing Lasham' s
first-ever Gold distance. What price that ice?

Emerging from the top ofa crisp cumulus is a truly
delightful experience, and the euphoria will last until you
try :to pinpoint your position through the frosty canopy.l
So, know your winds. Fly into wind lootdng for the fami
liar landmarks so small below, Typically you will take four
or five minutes to get back over the spot where you first
entered the cloud. And of course you didknQw where you
were then, didn't you?

Serial Place T:r Time fn Aflo
No. of Date GUder Typ. or Cl'ew - f----
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Navigation in gliders is normally a matter of simple map
reading. Simple'? Y~s, until you get lost. Then, the trick is
to look at the ground below; translate the main features
mentally into map symbols; orientate them to north; and
then find them on your map. One day I got very lost only
twenty miles from Lasham. My mistakes were that I went
into a low cloudbase directly from aerotow without know
ing exactly where I was and I was hurried off the ground
inadequately prepared, map wrongly folded.

With a base at 1600 agl and I cover, the clouds were
faidy boiling. I went straight to 9400ftand then spent an
hour, bobbing up and down, wandering the dismal wastes
looking for a hole. Eventually I emerged-at I600ft! I
knew that the wind was sort of easterly and that therefore I

was presumably west of Lasham. So I picked up my map,
refolded it, selected some good landmarks west of Lasham
and commanded the landscape below to conform. It
didn't! The main road was there, with the river wandering
'along beside it, but Stockbridge was wrong and Winchester
had disappeared into the gloom.

It was still quite soarable so I flew up and down that
wretched river for an hour, trying to make it fit. Still it
didn't'l Eventually, at the end of one beat, an airfield
appeared and I found myself looking direcUy along the
great east-wes't runway- at Oreenham Common! Stock
bridge, became Hungerford and Marlborough gave up try
ing to be Winchester. Under that solid c1Qud cover I hadn't
thought to c'heck whicb way the river was flowing. Flew
home rather sheepishtyl

Sea Breezes
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Sea breezes can easily be found by accident! The day 1

caHied ice to Exeter I had flown the towering cumulus well
out to sea across Lyme Bay for nearly thirty miles. Some
sort of god I thought myseff to be, blue sea sparkHng in the
spring sunshine thousands of feet below; dazzling cumulus
tops all around; a prize of gold awaiting me at Truro.
What we hadn't guessed in those days was tflat an offshore
breeze gets undercut by the sea air pulled in across the
coast to replace the air bubbling into the sky. This cross
coast flow is inhibited at first by cliffs and hills, but by
mid-afternoon and with a broad estuary ahead :the in
cursion was rapid, and the trap was laid.

The line of cumulus pulled back from the coast and I
returned from Elysium at 3000(t, three miles out to sea,
and not a cloud in sight ahead,1 I angled cautiously in to
wards the coast but c,ould see that I would get only about
five miles inland with the height I had, and by now the
near,estcumulus were five miles beyond that. Silky smooth
was the air by now. One thousand, two thousand feet were
used up. The ice melted and flew off 'n great chunks. At
last, at 600ft above the smaU Devon fields, came a brisk
thump under one wing. It was gone in a quarter-turn, to be
replaced by another a second later.

These were thermals alright, but they were minute! Des
perately weaving this way and that we stayed aloft. A K-6
would have been in her element, but the old Weihe,
supreme mistress of the gentle thermal and the surging hill
lift, handled like an old barge in a tide-rip.. For an hour we
struggled, gradually working inland, never above 900ft.
Suddenly smooth fiftl Surprise, surprise-I could fly along
on course with lift everywhere! Optimism was reborn and
we pressed on.

We know now that ,this is the classic sea breeze front
situation. The colder sea air undercutting the land breeze
creates, a sharp temperature inversion at only a few hun
dred feet. The surface is still heated by the sun and ther
mats are still created. But they never form up properly and
often resemble little more than turbulence. It is possible to
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stay aloft on the wrong side of the front but it is well worth
keeping on the right side.

Blue Thermals

Sertal IPlace TJIN Time J,.AIc
No. of Date OUder Ty.,. of .1 Crew I--l---
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First you should use your surface-sense to spot the likely
thermal sources. If a choice of landscape is available
choose the more varied, as being more likely to contain
hot-spots to trigger a thermal. A mass of wide cornfields
may get very hot but the temperature may be too uniform
for a thermal too easily form. If forced to fly "blue"
across such terrain even a trigger so insignificant as a
gardener's bonfire may let loose a torrent of thermal.

Well, those summers twenty years ago saw me from
Silver to Gold; from novice to budding pundit. The lessons
learnt then have been applied ever since. Modern speed
techniques have their roots 'Only in such fundamentals. The
consistently successful contest pilot must have had this sort
of grounding. Experience helps you avoid mistakes. And
the only way to gain experience is to go, cross-country!

Path of least resistance
The distance between thermals over a uniform terrain

\viii get greater as HIe convection layer deepens-and con
versely (remember the Exe valley!) So even in a shallow
layer you have as much chance of finding thermals and
should be able to keep going with some confidence. With
deeper convection and widely spaced th~rmals. failure to
find one by the crhical height-say f of the total con
vection depth-can mean trouble ahead. In light wind con
ditions and below the critical heig>ht it may weU be worth
while staying put in the weak lift of an old thermal, waiting
for the next. A thermal will tend to seek the path of least
resistance on its way up and, like raindrops on a window,
will foHow the wake of the previous one if it can. If there is
a bit of breeze, thermals tend to form up in streets like
invisible cumulus. Very useful if they are going your way
and yOll can find one. Finally, on a blue day there is
usually a strong inversion capped by haze. Thermals
approaching this haze are usually better seen with polar
ised sunglasses.

It is understandable that a pilot gets cautious when a bit
of blue sky comes along, especially if he cannot divine the
cause. It may be the sea breeze; industrial haze cutting
down the sun's heat; damp ground below inhibiting
therma'l formation; or simply dry air unable to reacl1 its
dewpoint level. On this day I was miles from the sea or any
industrial complex and the chalk Downs below had the
reputation for· producing the best thermals in southern
England.

I had cast off from tow alt midday near farnborough. At
a steady 8kts I climbed to a breath-taking 7000ft, still not
at cloudbase. Twenty years later I have still not flown on a
day which matched it~ in England. I hurried off towards
my goal in the far west of Pembrokeshire, (remember the
Weihe has K-8 performance) hopping from one shallow
cumulus to another. Suddenly ... no more cumulus. And
there was I, 7000ft over Wiltshire, pussy-footing my way
wes'twards, treating every thermal as if it were my last. The
barograph tells me I didn't come below 5500ft but stilt I
tip-toedt

Flying blue thermals is bound to be a bit of a lottery.
Like a blind man walking through a forest you are almost
certain to bump into a thermal. tn Eng'land the height band
at your disposal is not all that great-often no more than
3000ft. So it is important to improve your chances of sur
vival by a little intelligent assistance to the laws of average.

• • •

All glass-fibre high performance Standard Class
Sailplane designed to meet the new OSTlV
requirements which have permItted the use of
waterballast since 1972and flaps since 1974.

o
New from Finland

.JOHN

• Roomy cockpit

• Effective f1ap8/brakes

• Demonstrator in 1975

• Ex,Works price from 45,000 FMK

• Useful load range

• Class winning' performance

• Delivery dates-late 1916 onwards

• Range of extras Includes colour

choice. trailer etc.

HULME
MANUFACTURER: MOLlNOOY FINLAND
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Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs. in Gt. Britain,
alternatively send £3.00 postage included for an annual subscription to
the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way,
Leicester. Single cop,ies, including postage 49p. .
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DEREK PIGGOTT's first book uGliding; a handbook on soaring flight", first published in 1958 and
sti/l a best-seller, has become well known all over the world. His latest, "Beginning Gliding", will
be published soon by A&C Black at £5.25. It in no way replaces "Gliding" but concentrates on
giving practical advice for the beginner and instructor on how to make learning to glide much
easier. The publishers have kindly allowed us to print the following extract . ..

Help with landings
It may seem surprising that there is still considerable
difference of opinion on how a glider should be landed.
There are two schools of thought: The "fly it onto the
ground" school and the "hold it off as long as possible"
school.

Many years ago, the majority of gliding instructors
believed that trying to teach a tail·down landing would
result in many heavy landings when the student misjudged
his height and held off too high. At that time it was wm
mon pra~tice to level out just above the ground and let the
glider land in a rather tail-high attitude without holding it
off to lose speed.

Experience showed, however, that the r,isk of damage
was increased by this method, particularly when the land
ing 'was on rough ground. The gliders wer,e far more prone
to damage if they were flown onto the ground than by
being held off too high so that they sank the last few feet a
little heavily.

Nowadays, even amongst the cadet training organisa
tions where minor damage is of little concern to the
instructor and where speed of learning is of prime import
ance, a properly held off landing is taught. It takes very
littre longer but greatly reduces the risk of damage at a
later stage. It also makes it an easy matter for a pilot to
convert to normal tight aircraft since the landing technique
is similar.
Fig 1

50kts 48kts 45kts 40kts 35l<.ts

LA.
."">u",.,_:!":,~"t""~Ri:,,.;t'L.::!:'!3k"'j.,t"'f."l*ft;;1"")I..i*k~
b Fully held off

If the glider is levelled out and allowed ,to fly onto the
ground straight away, it is landing in a lait-high position
and has not lost its flying speed. Any bump in the ground,
or rebound from the wheel or skid, win throw the glider
back ,into ,the air. Then, if the pilot is over-anxious to get
down or rea~ts instinctively by moving forward on the
stick, he may fly the glider back into the ground on,to its
nose skid. Since the nose will always rebound on impact,
the bounces will tend to continue and get more violent with
a real risk of breaking the skid or fuselage structure above
it (Fig I).

When inexperienced pilots convert onto a new type of
glider for the first time, there is an extra risk of damage if
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they have been in the habit of flying the glider onto the
ground. These pilots will nearly always make their first few
approaches with a little extra speed in hand and, if the
machine is of a higher performance than the one with
which they are familiar, it is an eas.y matter for this "little
.. .... _ ... __ .. .iii _.- .. __

Float a long way
-- -- ~- -- -- -- ..... -- -- -- -- -- -- ----
extra" to become ra'ther excessive. Naturally they will also
tend to be over-cautious about using more than a small
amount of air-brake with the result that the glider wHl float
for a long, long way during the hold orL After floating
along some distance, the pilot will usually try to make the
glider land by pushing it down onto the ground. The
strange and unfamiliar view over the nose will generally
foot him into believing that he is already in the landing atti
tude whereas, in fact, the glider is very nose down and
about to touch down on the nose skid! Unless the ground is
very smooth the glider will cannon off ,into the air again.
Often by this stage, the pilot will be getHng a little alarmed
and will make a further determined effort to get down by
moving the stick forward again. This mistaken action will
result in a series of violent nose-down colHsions with the
ground and very often the skid and nose structure will be
badry damaged. This is even more likely to happen if there
is any drift or sideways motion at the moment of impact
and the front skid at least will be broken or torn from its
fittings.

A few gliders of very old design have virtually no shock
absorption in the tail wheel or skid a,nd these ,can be dam
aged by fanding heavily in an extreme tail-down attitude.
Most design authorities insist ,that proper shock absorption
is provided for landings in an normal ,attitudes including a
tail down. (It is usually simple to devise and get approval
for a modification to strengthen a weak tail skid_ How
ever, it must always be weaker than its supporting struy•
lure and it must be kept very light. Even a sman increase in
weight at the tair will necessitate re-weighing the glider and
recalculating the Min ,cockpit load which wil'l keep the
centre of gravity within safe I,imits.)

In the "hold it off as long as you can" method, instead
of leveUing ou,t and aHowing the glider to land, it is kept
from touching the ground as it loses speed by gently easing
back on the stick. Eventuafly, the glider will sink onlo the
ground, in spite of the pilot's backward movement on the
control. The glider will be in a much more tail-down atti·
tude and the main wheel and tail skid will touch down
more or less simultaneously.

In this way, the landing is made at a much lower speed.
(Remember that the shocks on touchdown are propor-



d Light aircraft with "tail wheel

Fig 2

b light aircraft with nose wheel

by a gus't and this could result in a heavy landing if the gust
subsides a few seconds later. It is prudent in very gusty
cond~tions to allow the glider to touch down a Iiule earlier
than normal while it has a. bit of speed in hand. If the air
brakes are opened fully at the moment of touchdown this
win reduce the risk of a gust of wind or a bump In the
ground lifting the glider off again.

It is also much safer to arrange for all landings to be
made with some airbrake applied. (Usually your tnstructor
wil1 be manipulating (he airbrakes in the early stages while
you are learning to land.) Then, if the glider does bounce
or balloon and there is a risk of i,t sinking heavily onto the
groun.d, the airbrakes can be dosed (partially or fully as
necessary) so that it will float on further for a safe landing.
Closing the brakes increases the lift and reduces the drag
so that the glider will keep flying a little longer. h is rather
like using a burst of engine power in a light aircraft, except
that there is only a limited amount available and it can only
be used once on any fandingl If the airbrakes are opened
fully at the moment of touchdown and ttte stick is held
stationary for a few seconds the glider will stay firmly on
the ground. This technique for correcting a bounce or
balloon cannot be used in gHders or aircraft using flaps
instead of airbrakes. Closing the flaps reduces the drag but
also reduces the lift as well and if this is done at low speed
the aircraft sinks or, in an extreme case, stalls. Special care
is needed in gusty conditions for the approach and landing
control if you are lcanding a glider fitted only with flaps.
(Some modern g.liders feature power flaps for this pur
pose.) On touchdown, therefore, a small forward move
ment is required to hold the glider down firmly while the
flaps are raised to reduce the Lift.

When we First adopted the taH-down landing for gliders
it was particularly noticeable that the main opponel\ts were
instructors who had learned to "fly on" and who were
themselves underconfident about holding off for a prOper
landing. No'w it is almost universal to find that a landing
which is not fully held off will be criticised by an
instructor. In my own gliding centre, it seems' to have
greatly reduced the number of bad landings and minor

flesult of ,premeture touchdown " Attitude after touchdown "Attitude if fully held off just
" before touchdown

.' • G~ders with main wheel and "I

'; nose skid " ~

~
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tional to the square of the speed, so that any reduction sig
lilificanUy reduces the shock and the chance of damage.)

On touchdown, the majority of the load is taken on the
main wheel, which is a good shock absorber and will also
stand any sideways loads without risk of damage. Further
more, since the glider has run out of flying speed just as it
touches down, there is little or no risk of it bouncing or
ballooning up off the ground again.

Th-e great advantage of this method of landing is that it
ensures a perfecUy safe landing in any glider" or in any type
of powered aircraft. However, it is not safe in very high
winds with gliders which are not fitted with any form of
airbrakes, or those using only flaps to control the
approach and landing.

Unless an aircraft touches down very gently. it is likely
to rebound from the ground. The type of undercarriage
and in particular ,the position of the main wheel in relaHon
to the centre of gravity (c of g) (}f the machine largely de
termines what will happen at this moment (Fig 2).

Gliders fitted with a main skid ,at the front under the
nose, uS1,lally have the wheel just behind the c of g. This
acts in a similar way toa tricyde, Or nose wheel under
carriage on a light aircraft. As the glider touches down, it
tends to pitch nose down a little, reducing the angle of
attack of the wing and so reducing the lift. There is, there
fore, very little tendency to bounce off the ground since
after touchdown there is nowhere near enough lift left to
support the weight and keep it flying.

Bouncing and ballooning

On other machines, the main wheel is well forward of
the c of g. Unless a perfect landing is made onto smooth
ground, any touchdown made with the tail skid off the
ground may result in the rebound pitching the nose up as
the front wheel touches Hrst. This will cause bouncing and
ballooning. If, however, these machines are held Qff fully,
the touchdown wHl be on bo,th the front wheel and tail skid
simultaneously. Then there will be no tendency to pitch
nose up, no bouncing will occur, and, as before, all the
excess flying speed of the approach has been used up so
that as the machine sinks onto ,the ground there is not
enough speed, imd hence not enough lift, for the aircraft to
leave the ground again.

With most aircraft, the designer sets the wings onto the
fuselage at such an angle that, if the aircraft is held off
fully just above the ground for ,as long as possible, it will
touch down correctly for a perfect landing. For example,
on most gliders this technique wfll result in a touchdown
on ,the whee;1 and tail together. On a tail dragger (a tail
wheel aircraft such as the Condor or the Cub) again ,the
landing wit! be wheels and t.ail together. On a nose wheel
type (Cessna, Cherokee, etc), the aircraft will settle down
on the main wheels with the nose off the ground. In this
case the wing incidence is set so that it is practically
impossible to touch the taB of the atrcraft. It lands itself
before it can reach such an extreme angle.

The principle of holding the aircraft off the ground as
long as poss,ibte will result in a good landing in all cases
and it is only in very windy or gusty conditions that it. needs
to be modified. In these conditions there is a possibility of
the glider being ballooned up a few feet at the last moment
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a It reduces the landing speed and therefore the risk
of damage on rough ground.

b The shock is taken on the main wheel which can
take very large vertical and side loads and absorbs
most of them through ,the tyre.

c It avoids damage to the front skid (if fitted)
caused by flying into the ground, particularly with
drift.

d It prevents bouncing and baUooning by ens\lring
that flying speed is lost by the time the glider
touches down.

e It leads to good landing habits which can easily be
adopted to suit any type of machine or conditions.

f It requires judgment and a proper understanding
which are essentiaf In the long run, for safe
piloting.

.often much quicker to teach a student who has done no fly
ing at all. This is because the glider pilots who have never
been taught to hold off fully for a landing have become in
hibited and frightened of holding off for fear of being too
high or stalling the aircraft. Once this fear has become
established, it is extremely difficult to overcome. The
result is that these glider pilots keep touching down
prematurely when they attempt to land any normal
aircraft.

Often the pilot has not really learned to judge his height
accurately. He merely levels out a few feet above the
ground and allows the aircraft to sink and land itself
instead of using the controls to check the sinking just as the
aircraft. reaches the ground. On most occasions this pro
duces a reasonablY acceptable landing but it explains the
large number of light aircraft and ,gliders damaged on
landing. If the hold off happens to be a l'iUle too high or
too low, a heavy landing will occur. It is often difficult for
the instruct€lr on a nQse wheel type of light aircraft to fault
the students' landings unless they are really bad. However,
with at·aif dragger, lack of judgment is obvious since
these aircraft will bounce unless they are landed correctly.
Similarly, the gliding instructor can tell immediately
whether the pilot has really learned to tand if he insists on a
fully held-off landing.

After proper glider and power training, conversion from
one to the other should present no particular problems.
The real differences are that the hoid-off height must be
varied to allow for the length of the undercarriage and that
the effectiveness of the elevator deetines more rapidly as
the speed is Ilost during the final stages of the hold off in
the powered machine.

But for this problem of conversion, glider training mi,ght
easily have become a normal part of pilot selection many
years ago. Unfortunately, tests showed that bad landing
and rudder habits learnt in the earlier days on older types
€If gliders resulted in it taking more flying time to train an
ex-glider pilot than an absolute beginner.

With modern machines, and good instruotion, we know
that this is no longer true. Of course, at any time poor
instruction leads to bad habits and these are always diffi
cult to eradicate at a later date.

While there still are, and may always be, differences of
opinion about the most desirable style of landing, the case
for a fully held-off, tail-Iow touchdown is, in my opinion,
overwhelming. In brief it can be summed up as follows,:

"Security House"

160-161, BROMSGROVE STREET,

BIRMINGHAM 856NY

Telephone 021-692 1245 (10 lines)

a Century of SERVICE
For Keenest Rates, Service and Security

STRUGNELL
AVIATION SERVICES

The Old Post, Well End, BOurne End, BUckS.

Tel. Bourne End (06285) 23458

EDO-AIRE
Glider Radio Type RT551-£335

Write for details
PURITAN-ZEP

Portable Dilutor Demand Oxygen System
P,rice on application

ERGS
Glider Portable Dilutor Demand System

Price on application

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.

; I

damage and this is well worth Ithe little extra trouble
needed during tuition. It is particularly important for
cross-country flying, when the surface of ,the landing area
may tum out to be rough and where there is only a Eimited
area available. But quite ap.art from the risk of damage,
there i&, I believe, Em even mQre important reason for
adopting a proper style of landing.

Many glider pilots convert to powered air~raft at a later
date and habits are very difficult to change. Any power
instructor who has ,tried to ,convert glider pilots onto light
aircraft, particularly tail draggers, wiJ:1 tell you that it is
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FRANK IRVING

tells us
about the

SUN SHIP
Fig 4 Model o( a JOm span sun-ship (Model provided by Freddie To,
photograph byJohn Q'Leary).

roughly that of Lasham. The maximum intensity is near~y

900watts/mJ and exceeds 6OOwatts/m2 for about four hours
eitheF side of solar noon at the summer solstice. Current silicon
solar cells have an efficiency of about 15070 and, with care, the
electric motor and propeller should have an efficiency of about
85%.. Putting all this together, an aircraft with a POwer
requirement of about 70watts/mi of wing area looks distinctly
hopeful.

Why bother with thermals when, with current technology, it
would be possible to build an aircraft directly-powered by solar
energy and capable of continuous flight for several hours per
day? In effect. it would be a sailplane with a lift-drag ratio of
infinity: indeed, in favourable circumstances, it coutd gently
climb.

The idea is quite an old one, originally mooted by the imagin
ative Or Raspet. Take a sailplane-like aircraft, cover the top of
the wings with solar cells and use the electricity to drive a pro
peller. In Ous Raspet's day; it is unlikely that the then state-of
art would have permitted level f1ig,ht in any likely machine but an
analysis of more recent developments (see ReO shows that it is
now possible,

Fig I shows the intensity of solar radiation arriving on a
horizontal surface at sea-level on a clear day at latitude ~j]0,

Minimise th'e,eost
Fig 2 shows minimum power requirements for a family of sail

plane-like single-seat aircraft. They were assumed to have
uhimate load factors of 6.0, realistic geometry and structure
weight and the various contributions to the total drag were simi
lar to those used for calculating sailplane performance. A figure
of 2kg/mJ of wing area was inserted to take into account the
weight of the solar cells, control gear, motor and propeller. The
requirement is obviously that, for a given minimum power per
unit wing area, the total power should also be as sman as
possible, to minimise the cost of the solar cells. This ,considera
tion leads to big spans~upwards of 30m-and fairlY low aspect
ratios-around 12.

If one assumes a series of such machines of various spans, each
of the optimum aspect ratio, it is then possible from tllis data to
calculate flying time per day for each span. Since the minimum
power speed can also' be cafculated, the distance, assuming no
energy shortage, can also be obtained. Such calculations lead to
Fig 3; which a~so shows the corresponding results at the equator
at the equinox. For the larger aircraft, the times and distances in
the latter case are shorter than at 51 0 at the summer solstice be
cause the days are shorter. In fa<:t, {)ne could improve somewhat
on tl}ese distances and durations by storing energy by dimbing
during the part of the day when a surplus of energy is available.

These figures assume a completely clear day with no help from
thermals. Given thermals as well, but subtracting some d,irect
solar energy due to the cloud shadows, the consequences could

~L-__-L.__"""''-__.l-__..L__......JL.-_~''''''__.....1 .c... indeed be spectacular.
8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 Hg 4 shows a model of a notional aircraft for which I am in-

Hours from solar noon debted to Mr Freddie To. It was originally made for a film on
Fig 1 The intensity o( solar radiation on a horizontal surface at sea-level at manpowered flight and related aviation but, in the event, not
latitude 51Q

• used. Its performance is a ,Iitt e more modest than the above cal-
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culations would suggest, since only 80070 of the wing is covered
with solar cells. The characteristics and performance are as
follows:

Irving, F. G. and Morgan, D. "The Feasibility ofan Aircraft Propelled by
Solar Energy". Presented ut the AIAAIMITISSA 2nd International
Symposium on the Technology and Science of Low Speed and
MotorlessFlight, Cambridge. Mass. USA, September 1974.

REFERENCE

12,'"-------y-------..,---"'7""-----,

Thrust power
Prop shaft power
Solar cell output
Max excess thrust power
Max rate of climb

An alternative possibility, instead of building such an
enormous heavy machjne is to boost the performance of an
otherwise conventional sailplane by using solar energy. Allowing
for the effect of cloud shadows, the effective mean additional
thrust power might be about 6Owatts/m2 of wing area. For a con
ventional sailplane of 20m span, this would be equivalent to
operating iJll an air mass rising everywhere by about 0.2Jm/sec.
In other words, the overall effect is as if the polar were displaced
upwards by this amount: the max LID would become something
over 60: I, 'but the consequence at high speeds wQuld be far less
spectacular. Nevertheless, the gain in performance would be
appreciable: with an average rate of climb of 4kts, the cross
country s·peed would be improved by about 18%.

A cQmpletely different possibility consists of passing some
suitable working fluid such as Freon through ducts under the
wing surface, which is painted black. The vapourized Freon
works a turbine which drives the propeller. The Freon condenses
and is returned to the heating ducts, so we have a cycle like that
of a steam engine. Since the temperature differences are not very
great, the efficiency would be low: rough estimates suggest a
figure very simnar to that of the solar cells.

In principle. the solar-cell aircraft is feasible with present-day
technology, give or take a little R&D on the motor. There is, alas,
the inevitable snag of cost. Solar cells are very expensive and such
a ship would cost several hundred thousand pounds.

---SmowELL >G,ERMAN, ELECTRONIC VARIOMETER "-AND SPEED·COMMAND ~tPLANES
VW 5 KB VW 3 C1 SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN,compensated not compensated

first built 1971 Hrsl bu iIt 1970 MARPLE, CHESHIRE.
Waikerie 1974: the teams of Austria, Australia. Poland,

Telephone: 061-427 2488Germany. and many others using VW 5 KB.
Ask tor detai'ls from auth()rised sole distributor for

the U.K.: The Qualified Repairers
OTTO VON GWINNER, C.A.A. "8" Licence app:ov·al in al/ materials

H'ambur.g BD. P.C>. Box 809.
B.G.A. Senior Inspection Approval:'E" & "M" Bating

P.5.: Bernard Fitchelt is using the VW 5 KB with -great
success ... I

P.F.A. Approval - all alrframes
~
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FLYING WIT,H YOUR EYES OPEN
PLA TYPUS can't resist commenting on UFlying With
Their Eyes Shut . .. ", the article in the last issue on p56 by
Rodney Tibbs who questions the competitive side of
gliding. The controversy spills over onto the corre
spondence pages.

Ambivalent is the word that describes my reaction to Rodney'
Tibbs' article, Half the time I am saying "you're so right" and
the other half I am saying "don't be so wet!" I hope therefore
that Mr Tibbs will take the smooth with the rough when I give his
essay a slight working-over.

First the "Y0u're so right" response: I have just finished
Goorge Moffat's book, or rather his heavily padded collection of
brilliant but often self-contradictory articles, and would heartily
commend Mr Tibbs never to read it, since it would probably pre
cipitate an apoplectic seizure and rob him forever of the chance
to stumble on the other two-thirds of his Silver C sometime in the
next 20 years.

George M is the exponent of the phflosopny that grinding the
other fella's face is life's greatest, if not sole, pleasure. J don't
think allY Moffatt howidunit describes the scenery, unless it is a
source of thermals, or a potential landing field.

To say to him, af,ter being pipped b,y five seconds over 5()()kms,
"never mind, did you enjoy the view?" would be as tasteless as
asking Mrs Lincoln if she Ii~ed the p'lay. Worse still, George M
clearly hates clouds, distrusts waves and despises any element of
choice Qr chance because it is inimical to that Indianapelis race
track rigidity in which his precision flying is most predictably
successful. (The fact that I would give my eye-teeth, whatever
they are, to fly like Moffatt, or even to write like him, is neither
here nor there).

a considerable admixture
of codswallop. . . "

Now if that attitude to gliding is what, Mr Tibbs is agin, then he
win get a lot of sympathy.

That being said, there is nevertheless a considerable admixture
of codswallop in Mr Tibbs' article. The view from a l3000ft
climb in cloud or wave is something he has ,apparently missed,
un1ess he achieved them by accident and resolutely refused to
carry a barograph SQ as to keep his conscience clear. Well,
Rodnc;y, tt is worth while. Again. one of mv most memorable
flights consisted of threading my way through, rather than over,
the Welsh mountains fQr hours under a clear blue sky to land by

ADC?Simple ... DOLPHIN!
Dolphin gives convrmtional varios an air-mass readout.
Kits from £10.

Details from John Williamson at:

JSW SOARING:
11 Galaxie Road, Cowplain, Hants. P08 9AT
or ring Horndean (0705) 595344 after 6.30pm

and JSW CAlCIJLATORS. of course'!
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the edge of the sea, I would never have done such a thing to the
syndicate tr,easure, nor dragged a loyal crew so far, had it not
been a oompetition day with everyone'eager to go and the adrena
line flowing. I might not even hav,e rigged.

One of the most exciting experiences in flying is to race along a
cloud street with a dozen other gliders like a shoal of dolphins. If
you ain't done it, don't knock it, as the actress said to the bishop.

anticlimax and sadness.
A common reaction. . . "

Mr Tibbs bases too much on one man's observation that a
brilliant flight left him with a feeling of anticlimax and sadness.
But that is a common reaclion:ask a mountaineer or an art
ist-or ,ask the bishop. It doesn't mean that the experience was
not worthwhile, enjoyable or memorable.

Years ago at my club we had a debate on the motion that the
fun was going out of gliding. I opposed, and still do. (If any fun
is going out it is the government's faulL Park,inson's law says
that the number of admirals· increases in inve1'Se ratio to the num
ber of ships in the Navy. Similarly, the number of airways and
control zones increases as- the number of military and civil air
craft declines.) Anyway I defined "fun", then as now, as king
wholly absorbed in doing something that you are doing for its
own sake.

Competitions and badges and goal flights create the circum
stances in which one can have a great deal of fun as I've defined
it-though if you are not careful it can degenerate into w0rk.
(Work can be defined as wishing you were doing something else.)

There is another kind of fun-armcha:ir fun. (Watch it, this is
a dean mag-ED.) I mean, all the winter p'lanning and day
dreaming and drawing of gigantic triangles on maps, wondering
whether a wave or a sea breeze or an enormous cu-nim would
waft us the last hundred miles home.

There's fun in the bar. (I'm warning you-Eo) "D'you
remember that day in 1959 on the out-and-return to Cambridge
and you and me and that purple Oly and the. yellow Skylark)
were scratching near the turning point; .. ?..

Yes he d'oes remember: you find that everyone has photo
graphic memories. The gliders, the numbers, the faces, the
weather, the crops. Crews, too, have total recalJ with retrieve
yarns twenty years old about carrying ,the whole caboodle 300
yards in knee-deep mud (impossible, of course), about beer at a
shilling a pint and cream teas-alJ in gleriou TechnicoJor. Pic
tures that time cannot erase. Fun that can never be taken away.
All through pursuing the sordid objective of acquiring a bit of
jewellery or beating the next slob into 36th place.

Goon, R. Tibbs, have a bash. Pretend ye didn't even know
the barograph was in the glider...Aw, shucks, I only went up for
the view. That liule ornament? Just bought it as a hedge agamst
inflation, instead of Krugerrands. But I must tell you about the
retrieve from Morocco ..."



C'HANGES ON' THE COMPETITION FRONT
A New 15m Class and 1974 Standard Class Rules Rejected-a precis of the CIVV meeting in
Paris on March 14-15, attended by Ann Welch and fan Strachan on behalf of the BGA, when
vital decisions were taken to change the pattern of competition gliding in the future.

A BGA paper was circulated to CIVV in January, its particular
thesis being that the Standard Class Rules (the so-called 1974
Rules) proved to be unsatisfactory on a number of grounds and
the 1974 Rules should be dropped. This was discussed at len.gth at
the meeting, at which 23 countries were represented, with
Holland, Finland, Norway, Haly and the USA arguing for the
continuation of the 1974 Rules.

A vote was taken which rejected the .974 (flap} Rules by B to
seven, meaning that the Standard Class will now revert to the
1972 Rules with the introduction of a ISm Class with no other
limitations.

A new and simplified set of Rules for the "f972 Standard
Class" and a CIVV statement on future Classes is given at the
end of this report.

Hang gliding. After a fairly short discussion, it was decided
unanimously that:

I Hang gliding should have a separate Sporting Commission
under FAI.

2 FAt President would contact National Aero Clubs SO that
an inaugural meeting of hang glider enthusiasts' could be held.

3 CIVV was ready to help with liaison but not control.
LiIlenthal Medal: The "father of gliding" in Switzerland,

Auguste Hug was voted for this, the highest award that tbe CIVV
can bestQw. -

A sub-committee was formed under the Chairmanship of Per
Oberg (Sweden} to make recommendations on a future "Club
Class".

A sub-committee was formed under the Chairmanship of Per
Weishaupt (Denmark) to make recommendations on future
motor glider performances. "Self-sustaining Motor Gliders"
were removed frQm the Sporting Code, leaving a motor gtider
only as one capable of self launching in accordance with the
CIVV take-off and climb requirements.

1978 or 1979 World Gliding Championshi,ps: Argentina had
volunteered to run a WGC after Finland. Other countries were
asked whether they wished to bid.

CIVV ELECTIONS:
I CIVV President Plrat Gehriger (Switzerland) announced

that he \Xould stand for another year, but retire at the start of the
March 1976 meeting. Nominations for dIe Presidential vote
(made in secret) were Gehriger, Mor.elli (I·taly) and Ann Welch
(UK). Piero Morelli and Ann Welch then withdrew as neifher
wished to stand against Pirat Oehriger who was re-elected with
acclamatio"n.

i The existing Vice-Presidents who wished to stand again
were re-elected. These were Ivans (USA), Morelli (Italy), Welch
(UK).

3 After a secret nomination, a secret vote was held for three
further Vice-Presidents from those nominated who confirmed
that they wished to stand: MakuJa (Poland), Ragot (France),
Johannesson (Norway) were elected.

SChwing (Holland) was elected unanimously as CIVV
Secretary.
Future Meetings: The FAI General Conference-Montreal
September 22-27; the CIVV Bureau-November 28-29 and
March 4, 1976 (President, Vice-Presidents and Secretary only);
the full CIVV Delegates meeting-March S-6, 1976 and the
OSTlV Congress (The International Gliding Technical Commis
sion)-Finland from June 17-26, 1976.

The two CIVV papers already mentioned, follow. These are

the plan for future Classes and the simplified 1972 Standard
Class Rules, which will now be called the "Restricted ISm Class"
Rules.

WORLD CHAMPIQNSHIP CLASSES
AFTER DECEMBER 31, 1977

The 1976 Championships win be run in accordance with the
accepted regulations of the Finnish Organisers: namely, Open
Class and Standard Class (as at Waikerie).

For the next World ChampiQnships after Finland, the follow
ing Classes wiU be used: Open Class; ISm Class and ISm
Restricted Class.
Additional Information
In introducing the three Classes in 1978 at the ear'liest, CIVV dis
regards paragraph 10.5 of the 1971 Code in the interest of future
Class stability.
Open Class. Within the Open Class the 19m Gold Cup will, be
maintained.
ISm Class. The only limitation ,in this Class is a Max span of
15000mm.
Explanatory Note
This Class will contain gliders built to the 1974 Rules (with fixed
hinge flaps). In such gliders any modification may be made (eg
coupling of flaps and ailerons).

ISm Restricted Class. Only Standard Gass gliders comp~ying

with the 1972 Rules (no flaps) will be accepted.
The Rules as laid down in the 1·965 Code are simplified. The

wording is in an annex to this paper. After CIVV has accepted
the definition of a Club Gass glider, aircraft which conform and
those whose span does not exceed 15000mm may be entered. The
Club Class glider having the highest placing will be awarded a
World Cup.

The total entfY from any NAeC may not exceed four, but it
will be permitted to enter up to three gliders in one Class from
1978 onwards.

INTENTIONS FOR THE FUTURE
The ISm Class is intended to remain for as long as possible.
It is the intention to avoid further changes in the Rules which

define any of the WOC Classes.
It is possible that either the Open (:Iass or the Restricted ISm

Class may be deleted or replaced by another Class; for instance,
by the Club Class. -

Changes in WGC Classes will be made in accordance with the
time scale laid down in the Code (10.5,1971 Code; provisional
number for new Code 8.6)

RESTRICTED ISM CLASS
The following definition of the ISm Restricted Class is derived
from the 1971 Sporting Code through cancellation of'the Rules
relating to the flap/airbrake solution.
Obligatory Requirements

WINGS.. The span must not exceed 15000mm. Any method of
changing the wing profile other than by normal use of ailerons, is
prohibited. Lift tncreasing devices are prohibited.

AIRBRAKES.. The gfider must be fitted with airbrakes. No
tail parachute is permitted.

UNDERCARRIAGE.. The undercarriage may be fixed or
retractable. The main landing wheel shall be at least 300mm in
diameter and lOOmm in width.

BALLAST.. W3terballast which may 'be discharged in flight is
permitted.
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ASSESSMENT OF TURNING POINT

P,HOTOGRAPHS

K. R. BROWN

For many years now pilots have been taking photographs of
turning points during competitions and on certificate flights and
from time to time articles bav,e appeared giving advice on photo- .
graphic technique. However, as far as I know, there has not been
an article on assessing the photographs. Consequently these
notes, which describe some of the ways of deducing the: position
of a glider from a turning photograph, may be of interest.

,Equip'ment
No elabora;te equipment ,is needed. The essentials are a light

box and magnifying glass fcr viewing the film, maps of the turn
ing points, a good quality millimetre scale and some basic draw
ing instruments.

The light box consists of a translucent screen with a light
underneath it, arranged so that the film can be viewed Joy the
transmitted light. This enables scales and straight edges to be
placed in contact with the film.

The best maps for the job are probably the 2iin Ordnance
Survey as they show details such as rield boundarieS which do not
appear en the smaller scale maps. How,ever, Ithe I: 50,000 or the
old lin maps are usually good enough.

:Perspective Effects
Compared with the map, a turning point photcgraph gives a

distorted picture or the ground. The particular pattern of the dis
tortion depends on the posi'tionor the camera and the direction in
which it was poinHng. So, provided there are enough features on
fhe photograph which can be iefentified on the map, a compari
son between the ,two will enable the: position of the: camera and
the glider to be found.

Fig I shows how a paUern of squares with diagonals and long
vertica'l poles at each corner might Itypically look Co the camera.
Fig 1
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The point which the camera was aimed at lies at the centre of the
picture .. The bearing of the gHder from the aiming point is given
by the liJile j,oining, it to the plan position of the glider, and I shall
call this line the ~mera's line of sight. In the il ustration it runs
along the sides of a row of squares. Notice that although all dIe
straight lines appear straight in the picture their relative direc
tions are changed. Only the sight line and lines perpendicular to it
are unaffected. Each other set of parallel lines converges towards
a point and the more distant lines tend to.appear more perpen
dicular to the sight line than they would on the (}lap.

At the same time the sides of the squares at right angles to the
line of sight look: smaller the further they are from the camera
and in fact the scale of the photograph acrosS the sight line
decreases :Iinearly as one goes up the picture:. The sides of squares
parallel Co the line of sight are subject to the foreshortening,
which becomes v.ery marked with ,increasing distance. so that the
more distant squares appear compressed. On the other hand the
squares in the extreme foreground may be elongated to some
extent. All these effects become more marked when the camera is
pointed downwards less steeply. If the ground is very hilly tile
perspective effects will be distorted to some e}(tent. All the verti
,cal Hnes point tow.ards the plan position of the glider.

Fig I also illustrates that the sight line does not generally nm
perpendicular to the frame of the photograph. This is because the
camera is rarely held leve., even when it is mounted on a bracket.
It is generally rotated about its viewing axis to some extent, ie
banked as well as pitched down.

Finding the glider
It is only necessary to work out the complete position of the

glider if it was outside the required zone and a penalty is to be
applied. Usually it is good enough just to show that it was in tne:
zone, and this can often be done by finding its bearing from tRe
turning point or 'a feature dose la it. The most convenient
method is to find a vertka! object, because a line drawn along a
vertical points towards the plan PQsition ofthe glider.

Figs 2a and 2b show a turning poinc';photograph of Didcot
st,ation and the corresponding piece of map with a photographic
zone marked on it. Pylon A on the photogt.aph is vertical and the
line At drawn through it vertically downwards wlll point to
wards the glider. By noticing its relation to the cross-roads X and
the junctions Y the line can be transferred to the map. Here it can
be seen to run Into che zone', and as the glider was clearly not be
tween the pylon and the statioJilI(the south sides of the buildiIlgs
near the bottom of the photograph are visible) it must have been
in the zone.

One 'could just as well have used pylon 8., which gives a line
BM pointing towards the glider. The intersection of these two
lines on the map gives an idea of the position of the glider but be
cause they cut at a shallow angle', any 'small error in setting them
out would give a relatively large error in the glider's position.

In a competition, where there are several similar photographs
to deal with, one mentally transfers the boundaries of the zone
Qnto the photograph. Then, onoe the: direction of the vertical has
been established, it is obvious whether the :glider was in the zone
or not with0ut referring to the map.

Where there are no distinct vertical objects it Is often possible
to find tRings such as trees, which although not truly vertical and
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sector opposite the zone. In the latter case the photograph will
appear upside-down when viewed ~rom the direction of the zone.

The method is illustrated in Figs 3a and 3b, which are a photo
graph of Shrewsbury and the ,corresponding piece of map with a
zone marked on it. The turning point is the railway bridge ov,er
the river and the two boundaries of the zone pass through the end
of the small bridge X and the railway junction Y. The lines join
ing X and Y to the turning point on the photograph meet at an
angle ()f 111 9

• The picture is clearly not upside-down so the glider
was in the zone. .

Miscellanous Indioations
The two methods so far described will deal with the majority

of photographs bu t occasionally other indications are useful. For
example, if the horizon appears on the photograph, a line drawn
at right angles to it through the centre of the picture will be the
line of sight.

If the orientation of a building is known, noting which two
sides of it are in view will give the bearing of the glider to some
thing better than 90°. This is very convenient if the building is the
turning point and the boundaries of the' zone are in line with two
of its sides.

A circle on the ground (a roundabout, gas-holder, sewage farm
or airfield dispersal for example) will appear as an ellipse on the
photograph. The short axis of the ellipse points towards Ithe
glider.

. ~

.,'

Brian Pratt's Method
Another method of telling whether or not the glider was in the

zone depends on the way in which angles are affected by perspec
tive. It is particularly useful when there are no suitable verticals.
The two slde boundaries of the zone are plotted onto the photo
graph and if they converge at an angle of less than 90° at the turn
ing point the glider was outside the zone. If the angle is greater
than 90°, the glider was either inside the lone or inside the 90°

,,:11 ,
Fig 2b crown Copyright Rese:Ved

not straight enough to define a direction precisely I do give an
idea of the vertical. Often several such objects taken together
give a general appreciation of the direction of view which is good
enough if the glider was well inside the zone.
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The complete position
If the glider is found tQ be outside the zone it is necessary to

find its complete position, not just its bearing. The method which
I shall describe depends on working out the distance of the glider
from two points on the sight line, a simple construction will give
its position. Figs 4a and 4b illustrate the method. (Note that the
measurements in this example were taken from the original nega
tive and map. Both these bave been enlarged for this article so
you will find that the numbers quoted do not correspond directly
to your millimetre scale.)

First the line of sight is ,established. The vertical through the
power station chimney rum dose enough to the centre of the
photograph to represent it. Now a pair of features are selected in
the distancec on the photograph lying on a .)ine roughly al1right
angles to the sight ltne and a good distance apart. For example
the road junction "a" and the intersection of the track and
stream "b". The distance ab between the fea,tures is measured on
the photograph and the corresponding distance AB is measured
on the map. The distance "r" between the centre of the photo
graph and the intersection of ab and the sight line is also
measured. Then, if F is the focal distance of the camera, the dist
ance of the glider from the intersection of AB and the sight line
on the map is given by:-

S..AB x FV1m 2
ab [pI

S is a distance in three dimensions, not along the surface. lfaH
the measurements are in millimetres, S comes out in tnillimetr,es
on the scale of the map.

In a similar way another pair of features is chosen, this time in
the foreground, for example the road junction "e" and the bend
in the stream "d". The distance S of the glider fr,om the
corresponding .)ine CD on the map is worked out in the same
way.

In the example:-

AB =24.2mm
ab =19.1mm
r = 4.0mm
F =42.5mm

So S =55.0mm

Fig4a
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CD =14.0mm
cd =17.7mm
r' =11.0mm

(A general value for the instamatic)
S' =34.7mm

Fig4b

I""nnl/rnp

On the map, two arcs are drawn of lengths Sand S' and with
their centres at the intersections of AB and CD with the: sight
line. A perpendicular drawn from where the arcs cross to the
sight line gives the plan position of the glider (0 in the illustra
tion) and the length of the perpendicular incidentally represents
the height of the glider on the scale of the map. This cons'twetion
should really be drawn in a vertical plane above the sight line but
it is more convenient to turn it on its side as it wer,e, to give one's
pencil something to mark.

As measurements are bound to be somewhat rough, the posi
tion of ,tiheglider will not be exact. If the: atl:S were drawn with a
brush instead of a fine pencil, the area covered by their intersec
tion would give some idea of the possible error. For an accurate
plan position the photograph should not be ,taken too close to the
vertical. The angle of the cut in the example indicates a reason
ably good plan position and a very poor height eSltimate.

Other Methods
There are a number of other methods which can be used to find

the bearing of the glider or its complete position when the
methods described so far can not be used. Most of them require
many measurements, extensive cafculaloions or special equipment
and, consequently, are only sui,table for the lldd difficult photo
graph. As they are of limited interest I shall describe only o-ne.

A rectangle: is drawn on the photograph, as large a one as
possible with the line of sight preferably not parallel to either of
the sides. The sidesof the rectangle are then located onto the map
using any identifiable features as a reference. This will produce
an odd shaped quadrilateral. The centr,e point of the photograph
is also plotted. Fig 5 shows a typical quadrilateral with corners I,
2, 3 and 4 and the centre point O. The sides of the quadrilateral
are extended until they meet at two points A & B. The line joining
A 10 B represents ,the intersection of t,he plane of the photograph
with the ground, and the .perpendicular from it through 0 is the
line of sight.

If one needs the complete position of the gilder it can be found
from ,the following construction (See Fig 6). A semicircle is
drawn with ON as diameter. A second semicircle, this Itime 011

AB,cuts ON at a point M. A circle with centre N passing through
M cuts the first semicircle at P. HnaUya perpendicular is drawn
from P to ON meeting it at Q. If one follows this exercise in
geometry correctly, Q is the plan position of the gHder and the
length PQ represents its height on the scale of the map.

I

'.
J.:' ....

Crown Copyright Reserved
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Choice of Turning points
The reader will probably have noticed that none of the

methods descr,ibed can be used in every case; each one has its
3 requirements and Hmitations, and it is this that makes photQ

assessing such an interesting job. However, there are 'some
photographs which are virtually impossible to assess. Typically
these have no verticals and few features to define corresponding
points on the photograph and map. They tend to be associated
with isolated spaces such as the centres of airfields or road junc
tions in the middle of nowhere. A thoughtful task setter win bear
this ,in mind and choose turning points which as well as being
easy for pilots to find and recognise also give the assessor the
landmarks and vertica'ls he needs.

Fig 6
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On Multiple A,erotovvs
~ _-__ ~ f\
-------------~£ - --::::'c:=j

DENNIS CAREY

Everybody knows that aerotows are expensive and becoming
more so, but no Qne has found a better way of g.etting airborne.
In the absence of any dramatic improvement in (wire) launching
techniques, ,aerotows are Hkely to remain with us well Into the
foreseeable future, so that any method of stabilising their cost is
worthy of serious consideration.

A double aerotow appears to offer certain tangible advantages
over the conventional single tow method, and we shall be
concerned here with the relative economics of the operation. As
far as the operational, training and legal aspects are concerned, 1
claim no knowledge of the subject whatever, and we must look
elsewhere for practical guidance on how to do it, emergency pro
,cedures, organising the launch point, C of A restrict,ions and any
other relevant matters.

with enthusiasm, then join the dub; the risks are obvious. Never
theless, with an energy crisis on our hands, rocketing fuel costs
and galloping inflation, can we really afford to Ignore the
potentialecooomic advantages of a routine multiple aerotQw
launching operati,on?

Rate of Climb
Let us suppose that the tug always climbs at the same airspeed

and throttle setting, then It, can be shown that the effect of towing
a second glider is simply to reduce the rate of climb compared
with a single glider/tug combination, by a factor (X), where

X=A-B
HA (I)

A and B depend only on the weight and performance of the tug
and gliders separately.

X is given by equation (I) and the constant C represents the
proportion of the launch cycle required for climb, in a single
aerotowoperation.

Cost Per Launch
Fuel consumption represents a significant proportion of the

tug operating cost, but the most impOJtanl parameter that

(2)

(3)

2
He (I-X)

-X-

F= -l
2X

R=

Launch Rate
We must postulate a somewhat idealised but not unrealistk

continuous launching operation, such as occurs at a competition
launch involving tugs and gliders of similar performance, where
the demand for launches exceeds the supply available. Within
certain plausible assumptions, a double aerotow operation will
increase the launching rate compared with a single aerotow
operation, by a factor (R), wher,e

and X is again given by equation (I). Note that if X=O.5 (F=I.o)
the time required for climb to a given refease altitude is doubled
and there is no reduction in fuel used per glider launched.
Equation (3), which assumes that the fuel used in descent is negli
gible, is a s1mplification of a more general expression which
applies to tugs which have an engine cooling problem and
consequently descend at an intermedia,te throttle setting to main
tain engine temperature.

Fuel Consumption
The tug uses fuel at a rate which depends on the throttle

setting, which we assume to l:>e constant. If it always descends
without delay at idling power, it can be shown that the fuell!lsed
per glider launched is reduced compared with a single aerotow
operation, by a factor (F) where

----

-----=-~====-----
Just food for thought

Let it be understood therefore, that the following notes must
not be construed as an open invitation to find a willing par'toer
and have a go! They should be regarded onJy as food for thought
while the BGA Technicall Committee consider the wider issues
involved.

If a tug uses for example, one gallon of fuel in towing one
glider to 2000ft, then It might reasonably be supposed that if (WO
gliders are capable of being towed simultaneously to the same
altitude by a single tug, not only wit! the cost of launching each
glider be halved, but only half a gallon of fuel will be used for
eaclJ, glider launched. Eureka! We have solved the energy crisis,
doubled the launch rate and haLved the cost, "at a stroke"-to
use a famous political expression.

It has undoubtedly been thought of lbefore.
But suppose the tug does not climb so fast with two gliders in

tow? Then it will, evIdently, take longer to climb to the same
release alt,itude and the tug will use more than ,one gallon of fuel.
It also follows that the ,tug may not make quite so many flights
during the day 'and the launching rate will not be doubled after
all.

Anyway, you might argue, we haven't got a very powerful tug
and it just wouldn't get ,off the ground with two gliders in tow.
Or if it did, the rate of climb would be so low that there would be
no advantage to be gained. And wnat about the risk? Double
aer,olows have never become popular as far as the average club
member is concerned-nor likely to.

U the prospect of sharing your tug with a stranger, some
nervQus novice, or ,even your best friend, doesn't 'exactly fill you
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determines the cost of Ilaunchlng a glider is the launching rate,
which, as we have seen, depends primarily on the rate of climb.
By combinimgequations (I) (2) and (3) it can be shown ,that the
cost per glider launched is reduced, compared with a single aeTO
tow operation, by a factor ($), where

too distant future, and the eHect of such an increase will increase
the tug fuel and operating costs by £4/hr in the single tow con
figuration, changing the constant (D) in equa,tion (4) from 0.4 to
0.51. Keeping alii other factors constant we obtain the following
comparative resuIts:-

For the double tow configurations we obtain:-

Tug, W=1l65Ib; K-6E, W=660lb; Kestrel 19, W=I0401b
Glide Ratio@ 6Okts; K-6E, y=26; Kestrel 19, y=42

Note that we have ignored the additional revenue from soaring
cha,rges on club owned aircraft due to the higher launch rate,
which has increased by 66%.

The cost of fuel we are told is likely to rise to H/ga1lin the not

--

Cost/

launcb

£2.33
£1.66

Cost/ Gals/ Launches/ Gals/

bour hour hour launch

£14.00 8.0 6.0 1.33
£16.65 10.65 10.0 1.065

Fuel @ £11gal

Single Tow
Double Tow

tow operation can be expected to provide three launches for (very
nearly) ,the cost of two single aerotows. The principle advantage
to a club however, arises from the higher Ilaunch rate and a sub
stantia,) improvement in Ithe revenue derived from tug operations,
when charged at ,the single tow rate, which even for a small club
could amount to several hundred pounds annually. For a large

Three for the price of two

VoubleTow

Although the percentage reduction in launch cost is slightly less
in this example, the nett saving in hard cash increases to
67p/launch ,compared with 53p/launch with a double tow and
fuel at £l/gal, remains virtually the same as the cost of a single
,tow with fuel at 50p/gal.

The eJlialTlples g,iven above are based on the somewhat
optimistic assumption that the fuel used by the tug during
descent is negligi,ble, and consequently there is an average fuel
saving of 20% per glider launched in a double tow operation. If
we now make the conserva,t,ive assumption that ,there is no ,fuel
saving, then putting F=1.0 into equation (4) and keepiqg all other
factors constant we obtain:-

Cost! Gals/ Launches/ Gals/ Cost/

hour hour hour launCh launch

Fuel @ SOp/gal £12.65 13.3 10.0 1.33 £1.26
Fuel @£I/gal £t9.30 13.3 10.0 1.33 £1.93

We now find that the reduction in lau):Jch cost with no fuel
saving, depends only on the higher launch rate, but ,there is still a
significant saving in hard cash of 40p/launch, or £400 per 1000
launches, which, ,for the particular example given above, is
independent of the cos~ of fuel.

Clearly, other combinations of input parameters can be
investigated, in particular, the values assumed Cor the launch
ra,te, tug performance, fuel consumption and operating cost, in a
single tow operation; all of which will influence the comparative
results and the advantage to be gained, both In percentage and
real terms. The numerical values which have been used, are con
sidered to be typical, and representative of cur,rent pra,ctice and
experience.

The general conclusions therefore, appears to be fairly
obvious, although further examples would be needed to prove the
point beyond dispute. As the cost of fuel continues to escalate, it
becomes economically advantageous to use a tug In a double
aerotow operation. This is equally true when .the demand for
launches can be satisfied by singleaerotows.

To put the matter ill a different perspective, on present day
costs and with a tug of reasonable performance, a double aero-

---~~~===-----

(4)

$
0.658
0.705

29.5%

16.4%

hKestreJ 19

40.2%
61.5%

F
0.775
0.836

Double Tow
4.42kts
3.39kts

22.5%

Rate of Climb
K-6E
Kestrel 19

$= i [1+D(RF-1»)

X R
K-6E 0.645 1.725
Kestrel 19 0.598 1.615

In other words, double aerotows will:-
hK-6E

35.5%
72.5%

Fuel@ SOp/gal

Cost/ Gals/ lJaunches/ Gals/ Cost/

hour 'hour hour launch launch
Single Tow £10.00 8.0 6.0 1.33 £1.66
Double Tow £11.33 10.65 10.0 1.065 £1.13

Single Tow
6.85kts
5.66

R is given by equation (2), F is g,iven by equation (3) and D is
anether constaflt which represents the proport,ion of the tug
operating cost due. to f'1el consumption in a single aerotow
operation.

We are now in a position to work out some examples using the
above formulae, to illustrate the improvement in launch rate, the
reduction in launch cost and the fuel saving whi.ch it might be
possible to achieve.

It sh(mld be noted that the following, tug/glider combinations
are chosen only for convenienoe and do not neoessarily represent
practical doubie towing configurations.

Consider a tug such as the Super Cub, ,towing typical light
weight (K"6E) and heavyweight (Kestre'l 19) gliders in single and
double tow configuration at 60kts to 2000ft. The tug will have a
solo rate of climb of about 12kts, and at a not unduly optimisti<:
launch rate of about six gliders per hour it will consume about
8gals of fuel @ 50p/gal, representing 40070 of the total operating
cost (say £lO/hr) in the single tow configuration. The following
additional data is required to evaluate the rates of climb and
values of X, R, F and $ in the double tow configuration.

I Reduce the rate of climb
2 Increase the launch rate
3 Reduce the fuel used per glider

launched
4 Reduce the cost per glider

launched 34.2%
when compared with the single aerotow operation.

We can ~mpare the a,pparent advantages in a more tangible
form, bearing in mind that it is ,the percentage difference between
tlite single and double tow parameters which is rather more
important. than the absolute magnitude of the numbers ,involved.
Taking average values of X, R, F and S (corresponding with an
average glider of intermediate weight and performanoe) we find
thatwith:-
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club, a larger peak demand for launches can be satisfied without
having to increase the size of the tug fleet or, conversely, a worn
out underpowered tug can be pensioned off without reducing
significantly the launch rate which can be provided with a double
aerotow operation.

The foregoing examples have been based on a simple compara
tive assessment of the relative economics of single and double
aerotow operations, a copy of which may be obtained by anyone
interested on application to the address below.* For very power
ful tugs, such as the Wilga, it may well prove feasible to tow three
or more gliders simultaneously, and the analysis can be easily
extended to cover this case, to yield, possibly, potentially greater
advantages in launch rate and lower cost per glider launched.

A note of warning, however. Very few tugs are approved for
towing more than ISOOlb and it must be understood that only
single aerotows are normally permilled although the tug C of A
may not state this explicitly. In the examples given earlier, a
double tow involving two Kestrel 19's, even if it is feasible,
would be illegal (at present) since the combined towing weight
would exceed ISOOlb; but a double tow of two K-6E's(Or gliders
of similar weight up to 7501b each) would be possible with a
special dispensation from the CAA.

There are important and wider issues involved, some of which
have been mentioned, not the least of which are ,the correct
operational procedure and the effects on take-off performance,
climb gradient and engine temperatures. The latter effect cannot
easily be predicted in advance and every tug/glider combination
must be considered on its merits. The whole position is currently
under review by the BOA Technical Committee and until such
time as the present requirements are replaoed by new and more
flexible regulations promulgated by the CAA, all towing opera
tions must comply with the tug limitations stated in the flight

manual and C of A. The only advice that can be offered at
present to anyone inspired to have a go, is don't-not yet.

[Requirements for aerotowing are currently under discussion by
the Technical Committee and CAA, and trials of double towing
have been made so that appropriate limitations can be derived.
An announcement will be made when new requirements come
into force. Eo.]

*Hallerthwaite, Cumbria, LAl2 8AE (please enclose a large
SA E).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ...

i Chiltern i
i Sailplanes LTD. i· ...: have moved to largerpremises at t
: BOOKER AIRFIELD t· ...• We can now handle more C's of A, Repairs, ...
: etc. to wood, glassfibre or steel tube t
• sailplanes. ...

! Tel. Works: High Wycombe (0494) 445854 t
• Home: Dunstable (0582) 644n ..-. ...
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+

sailplane that's set new

NAME _

ADDRESS _

To Denlson Import Export Ltd.
.Please send me further det.i1s of the
1$-28-B right away.

Outstanding value at only £5340 plus
VAT complete with front cockpit ASI. two
PZL variometers, altimeter, compass and
miniature turn and slip. Delivered to Dun
stable or Lasham.

ff
SOLE IMPORTER

,. Singer Products Inc. IUKI Ltd.,
The Parade, Frimley. ' Surrey.
Tal: Camberly 20717 Tx 858147

OISTRIBUTOR
Denison ,Import Export Ltd.,
49 Tamworth Road, Hertford.
Tal: Hertford (099 21 51302

Don't learn the hard wayl
Teaching yourself to soar efficiently in

modern, tligh performance sailplanes is 11
time consuminlj. frustrating, expensive and
even risky businessI

But the IS-~8-B 2-seater changes all
that.

With a max. glide performance of 1:36,
multiple position flaps, retractable under·
carriage, really effective airbrakes and truly
superb handling qualities, you elln be taught
how to fly top class high performance gliders
quickly and safely.

Give single seaters a real run for your
money.

CUT THE CORNERS .... CUT THE
COSTS.

in the 15-28-8,the two seater
standards in gliding perfection.
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ACCIDENT REVIEW
In this issue BILL $CULL, Senior National Coach, looks at

THE COST OF INDECISION

From time to trme every pilot is faced with an in-flight decision
making situation which is outside his previous experience.
Whether he copes depends on how decisive he is and, to some
extent, on how big a step in decision making terms the particular
situation is from his previous e~periences. One hopes that by the
time a pilot has some soaring experience he will have been
"exposed" to a variety of situations which will improve his ai'I
manship. This exposure can, to a certain extent, be controlled by
good supervision, but there is no way in which a venturesome or
overconfident pilot can be gradually exposed.

It is not all that easy during training for an instructor to create
sufficient critical situations which are realistic. Realistic must be
qualified; a critical situation to reany test ,the mettle of your
student will induce stress which will impair his decision making
ability. If he makes a correct decision under stress, then one can
be reasonably confident of his, ability.

In the two-seater, however, with the instructor present, the
stress will rarely be as great as when the pilot is on his own or,
rlltoer, the nature of the stress will be slightly different, t'e
"checkitis". Taking a pardcular example, say, soar,ing down
wind of the airfield ,in weak lift and a moderate wind, an
instructor may not a:JIow the glider to get ,into a true final glide
position (and rightly so perhaps). Unless he does, however, the
student may be oblivious to the fact that the situation was
crit,ieal.

In the last few years accidents attributable to poor soaring
airmanship have been on the increase. Such accidents are in
many cases due to too rapid a rate of progress, (lots of launches
and hours in a relatively short period), and airmanship which
does not match up to the situations. The airmanship require
ments for the drifting-downwind-,in-weak-lift-case are decisi
veness and one other attribute best described as "keeping the
options open". In this case, drifting downwind over a field or
fields suitable for- outlanding may 'be acceptable if the pilot is
decisive enough to use that option: of cour·se he very often im',t
and attempts a final glide (usually at the wrong speed) and
crashes into the undershoot or worse. For example:

Pilot's statement (Comments in italics)
"I was launched in the K-13 to attempt a 30min soaring flight
after hav,ing been briefed regarding both thermal and wind
strengths.

On releas,ing at the top of the launch .(aerolow) I immediately
contacted lift and commenced to soar. After 20min I realised that
I was drifting away from the airfield and fieaded back. On
leaving the last thermal at l400ft I thought I had ample height to
reach the airfield but when I was about i mile from the runway
I encountered up to 6kts of sink and lost height quickly.

Instructor 'Who witnessed this reckoned the' speed was
too slow.

When approx 400yds from the airfield, with some construction
works directly ahead of me, 1 realised that I would not be able to
reach it, so turned 909 crosswind over a row of tall trees.

Estimated height ofturn 60-70ft.
My intention was to land across tfie field heading for the far
corner. When heading ,into the field the crosswind caused con-

siderable drift and, although I attempted to correct the drift, it
caused me to collide with a tree."

The glider was still airborne when it hit the tree which
was 150yds inta the field. The length of field in the
direction oflanding was /75yds!!

eFl's Comment
"I have not flown with him often as he was flying solo before I
became an instructor but I have found that although his flying
was correct afld superficially safe, he was slow in his reactions
and 1 have doubted his abHity to cope with an emergency. Since I
became CFI I had not had the opportunity to fly with him and
test his limits.

4-6 weeks
He is in fact an example of what can happen in a gliding club. A
slow learner with slow reactions-partly due to age-who could
never be sent cross-country but who is very happy with local fly
ing and is safe so long as there is no emergency. In this instance
his capacity to react quickly and to make a decision (to land out
safely while he coul'd) was found wanting. Once he realised that
there was reall doubt about regaining the airfield there were
plenty of fields he could have landed in safely had he made the
decision in time.

When was this? I suspect that il was not until it was too
late, ie after being in the sink for some time.

The damage was substantial; the starboard wing severed close
to the fuselage (3ft) with damage to the steel tubing of the fuse
lage and the wing root fit,tings ..

Even though there were other options, the pilot did not take
them or perhaps even consider them, It is of academic interest
only whether it was a lack of confidence which made him reluct
ant to land out as it is almost centain that he failed to recognise
the situation, not surprising if this, was the first time he had ever
beenln a genuine undershoot situation.

for the record the pil0t's experience is as tollows:
PI 23h,s, 184 launches; P2 I3hrs, 134 launches; in the last six
months lO~hrs and 91 I'aunches; previous solo flights the day be
fore the accident with the last dual check seven weeks earlier; he
had flown five types from one site with no field landings;
launches to solo 120, the first solo was four years ago and he held
a C certificate.

AlthOugh it probably was not relevant in this example,
knOWing the glider's performance is important in making the
glide back or land out decision.

Knowing the glider's performance
Pilot's statement
"We originally picked the field at about llOOft agl on the return
leg of an out-and-return. As we were only two miles from the air
field we decided to press on with the idea of returning to the field
if we did not get a condnuation of the reduced sink we were in.
When the sink rate increased we returned to the field at approx
600ft. This gave insufficient height for a proper circuit from the
point at which we reached the field. We then carried out a low
cir~ujt; as we came round the finall turn it was apparent that we
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parafil
a new concept in
launching ropes
• strong
• light
• non-corroding
• flexible and easily

handled

OO~lMl A<k fordeta#. of tMs advanced matedol

19·21 ' KENTS HILL ROAD, BEN FLEET • ESSEX' SS7 5PN
Telephone: South Benfleet 103-745) 52711 12

2 CHANNEL

GLIDER
TRANSCEIVER
C A A APPROVED

Now available

Send for detai/s-

ELECTECHNIQUES
Selsley, Stroud, GIns.

Telephone 045 363i29

SOAR AHEAD WITH A 'BLANIK'
Unsurpassed in Performance and Reliability Fully Aerobatic

Now with Improved Airbrakes

.'

IDelivered U.K. £3,675 and Duty £195 (including instruments)

2,000 Blaniks manufactured and production continuing
Get with it -join the 'BLANIK' set and progress in the 70;5

Distibutor for U.K. and Eire:

Peter Clifford Aviation Limited, Oxford Airport, Kidlington, Oxford
Tel. Kidlington 4262 Telex 837252 Cables: Cliffair, Oxford

Sole Exporter (or Czechoslovak Aviation Products:

Omnipol Limited, Washingtonova ", Prague '" Czechoslovakia
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could not clear some power lines on the approach which we had
not seen befOre. I then decided to land in a field which was
adjacent to the first field: and instead pf dQing the final turn
approaching straight off the bas<: leg. This field was about
150yds long and I was unable to touch down until about halfway
up it. As we approached the far hedge I ground looped the glider
to prevent us hitting it. We stopped with the fuselage touching
the hedge and the wi,ng over it."

The damage was slight; a wing tip rubbing skid broken off and
some fabric damage. However, the CFI, an active cross-country
pilot, had this to say:

"The reason for sending the two-seaters on tasks is to provide
advanced training for pre-Silver C pilots in aspects of cross
country soaring, including field selection and landing if need be.
In this case it is apparent that the field selection was left far too
late resulting in last minute change of plans-hence ,the problem.
Having read the pilct's statement I must admit that I am a trifle
surprised that he had to attemi>t a field landing at aU. At 11 00ft,
two miles out with a headwind of 5kts I would consider myself
comfortably home.

"To permit an accident of this nature to happen is bad enough,
to permit it to happen with a P2 on 'b~ard is inexcusable. The
pilot (an instructor) has been prohibited from solo cross-country
flying fQr three months and dual cross-country flying for a year,
in order to give him time to develop a more responsible attitude
to field landing."

Note: Fr,om I100ft a K-7 will go almost 4nm.
The pilot's experience-230hrs, 1050 launches.
This nex,t example is a fairly common one and comprises faults

in severa'l respects, lack of options and inadequate margins being
the most significant.

Pilot's statement
"Having attempted to soar the student was flying the glider on
the downwind leg.. About halfway between the winch and the

Cleveland Sailplanes
We are a new company specialising in REPAIRS, C of A and
REBUILDS. Our staff are enthusiasts and fully qualified, so
ring us up everl if it'a just for advice-that's free. We ara
competent tG handle all materials: WOOD, METAL and
GLASSFIBRE!
Call. write or phone for:

SPEEDY C of' A and REPAIR SERVICE INSTRUMENTS
TRAILERS-WOOD or METAL AIRCRAFT MATERIALS

RELEASE HOOK SERVICE NEW SKIDS

Stop Press: For Sa(e- Pirat 15M. 12 months C of A.
instruments. £2.950.

Cobra 15, complete outfit £4,500
K-7 with Cof A. basic instruments and trailer. £2800.

Cleveland
Sailplanes

MElMERBV INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
Near RIPON, W.. VORKS

Telephone; Melmerby (076 5841358
Night; Melmerbv 297

N.B.-W. halve NO connection -wIth .ny other org8nisation in this
area

launchpoint I estimated height at 350-400ft. (The altimeter is
graduated in metres.)

Possibly wasting time converting metres to feet instead
of "eyeballing" the si/uation.

I decided ,to use an o\)tion previously discussed with the instruc
tor ,in charge and land towards the launch-point, there being no
other aircnift in the circuit. -

NO,t unreasonably as there was a 900 crosswind.
I commenced a turn to the 1ef,t to' get rid of the surplus height
before doing so (land). A region of heavy sink was encountered
and the 3600 turn I had intended to make was not completed.

Possibly in heavy sink before the turn was started.
Monitor the variM

A heavy landing in, I suspect, a semi-stalled condition was made
in a fieid of barley adjacent to the airfield. The day was thermic
with areas of heavy sink. The fault lay in failing to allow any
reserve of height for this poss,[l>ility.

As the strip is fairly narrow at the end in use, a landing
a(:ross the strip is not a good option.

The pilot's experience-150hrs, 1500 launches.

:;;;-=----------=--
The next accident is in a different category altogether and

shows. the consequences of ddiberalely reducing options on a
competition cross-country flight.

Pilot's statement
"Outbound I was on the ridge for about an hour. On the return
leg ] used the same ridge for another 3Qmin, flying about 250ft
above ,the ridge. I had chosen a fietd' for landing in if necessary a
short distance back from the ridge, but which would have
involved a crosswind landing unless the approach was from the
east end of tbe ridge which was as I intended.

An into wind landing was only possiblefrom one end of
the ridge. This state ofaffairs (:an best be des(:fibed as a
"half" or "intermittent one option" and was a last
resort attempt to s.tay airborne, understandable on a
competition cross-(:ountry!

I hoped that there would be an improvement in the weather, but
eventually rain reached me and I saw that upwind heavier rain
and stra,tus at about my height were approac;hing fast, The ridge
ceased to provide sufficient lift and I had to land immediately
from an easler&y beat. I failed 10 carry out the usual downwind
checks. When I opened airbrakes during toe finaltum for tbe in
evitable crosswind landing the ulc warning sounded, probably
about 50ft ag!. I lowered the lIlc but the horn still blared. Visual
check showed that the ulc lever Ithough forward was not home
into the locked position. .•

Quite a lot to dQ from 50ft.
I rectified that; the h.orn stopped but looking ahead I saw lhat the
glider was very close to the ground in a diving turn to starboard.
The wing tip struck the ground or wheat and the glider ground
looped.

The pilot's experience-I 24hrs, 181 launcmes.
Damage to the aircraft was substantial with the starboard wing

a probable write-off and the fuseIage cracked. The pilot suffered
a compression rracture of a vertebra which necessitated a day in
hospital and three weeks off work.

A competition pilot may deliberately accept such a reduction
in the number of options. The degree of risk depends on his
experience.

Suffice to say that there are risks lurking around the corner to
which you may be oblivious. Try to remember the "one-option"
situations that you have been in and whether you made a decision
which averted a potential incident or accident. Ilis often the case
that because you made no decision at all and ,the circumstances
improved that nothing untoward occuHed, If this was so, do not
deiude yourself into thinking that your decisivene$s provided the
solution.
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HOME

KRANICH

NEWS·

WILLOW WREN

The Willow Wren has a dean bill of health. This 1932-built
machine was inspected during February by Lou Glover and
its structure and fabric have been found tQ be sound. The
way is clear for the machine to be restored to an airworthy
condition. Materials have now been bought for a trailer
and it is planned to fly the machine during 1976.

Green Wren

Kranich 2 BOA t 147 (ex RAFGSA 215), constructor's No.
DFS 821, manufactured by Schleicher, Poppenhausen
during 1942143, has been bought by Mike Russell!
The machine has been stored on Carhon Moor for many
years. It is still in its original condition except for a modi
fied canopy. The machine wilt probably be stored at Dux
ford until it is restored. Mike Russell now owns a half
share in the Petrel (built 1939), the Wren (built 1932) and
the Kranich: their ages add up to the staggering total of
113yrs!

Last year, of the five Kranichs in Britain that we knew
about, only one was being worked on after an accident. All
the others were languishing almost without 'bope. Now,
one of them is airworthy and three otners are, or will be,
worked on. The only Kranich that still lies unattended is
that owned by the Midland Aviation Society. However,
plainly now there is a good chance that the species will
survive.

Petrel
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RHONSPERBER

Rhon.sperber BOA 260 now owned by Rodi Morgan and
kept at Tangmere airfield. This machine received its British
C of A in. May 1936. loan Price ordered this machine from
Flugzeugbau Sch weyer after General Ernst Udet had
allowed her to fly his Rhonsperber. She was so impressed
by the RhOnsperber's flying qualities and handling that she
could not resist buying one for herself. She was at the time
staying with Rhovater Osk"'<lr Ursinus at Frankf'urt am
Main. When she returned to England she formed a syndi
cate with Jack Dewslmry, Phi! Cooper and Kit Nicholson.
The .aircraft was originally painted in almost exactly the
same colours and style as Emst Udet's machine. As its
dark blue nose made the machine look rather heavy, Kit
Nicholson in 1937/38 reversed the light and dark to its
present scheme. As Kit had great artistic talent, he created
one of the most beaut'iful Rhon.sperbers in existence. This
aircraft once held the British Distance Record (120! miles
on April 17 1938) and won the 1939 British National
Contest.

R hOnsperber

Pholograpm by A. E. Slaler

RHONBUSSARD

loan Price, whom we are pleased'to welcome as a member.
has asked about the fate of her first RhOnbussard, BOA
145, which she imported in 1934, Our records show that
this machine and three other ~h~nbussardswere flying in
Britain :at the outbreak: of war. All four were impressed for
military service and all four were seen ait the first post-war
gliding meeting at R,earsby at Easter 1946. The other three
machines were BOA 335 (original C of A dated October
1937), BOA 337 (original C of A dated April 1938) and
BGA 395 (original C of A dated May 1939). BGA 337 is
flying at Wycombe Air Park (this was ,the second RMn
bussard loan imported) and BGA 395, flown before the
war by the Passold brothers, is flying at Doncaster. So lite
fate of the first two, BOA 145 and BOA 335, is in
question. One was certainly crashed by an ATC Instructor
dur,ing the 1950 Camphill National Contest, the other may
have gone to Ireland, where it was probably destroyed.
However, our records do not show whiclt Rh~nbussard

crashed where. Can anyone help with information please?

RhOnbussard
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'ADVANCED WlNN NG
SOARING onthewind

by George Moffat
a handbook for future diamond pilots

Fly better and safer, climb faster and higher, soar further,
pick your weather, choose-prepare-fix yot.lt ship, convert
to higher performance types, ulilderstand your barograph.
Then gain badges, win contests, set records, get the most
futland knowledge from your soaring adventures.
This is THE word-the first and finest 'how to' book on
advaflced soaring ever published. Thirty-two chapters of
facts, figures, flying help and fun from many of the world's
finest soaring pilots, instructors, designers., record holders,
contest winners, safety experts and humorists. Fully illu
strated with charts afld diagrams, three-views, cockpit lay
outs, cloud formations, weather maps, barograph tra.ces,
polars. For pilots of every persuasion, from first solo to
triple diamonds.

11" x 16" Soaring lithos still available

•............~ .
=Please send me copies of "ADVANCED SOARING", I
1

1

at £2.25 each, plus 25p pap I.
aName
. 1
I Address I

1
1------------1
1= Cheques payable to British Gliding Association,. --+-- •

The Soaring Press, clo B.G.A., Kimberley House, .1. 1

L
Vaughan Way, Great Central Street leicester..........................
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George M.oHat, twice Open Class World Champion
1'70 & 74), tells all

Fly with him in. over twenty-five of the World's greatest
ships from the 'fifties to the 'seventies. Share his winning
contest techniques in intimate detail. Live with him
through a decade of success ilil world-class competition
'and record flying. Savor his wit and candour in selected
'.Infamous Last Words'. Famed '52 World Champion Philip
Wills contributes a gracious and informative Introduction.

lit's all here, in the great soaring
book of the '70s.

11" x 15" Soaring lithos still available

•.............. ~........•I. Please send me copies of "WINNING ON THE I.
1 WINO", at £2.25 each, plus 25p pap I
• Name •
1 1
• Address I
1 1
I 1I Cheques ,Payable to British Glidilil9, Association,~ =
1

The Soanng Press, 'Clo B.G.A., Kimberley House, l.. 1

..

Vaughan Way, Great Central Street, leicester'. ..

••••••••••••••••••••••••



DICK STAATTQN - BGA Chief Technical Officer

The AdlfJinisfrafion of Glider
Airworthiness by the BGA
in the UK

600m to ISm in zero wind
300m in 4Min in zero wind
7Skm at Max AUW CO forward
20:1
8: I or less at I AVs.
14m
2
not more than I BHP per 20lb
AUW

j) "fuel 6gal (single-seat) 8gal (two-seat)
If it cannot meet these performance requirements; it remains a
glider!

availability of a type certificate data sheet and operating and
maintenance handbooks. Thereafter, subsequent identicallypes
may be inspected for certification, maintenance and re-certifi
cation under the BOA's CAA Inspection Approval, as delegated
to appropriately rated BOA inspectors, and the CAA will accept
such recommendations and will issue or renew such Special
Category C's of A.

Tile "Redhill Definition" is based upon the following
parameters:
a) MaxAUW 7S0kgs
lb) "take-off distance
c) "rate of climb
d) " stall speed
e) Min glide ratio
f) Glide r'atlo with spoilers
g) Mtn span
h) Mail. seats
i) "power loading

The Maintenance of Airworthiness Standards
A C of A, whether issued by a government agency,. or by such

an association as the BOA, is a per,iodic technical audit of the
condition, and modification standard of a particular sample of a
particular type. As a result of accidents or incidents, or as the
result of airworthiness directiv,es issued by a government agency,
or service bulletins Or technical notices, issued by the manu
facturers, it may be necessary to make special inspections or to
incorporate mandatory modifications at the time of C of A
renewal, or at any other :intermediate time. if the necessary
degree of airworthiness urgency can be seen to exist.

The degree or :inspeclioD, dismantling or the depth of exami
nation required for C of A renewa'l, has not so far been defined
by the BGA, who prefer to leave such matters to the judgement
of the people concerned, who should sensibly take into con
sideration the hours flown, number of launches. the contents of
previous inspection reports and ,the obvious condition of the
glider as v,isib'le to the naked eye.,
. However, changes in the philosophy of air,craft maintenance
have been taking place throughout the world, with I'eadership
lying wHh the Americans ,and the Canadians, both of whom have
"never expiring" or "continuing," C's of A, subject to com
pliance with maintenance requirements at IOOhr and annual
intervals, in respect of their general aviation aircraft.

As with motor cats, so with aircraft, technical developments
and new materials have reduced the requirement fot maintenance
man/hours per flying hour,compared with gliders of 20yrs ago,
in much the same way as glass-fibre boats require much less
maintenance than wooden boats, but these changes are not
always reflected in the maintenance costs incurred!

The BGA ts therefore giving consideration 10 publishing a
combined guideline and inspection r.eport document, which will
more closely define the requirements for C of A renewal at what
ever interval may b~ decided, along the lines adopted by general
aviation aircraft. Compliance wioth such guidelines must

Certification and Validation of New Types
Some liS types, or variants of types, have been accepted by

the BOA, after examination of type records, engineering evalu
ation of samples and flight testing by one of the five BOA Flight
Test Groups, a process which is achieved at minimal cost to the
applicant, by the BOA Technical Committee, its specialist mem
bers and its T,est Groups, who complete searching reports and
only charge the launc'hing costs!

The BOA are now faced with validating the certification
already achieved by foreign products in their own and other
European countries, and any reservations we may have on stand
ards of design and manufacture set by others can only be trans
mitled as observations, rather than require_ments. To attempt to
enforce the latter might well result in the UK denying itself access
to such products, for which there are no UK equivalents! Hope
fully, as is very often the case, constructive observations a,re
incorporated as product improvements by enlightened manu
facturers, who, after all, have no requirement under the UK Air
Navigation Order to seek UK airworthiness certification, as they
would have to do in respect of aircraft required to be registered in
the VK. However, .it Is the privilege of every citizen to ,place his
glider on the UK Civil Register, ifhe so wishes, and to seek CAA
certification if he prefers it. He will. of course, have to fund such
design survey and inspection costs as the CAA may impose under
their statutoty powers.

Molor gliders which come within the BOA/ARB (now CAA)
negotiated "Redhill Definition" mus't, in the firs't instance, be
UK registered and type certificated by the CAA, a process
dependent upon competent type certification in the country of
origin, the issue by such Authority of an Export C of A, the

The UK is almost certainly unique in that glider airworthiness
and operations, including crew qualificalions and standards of
instruction, are exempt from most of the requirement<S of the Air
Navigation Order. This happy state of affairs was generated at a
meeting in 1947 between Ann D0uglas and Lorne Welch and
Lord Nathan, Minister for Civil Aviation at that time.

The BOA were effectively put on tr\lst lo manage their own
affairs in toto and this they have dbne ever since. The saving in
costs and exasperation in respect of some 900 gliders" I}'lore than
200 BOA inspectors, fSOO instructors and the issuing of glider
qualifications to a gliding population of 9000 in 90 clubs is prob
ably no longer really appreciated, since no real comparison can
be made with any other such organisations, world-wide.

Airworthiness requlremenls for gliders are contained in British
Civil Airworithiness Requirements (BCAR) Section E, OSTlV
requirements and similar documents published by Federal
Governments as required. On the whole, OSTIV seems to be the
comliIlon denominator and regrettably few people are building to
BCAR Section E, since world leadership in glider manufacture
now lies more in Europe than anywhere else. JARs (Joint Air
worthiness Requirements) are in course of preparation within
Europe and the UK CM have delegates to such working parties
in respect of pubric transport aircraft and rotorcraft. However,
the German LOA have recently published revised glider and
motor glider design requirements and it is inevitable that these,
with few, if any, amendments, will become the European
standard.
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inevitably lie with the person concerned, who may opt out of, or
into, the items OR the schedule at his discretion. However, in
January t975, the BOA Technical Committee formally "killed
off" the requirement for a ten year major inspection, a requLre
ment now considered to' have outlived Its .airworthiness useful
ness, on the grounds that gliders should be maintained alrwOIthy
at all times and not merely at ten"yearly intervals!

Non-airworthiness Events
Because we pursue a policy of periodic iJllspectiolJ, and main

tenaJllce at C of A renewal intervals we do not expect gliders to
die a stow death, in airworthiness terms. Non-airworthiness ml!lst
arise from such events as:

Accidental damage-of varying degrees of severity, in flight or
on the ground.

Poor storage in unventilated "sweat box" trailers, or even in
damp hangars or open t'raiters.

Failure of primary structural components or .control systems
or parts and accessories as a result of poor desIgn or sub-stand
ard manufacture.

Mis-use in operation,eg exceeding the weight, speed or
maRoeuvre limitations contained in the type oerHficate data sheet
or certificate ()f airworthiness, such that permanent damage is in
flicted upon the glider.

Lightning strikes, and hailstone damage.
The monitoring of the day-lo-day state of airworthiness must

therefore inevitably lie with, those responsible for the daily or pre
flight ,nspeedons, which will continue to' be significant occasions
at which to detect non-airworthiness events, and to these
inspections must be allied an alert and effective defect reporting
system, which currently manifests itself in the BOA Technical
Committee's Technical Newssheets, which are sent to inspectors
and club technical officers at monthly intervals with an annual
revision.

A new experience In Soaring

THE PILATUS 114

.'

- a pleasure to fly - all metal
- ideal for club and - competitive price

private use - short delivery
- high performance - monthly production:
- aerobatic 12units

Call us for further information
~PILATUS~AIRCRAFT LTD.

CH..e370 STANS SWITZERLAND Telephone 041-6'110446
Cabl~ Address: PILATUSAIR STANS Telex 78329
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In the case of special. events affecting the airworthiness of
specific types to a degree which requires Instant action, a direct
mail shot will. be sent to every registered Qwner of the type, fol
lowed by repetition in the next Technical Newssheet, so it pays to
keep the BOA informed of changes of ownership.

Recent B0n-airwor,thiness events which have been dealt with by
the BOA Technical Committee, are worth reviewing.

ASW 15-in flight failure of a glider in the USA resulting in
the death of a UK citizen. The BOA recommended that the type
shoul'd be grounded temporarily, pending in-depth examination
of evidence and s'tructural testing by the manufacturer. The
results were not conclusive, other than to determine that the tail
plane separated from the glider in flight.

Foka 4-in night fatal accident in the USA resumng from
wing root failure. Report received from the Nationa. Transport
Safety Board indicated sub-standard glue joints. BGA were not
convinced and subseq\lent inspection of ·a UK machine and .
others at the factory substantiated the: BOA view that other fac
tors were inVOlved in Ithe USA accident. The Foh 4 was not
grounded but the facts, and a reques't for inspection, were
promulgated in TNS, after a mail shot to registered owners,

Dart bonded spar-the BOA declined to recommend the
grounding on the basis of one sample found in poor condition by
the manufacturer, on inspection prior to export. The sample had
been poorly stored and maintained and subsequent inspection of
Dart spars using non-destructive techniques failed to disclose an
epidemic of such conditions, .and no further cases have been
reported.

Cal.if A-21-failure of both outer wing panels in flight, in
South Afrka, crewed by UK citizens. Although ,the BOA had
only issued a Permit to Fly to this type, pending further investi
gation of the stick force trimming device, frolT! the comprehen
sive and competent reports re.ceived from the crew, the BOA have
taken the precautionary view that there may be an inherent .air
worthiness deficiency, resulting in classical aileron flutter. They
have asked CAA to take action with the Registro Aeronautica
ftaliano to raise an Airworthiness Directive as the manufacturer
has declined to accept any responsibility technically or morally
for what has occurred I

(We. ha;ve just heard that the efforts oJ the BOA and CAA on
the RAf has resulted in a mandatory speed restriction of lO8kts
being enforced, pending the possible introduction of mass-bal
anced ailerons)

So much for the non-airworthiness events of the more
spectacular kind.

Accident Investigations
Fortunately there are seldom accidents directly attributable to

airworthiness, and such few in-flight structural failures as may
have been recorded in respect of UK types over 20yrs or more,
have. in every case but one, been associated with exceeding limi
tationsl However, the Accident Investigation Branch of the
Department of Trade reserve the right to investigate all notifiable
accidents. In practice, whether in respect of gliders or private air
craft, ,they witt normally opt not to initiate a detailed investi
gation, unless fatalities are involved in particular circumstances.
The BOA, therefore,analyses its own accident reports and makes
sucb ,investigations as may be necessary. and in any case the inci
dent is likely to be reported in the OASCO flight Safety
magazine, in L1oyd's List and the DoT annual review of UK
accidents!

CAA approval of the RGA in respect of motor gliders.
Because motor gliders which comply with the "Redhill Defi
nition" have to be registered in accordance with Article 3 of the
AND, it follow.s that ,they may not be flown unless they are certi
ficated in accordance with Article 7 and crewed by persons
licenced in accordance with Article 19. However, by vir.tue of the
BOA seeking inspection approval frorn the CAA and having



inspectors whom it approves against acceptable standards of
experience, skill, knowledge and access to information (Civil Air
craft Inspection Procedures, Technical Newssheets, etc) BGA
members are relieved of the formality of having to seek the ser
vices of licenced aircraft maintenance engineers and others in the
maintenance of motor gliders. Furthermore, the BGA may pro
cess modifications to such motor gliders and make recommenda
tions on overhaul requirements, the most noticeable of which has
been the "on condition" overhaul of engines and the extension
of engine maintenance checks to lOOhr intervals.

Major and Minor Modifications to Gliders
The Technical Committee of the BGA is privileged to enjoy the

voluntary services of airworthiness specialists in the field of air
craft structures, stability, handling, repair and maintenance, and
can therefore give design approval to modifications which may
or may not qualify as "major" or "minor" changes in the design
of gliders without reference to the manufacturer, should he still
exist.

Some recent examples include a disabled person's control
system, retracting gear on an otherwise non-retracting type, and
extension of aerofoils. Minor modifications are normally
approved by the Chief Technical Officer and include substitute
replacement parts and items of that kind.

Defects
Defect reports are received from the Accidents Investigation

Branch, DoT, the Airworthiness Division (defects section) CAA,
from foreign government Airworthiness Agencies, from the
manufacturers, from owners, instructors, club technical officers
and BGA inspectors. These are transmitted in the BOA Technical
Newssheets and reviewed and revised annually in the BGA's
"Compendium of Airworthiness Directives, Mandatory Modifi
cations and Special Inspections for UK and Foreign Gliders (and
Motor Gliders)". We doubt if any other agency offers such an
effective service.

Veteran and Vintage Gliders
There is a healthy movement to resurrect, rebuild, pmserve

and fly the older types of aircraft upon which present day gliding
was born and the BGA places no arbitrary airworthiness "kiss
of-death" on such types, but prefer to allow them to fly on
condition they can be seen to be airworthy. Several pre-war
gliders are still flying in the UK.

In addition, copies of "Standard Repairs to Wooden Gliders"
are still available.

In conclusion, Great Britain enjoys a unique privilege in
administering its own glider airworthiness and operational
affairs, with so few people doing so much for so many, mostly on
a voluntary basis. The BOA does not claim to be devoid of sins
and ommissions, but it does offer a mostly fumble-free air
worthiness system at a fraction of the cost that would be levied
by any government agency, and actively encourages a strong DIY
element in the process. It has under constant review the develop
ments in the state of the art in the interests of its members, and
achieves all this with 1 part-time staff (CTO), plus the necessary
·secretarial assistance.

This paper is also 10 be presented al the Canadian Aeronaulics
and Space Institute's Symposium on Recreational Aircraft at
Ottawafrom June 23-25.

London Sailplanes Ltd.
Tring Road, Dunstabl'e, Beds.

Telephone Dunstab'. 62068

U.K. Agents for Tost and A. Schleicher

Open Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. I

CAA. welding and re-sprays

Repairs to wood. glass-fibre and steel tube machines

Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds

Wide range of instruments in stock

Barograph and A.S.I. Calibration

MOWBRAY VALE
INSURANCE BROKERS

LET US QUOlE FOR YOUR GLIDER - TUG

CLUB FLEET - CLUBHOUSE - HANGAR OR

ANYTHING ELSE THAT IS INSURABLE.

REPRESENTED AT LLOYDS, ALL LEADING

COMPANIES

RING CAROL TAYLOR AT

THIRSK 23018

ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS COVER FOR

GLIDER PILOTS AT NO LOADING

(Northallerton 3586 24 hour answering service)

or write to:

48a Market Place, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

Bf.ST RATESSUPERIOR COVER.
Repair Stations

In the past the BGA appointed senior Inspectors, mature and
experienced people, to supervise the tell year major inspections
and other such major activities.

More recently it has become apparent that such mature ·experi
ence is now required to supervise major reconstruction of
damaged gliders, and particularly the rebuilding of badly bent
ORP machines. Therefore, in January 1975, the BGA declared a
policy leading to Repair Station Approval in which such
organisations must gain access to the services .of a senior
inspector to supervise the quality of such major repair work,
whether it be to wood, metal or glass-fibre structures.

Minor repairs-in accordance with established practices and
procedures remain the prerogative of ordinary inspectors.

Courses and Technical Data
Courses and inspector conferences are arranged as and when

required and in particular on such subjects as glass resin struc
tural repairs and the maintenance of motor glider power plants.

The BOA's shop markets 52 selected CAA Civil Aircraft
Inspection Procedure Leaflets (CAIPs) covering wood, metal
and powered aircraft, instruments, and related systems and these
leaflets are now regarded as the airworthiness bible of the BGA.
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MORE VAT ON GLIDING

As soon as it became apparent that
gliding would again be hit by the Budget,
the BOA Chairman sent the following
letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Dear Chancellor,
lam writing to request you to review the

impact on the gliding movement of '(our
proposal to impose VAT at the rate of
25% on light aircraft, since I am sure that
you canno,( be fully awat:e of the effect.

There are some 9110000 people from
all walks of life who glide in Great Britain;
the vast majority are far from wealthy and
belong to voluntarily managed non-profit
making clubs. Most (Slubs, by reason of
present high costs, are registered for
VAT. Gliders are purchased by clubs and
then used by club members in return for
hourly charges to cover the running
costs, insurance etC. As I understand the
positron, the new 25% VAT will be levied
not only on the purchase of gliders, but
also on the hourly charges for their use.
These hour/y charges represent by far the
greatest proportion of the cost of gliding
to the individual and 1 am sI/re that this
aspect of the impact of VAT has been
overlooked.

Mindful of the effects of inflation on
voluntary sports clubs, the Spons Coun
cl7 has strenuously endeavoured to obtain
exemption from or zero-rating on such
bodies. Whilst I can appreciate that at the
present time you halie, perforce, been
deaf to their entreaties, I find it hard to
believe that you should have consc;';Jusly
trebled the burden on our minor sport, at
a time when, due to sharply rising costs,
the vast majority of its adherents are find
ing it increasingly difficult to follow.

I realise that the sailing fraternity find
themselves in the same predicament, but
I imagine that most sailing clubs are not
registered for VAT and the question of
VAT on hire by individual club members
will not therefore arise.

A further, and I think very relevant con
sideration, is that gliding clubs are subject
to the very increased burden of local
authoritY rates and, in common with all
sports, cannot claim the mandatory rates
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exemption to charities, though of course,
some' have been granted a degree ,of dis
cretionary exemption.

The gliding community is fully prepared
to bear its share of the country's eco
nomic difficulties, but the present pro
posals seem to impose on it an excessive
burden and I earnestly ask you to recon
sider the position of voluntary non-profit
making gliding clubs.

- Christopller R. Simpson
Chairman

BGA DIPLOMA WINNERS

Congratulations to the three BOA
Diploma winners who have given long
service to gliding.
,John Jefflies

John joined the London Gliding Club
26yrs ago and has devoted himself whole
heartedly '0 the cause of gliding. As a
pr,ofessional Ins'tructor he imbtJed hun
dreds of pHots with his enthusiasm for the
sport in all its guises from first solo to
competition flying and record breaking.

He has been the club"s manager and
chief administrator for the last ten years.
Ansgar Sambale

Ansgar. who was born in Germany
where he flew gliders and pOwered awr
craft. was re-introduced to gliding tn the
early 1950's by the Scottish Gliding
Union. He was appointed a full time
instructor at Portmoak in 1965, having
spent some time in his career as an instru
ment engineer.

His engineering skills nave been invalu
able 'and Ansgar has earned respect for
those under his care. As an instructor he
is a specialist, a wise i:ounseIlor and a
good ex,ample to all concerned with spor,t
ing gliding.
Ted Warner

Ted joined the Cambrid,ge University
Gliding Club in 1946 as ground engineer.
later to become the eFt. His friendly
cynicism and legendary imperturbability
have endeared him to generations of
pupils.

For years he served with distinction on
the BOA Technical Committee. Master
joiner, master instructor. diplomat, de
flater, philosopher and friend. Ted
Warner is the Cambridge Gub.

FLYING COMMITIEE NOTES

It has, been agreed that the following
records be implemented.
British National & UK Local

Speed o,ver an out-and-return course of
300kms and 500kms.
UK Local only

Speed over a triangular course of 600.
700,750,800,900 and lOOOkms.

Longest triangular distance. This
record (0 be set-up with the nrst
completed valid triangle over 6OOkms.

For all the above triangles and
ineluding the existing 500kms triangular
speed record the new 25/45 rule will
apply. This will make tasking large
triangles in UK airspace a little easier. For
all triangles that are flown for 13ritish
National and world records. the 25145
rule only applies to triangtes larger than
750 kms. (See S&G Dec. 1974. p254.)

To bring the present lists of UK local
recQrds more into line with current per
formances, it ,is proposed to discontinue
the speed to goal flight records at the end
of 1975, unless further interest is shown
during the current season.

John Glossop,
Flying Commi/lee

S&G SUBSCRIPTIONS

Our move (0 Leicester has necessitated
some changes in the distribution of Sail
plane & Gliding.

Subscribers are advised that st,arting
with this issue the magazine is being sent
out ftom Our Printers at Basings,toke. It is
therefore no longer possible to insert in
the magazine reminder and renewal cards
for expir,ing subscriptions. Instead only
one renewal form which cons(Jitutes
notice of subscription expiry will be sent
out under separate cover about foar
weeks before the subscription is due to ex-
pire. .

Subscribers are therefore urgently
requested to return these renewal forms
together with their remittance as soon as
possible after feceipt so as to ensure un
interrupted delivery of their copies.

The major change is that subscription
referen~e numbers will no longer be used



STOLEN,INSTRUMENTS

GLIDING CERTIFICATES

Dick Stratton,
BGA Chief Technical Officer

E.V. Goodwin ~'boro/Spalding 22,2
B.J. Davey Imperial 'Cgllege 31.3

GOLD·C DISTANCE
Name Club 1974
R.C. Addiss Yorkshire 18,8
A. Shellon SGU 11,12
A.H. Yates Inkpen 7.5
D.W.Davis Bath/Wilts 26,5

SILVER<:
No. Name Club 1974
3891 A.D.G. Cummings Cambtidge Univ 14,5
3892 B.M. Marren in Belgium 2,6
3893 R.A.IHacken Two Rivers 25,8

1975
3894 RC, Green Culdrose 2,5
3895 M,S. Mpton Derby/Lancs 23,3
3B96 J, Sounders Wrekin 23.3
3897 P.H. Steiner Bicelter 19.3
3898 R.W.Welch Devon/Somerset 26,3
3899 R. Rodwell Vister 14,3
3900 P.A, Gillham Wrekin 22,3
3901 A.W, Donaldson SGU 24.3
3902 M.Lynch Bath/Wilts 30.3

OBITUARY

THURSTAN JAMES

Founder of The Sailplane ~ Glider in
1930 as the 'first periodical solely devoted
to gliding, Thurstan James, who edited it
until the end of 193 I, died suddenly on
April t1 atthe ag.e of71.

In 1929 he had joined the editorial staff
of The Aeroplane, and SQon news of the
spectacular soaring flights in Germaay
came pouring in, and the result was the
special "gliding issue" of The Aeroplane
which sparked off the "gliding lunch" of
Oecember 4 at which the BGA was
tentatively formed. He told the full story
in S & G for December 1969. and
followed this in April 1970 with an
account of the early flying days of the
London Gliding Club, where I often met

.him. The Sailplane & Glider first
appeared on September 6 1930 as a
weekly at 3d, later becoming fortnightly
at6d. It was fathered by The Aeroplane,
but he had to do most of the editorial
work in his own spare time. By the end of
1931 he <i:ouldspare the time no longer, so
the magazine was "given" to the BGA as
its official or~an.

During the war Thurstan lames
worked at the Ministry of Aircraft Pro
duction, where he became "Oirector of
Aircran Production (8)", At the war's
end he moved back to The Aeroplane,
this time as its Editor, and I was writing a
regular column of gliding news in it.
James retired V1 1%5 and a few years
later it became absorbed in Flight.

As Editor of S & G lames had a hard
task trying to interest readers in the poss
ibility, let alone the duty. of trying to
achieve the sort of advanced soaring that
was being done in Germany; most were
content to glide down slopes; very few
clubs had a slope suitable for soaring, and
hardl>: any members capable of doing it
even then.

Thurstan James performed a very
necessary service to British gliding. A.E.S.

1974
2,8

1974
21.7
8.11
1975
11.1
16,1
29,3
24.3
10.3
24,3
23,3
24,3
29,3
29.3
24.3
19.3
24,3
23,3
31.3

1974
11.12
11.12

7.5
26.5

1974
18.B

11.12
7,5

1975
23,3
29.3
29,3
31.3
22.2
31.3

1975
1.4

16.1t.74

Club
SGU
in Australia
Inkpen
Bath/Wilts

Club
Bristol/GI05
Eagle

Club
London

Devon/Somerset
Surrey/Hoots
Bristol/Glas
Bristol/Glos
P'boro/Spalding
Imperial College

Club
Yorkshire
SGU
Inkpen

Club
Yorkshire
Portsmouth

Clevelands
Crusaders
SGU
Surrey/Hants
Southdown
Devon/Somerset
Devon I Somerset
SGU
Surrey / Hants
Bristol/ Glos
Kent
Lakes
Southdown
SGU
Bristol/Glos

DIAMOND DISTANCE
No. Name
1/78 C. Withall

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No. Name
3/223 T. Pentelow
3/224 E, R. Smith

An instrument panel was stolen from a
Kestrel 19 at Wycombe Air P,ark at the
.end of March. We have given details in
case any of these items cOmes onto the
secondhand market.

Ferranti MKS artificial horizon, ser no.
I3S/61; J essop 12v inverter, ser no. 044;
tw(,) variometers PZL WRS5 (with speed
to fly rings), only one ser no. is known,
7001048; PZL ASI PR250s l40kts ser no.
7204001; Kelvin KAAIS05/K altimeter,
ser no. IK 329; Kelvin Mk2 turn and slip
indicator ser no. 6185; Peip Audio 12v
unit of German manufacturer; two 6v
batteries, type 806 (wet cells); two
change-over switches, 107-01-219; Cook
compass and Field Avionics 360 channel
radio type F 360.

459 C, H. Gardner
460 0,0, C...row
461 T. Pentelow
462 D,A, Benton
463 E,V. Goodwin
464 B,J. Davey

DIAMOND GOAL
No. Name
2/593 A. Shelton
2/594 R, B. Larkinson
2/595 A. H. Yates
2/596 D.W.Davis

GOLD C COMPLETE
No. Name
456 R. C, Addis
457 A. Shelton
458 A, H. Yates

GOLD C HEIGHT
Name
C, George
T.K, Simmons

Budget News. The higher rate of VAT
means that from May I, toe C of A fee is
£6.25 (£5 plus 25% VAT of £1.25). How
ever, please note that the higher rate is
not applicable to glider repair and
maintenance work, only to the statutory
BGA fee.

J.J,T, Taylor
R.S, Acton
A.C, White
P,J, Gibbard
D,B. Eastell
T,M,H, Jenvey
C.H, Gardner
iM.Luke
0.0. Carrow
T, Pentelow
C.C,J. MacPherson
P,E, GIUelt
C.D. Berry
M.G,Shaw
D,A. Benton

The National Ladder. now in two
sections, is short of entries" largely due to
the poor weather at the s,tart of the
season. T. Pentelow heads the Private
Ladder, 1045pts in three flights, with D.
Jones second, 800pts in two flights. Toey
are both from Bristol &Oloucestershire.

J. Scarsbrook (Deeside)is at the to,p of
the Club Ladder with 4S0pts in one flight.

TUI Maintenance. The BOA are
discussing with CAA certain proposals
for the maintenance of tugs, and we
urgently require documented evidence of
delays, difriwlties, lack of facilities and
capacity, overcharging and fuefficiency
experienced bycltlDS in arranging tug
maintenllnce.

THE BGA's NEW MOTIF

because the system hitherto employed is
now entirely alphabetical. So please
ensure that !lames and 01/ initials together
with complete postal address are clearly
given and posted so as to reach us about
14 days before the issue is due out.

All correspondence regarding sub
scriptions should be addressed to Kim
berley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester,
England, and not to the Printers.

Jenny Rolfe, S&G
Subscription Department

NATIONAL LADDER

TECHNICAL NEWS

This distinc,tive emblem, dark blue on
white, is the winning design in the compe
tition to find a new motif or symbol for
the BOA. It is by Peter Wildbur of 22
Seabrook Road, Tonbridge, Kent, who is
a member of the Southdown Gliding
Club.

There were more tban 30 entries wHh
such an impfessive standard, that the
final decision was d,ifficutt. The panel of
judges was chaired by Michael Carney, a
professional designer.

The prize was £25 pltls a year's sub
scription to S&G.
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Please send news and exchange
copies of journals to the Overseas
Editor: A. E. Slater, 7 Highworth
Avenue, Cambridge, CB4 2BQ, England.

Cross-Cou,ntry-A Way of Life

WILL/AM MALPAS reports on Buno-Bonnevaux, 1974 winners of the "Coupe Federate"

In the heroic days. of cross-country glid
ing, when 300 and 500kms were normaJly
attempted by a downwind dash, several
British pilots vtsited La Ferte-Alais-'a
very active club 300kms south of P·aris.

'The club is afive and well and has moved
IOkms further south to escape the Paris
control zone. It is now located at Buno
Bonneval,lx, malfway between Milly-La
Foret and Malesherbes.

Previous visitors will remember the
chef-dlHentre, M Pechaud, whose posi
tive attitude to cross-countries encour
aged many pilots to llchieve flights they
were previously afraid to attempt.

His influence is still strongly reflected
in the 1974 statistics:- fiying members
300, 74651us, 6355 launches, 173744kms
cross-country, 148432kms completed
with declarat,ions and turning point
photos, 166, 300km flights; 22, 500km
flig,hts and two 600km flights.

Cross-country flying is a way of life at
Buno-Bonnevaux. Each soaring day the
gliders (28 single-seaters are owned by the

1004km TRIANGLE DECLARED

Although the flight was not quite com
pleted Klaas Goudriaan has flown the
first over IOOOkm triangle during Febru
ary in South Africa. He flew his ASW-17
over a distance of 1001.3km of his
lOO4krn declared. His {ollgh at the top.!

SOVIET SEX SEGREGATION

Soviet men and women competitors held
their last National Championships, the
36th, at widely separated sites, according
to accounts in Krylia Rodiny translated
by Chris Wills.

The women flew at Kaunas in
Lithuania. After nine days, including
four no-contest tasks, Tamara Zagainova
won a 103km triangle in 2hrs 38mins
34sec$. Then came a lOOkrn out-and
return in which none reached the turn
point; followed by a day when the
weather cleared at noon to anow a 200km
triangle, won by Garmutye (Lithuania).
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club) are allocated by "le chef" with pri
ority to pilots seeking badges. M Pechaud
recommends the size of triangle to be
auernpted and almost everyone gets away
by midday..

No one ever organises a retrieve crew.
It is understood that if you land out
someone will fetch you. By the same
token, if you are around when the tele
phone starts ringing in the late afternoon
you are expected to go on a retrieve. On
the record day in 1974 when 18 gliders
were aux vaches, everyone was home by
lOpm, despite some trailers going out
twice.

Visitors are ,given a warm wefcome but
anyone coming from the UK for a short
stay will probably find the flying fairly
expensive.. A tow costs £1.60 and flying
charges are from 40p to £2.70 an hour.
Even on a brief visit the annual sllb of £72
is payable if more than 18hIS are
flown-it is £4 per hour (or those doing
less flying.

Those bringing their own gliders pay

Finally a proposed 300km triangle was
reduced by weather to twice a 64km out
and-return=128km. GOrQkhova, who
failed the day before through going
back for a second start, retriev.ed her
reputation by winning in 2hrs 30mins
24secs.

The contest was won by Garmutye,
who has been gliding for 20yrs but only
now has become Absolute Woman
Champion of Soviet Russia with 29S6pts;
2, taan, 2923; 3, Zagainova,2620.

The men llew alone at Orel, but next
time the women will join them there,
though flying separate tasks. At Orel the
men completed three contests during
seven flying days. Task winners: I,
IOSkm . out-and-retum: Panafutin
(Dniepropetrovsk) at 52km/h; 2, IS9km
dog-leg; Pasieclmik (Moscow) at
68km/h; 3, 105km triangle: Koval (Orel)
73.2km/h.

Final results: I, V. Panafutin
(Ukraine); 2, Oleg Pasiechnik; and 3, L.

only the launch fee and the only formality
for them consists in having their pilots'
licences validated in France.

The visitor will find a number of young
pilots nying glass-fibre gliders who have
already amassed impressive experience in
hours, cross-countries and competitions.
This is because the sport is subsidised in
France and, irn tlleor)', the subsidy is dir
ected mainly at encouraging pilots less
thaR 22 years-old. In practice, everyone
benefits to some degree.

The level of cross-country activity
results from an attitude of mind which
regards these flights as the norm, and it's
no disgrace to land out. This at.titude is
encouraged by large fields in the area, al
though they are full of crops in June and
the choice is limited. We also have our
share of irnternational class pilots to set.
the pace.

There is camping on the airfield with
all mod cons and inexpensive bistros in
the vicinity where members gather for an
agreeable end toa long soaring day.

Vaskov (Central Russian Fed). Of the
eight prizew,inners, seven were state glid
ing instructors, who also took I1 of the 12
medals.

In the Ukrainian Championships, with
three tr,iangular tasks completed, leading
results were: I, Rudyenski; 2, Vesiel
ovski; 3, Vinitsa. All pilots flew Blaniks.

COUPE D'EUROPE FOR TWO-SEATERS

The AWl-Club du Poitou is again
orga,nising a c()mpetition for two-seater
gliders. It will be at the Poitiers-Biard air
field (rorn August 3-15 with the practice
week from July 2S-August 2.

Each team will consist of at least two
pilots and not more than four. The first
pilot must fly every task, but the second
pilot may be chosen each day from the
other members of the team.

Entries will be accepted up to June 15
with prierity given to non-French
competitors. Entries should be sent with



the equivalent of 300 French francs to
L'AerO'-Club du Poitou, aerodrome de'
Poitiers-Baird, 86000 Poitlers, Fmnce.

pQitiers lies about 120kms SE of
Angers, right in the middle of the famous
500km triangle flown by nearly 50 of the
competitors in ~he 1971 Coupe d'Europe.
(Our Paris corresfXJnden/)

ORANGE FREE STATE CHAMPS

A record entry of 24 in this, event put in
lOOOOkms of cross-countries in four days.
W. Shields won every Standard and Open
Class task and W. Gonlag wQn in ~he two·
seater Class: both are fmm Witwaters
rand. S. van Sandwyk of Harrismith won
every task in the Limited Class. (Wings
over Africa).

PUTTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT

In our las~ issue ., Australian News" p82
we reported from a newspaper cutting
that Malcolm Jinks had taken his Nimbus
2 amund a 763km triangle. In fact the
flight was made by Tony Tabart, but
Malcolm has claimed a new world record!
for the 500km triangle in his Nfmbus on
January3l ata speed of I40.70km/h.

Sue Martin who had claimed a lOOkm
triangle (world feminine) for a night on
6.2.75 at 140km/h has had to drop her
claim owing to incorrect photographic
evidence.

~ BUY BRITISH~
~ ea~

CROSBY·
ANDREASSOIV BA-4B

The superb fast aerobatic metal
biplane as displayed by 

Peter Phillips

• ROLLS ROYCE POWERED
100 HP BA-4B £1,200
1~ HP Super BA-4B £1,SOO
each complete with starter, alternator,
battery. 360 channel VHF (rental), cabin
heater, disc brakes'. fully castoring
.ailwheel, luggage locker and corrosion
proofed throughout
Invened fuel and oil system for
competition work and a glider tow hook
are optional extras.

Constructional Plans • £30

Built and Distributed by:
CROSBV AVIATION LIMITED
Archery House. Leycester' Rd.
Knutsford. Cheshire lEl..: 4254

JAMI
The Traditional Gliding Centre in Finland

- Take your own glider with you, aero-tows available
from mid-May to mid-August

- Glider hire for local flights
-lowprices for meals and accommodation
- Fresh pine forests for outdoor-life

Send your bookings to:

Jiimin Lomaharju, SF-38800 Jamijirvi, Finland

JANTAR

JANITAR 19m Sailplane Winner of 19mCup at Vrsac 1972-48 : 1 glide angle at
59kts .. All glas5 fibre-very easy to rig. [5,700 ex works witl\ instruments.
Immediate dEllivery. Demonstration air craft now at Booker.

COBRA 15 15rn Sailplane. 1 :' 38 glide angle. PriCIJ with filII. set of instruments
except altimeter £3,500 ex works. Delivery 2-3 months.

PIRAT 115m 11 : 33 glide apgle. Ptice£2,632 ex works Delivery 2"3 months.
BOCIAN lE Two-seater. £2,662 e>l works.
JANTAR STANDARD 15m version of the Jantar 1. Glide angle 40. [4,600

ex works. Delivery on application.

All delivered to Booker Airfield, Marlow, Bucks. Delivery charge £350.
Now profile trailers to suit above aircraft available

Polish Tug Aircraft WllGA 35 Full British G of A. Very cheap to operate.
Special leasing arrangements. £9,300 Ex works with spares.

WILGA Demonstration aircraft now available for leasing by
clubs.

PZL instruments in stock. For PZL Instruments repairs send direct to:
GLIDER INSTRUMEN1S. 5GLENDEVON ROAD, WOODLEY, READING. BERKS.

Tel. Reading 696491

For full details contact JOHN STRUGNELL at:
OAtTRADE LTD., 181-183 WARWICK ROAD, LONDON, W14 8PU

Telephone: 01.3706181 or evenings Boume End 23458
Sole Exporter- Pezetel Ltd. 4a Czestochowska Street, Warsaw, Pola·nd.
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GLlD1NG-A MOUSE-DERBY!

Dear Editor,
Rodney Tibbsseems to have crowned himself king of the non

competitive castle and appointed me its philosopher and comt
fool (S&G April, p56). Iwould like to announce my immediate
resignation.

This is not because I am instantly ,gQing to become 60 times
more competitive (quite difficult). 1agree with almost everything
Rodney says (and why not, when the flattery is so outrageousl),
but not with 'some of tme things he seems to imply. For example,
are we really to form a group ,to spread the "non-competitive
gospel"; the gliding ,equivalent of the anarchist party'? .

Are we to ,compare our pleasures instead? (My night only
lasted five minutes but i,t was much more beautifuH) Are we to
have a National Unladder, so to speak? The Meek Cup. Worse,
are we to state that men who do not compete are morally inferior
(which might be so), and that we are morally bound to do some
thing about it? You know the formula, "God is Love, Damn
you! "

As for the Rev Tibbs' sermon XVI "But will he reject the rat
race?", I would like to point out, non-competitively of cQurse,
that gliding isn't r,eally The Rat Race, only a symptom, an
initiation, a kind of mause-Derby. My "lengthy and intro
spective stud,y" wasn't intended to be Saul on the Road 10
Damascus and I am not converted, therefore, to half an hour's
cirding round a bird. , . Instead, my study was little more than
the mutterings of a victim of self-induced sheUshock. In these
idiot times there's no copyright on that.
Cambridge. STEVEN LONGLAND

RODNEY, YOU ARE THE LOSER

Dear Editor,
I have just read one of the saddest and most pitiable articles

ever written by Rodney Tibbs in the last issue.
Rodney claims to fly for pure ple~sure ... exhiliaration , ..

adv,enture ... sensations ... experience. He also claims to be
completely non-competitive and backs it with a statement of non
achievement.

lean assure Rodney that by being non-competitive he is
denying himself much of ,the joy of gliding. I dol'lt mean the sense
of achfevement but the world of pure pleasure (his type) that is
accessible only to those who pr,ess onwards and upwards.

The sensation and exhilaration in one's entire psychological
system is far different during the fifth hour of a flight than
during the first.

The experience of being at WOOf,t and 50 miles from base is far
different- from any local flight. The sensation of flying free as a
bird cannot ,be complete if you always have one leg firmly fixed
to your home field.

The view of the world from 1200ft is nothing like the view
fr,om 12000. I have promised myself that SOlTIe day I shall view
,the world fmm 20000£...

The spectacle of a dozen other gliders silhouetted against the
blue sky, sharing the same thermal as oneself, ,is Dot the same .as a
background of green. I have promised myself that I shall see
Shep's Std Libel1e against a back,ground of green, some day.
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Rodney cites a few of the things that have pleased him includ
ing something about a buzzard. I could Ilist dozens of different
joyous, moments, many of which were only possible because I
was striving for something bigger, better, higher, further or
f.aster.

I am sure that every other glider pilot could compare similar
lists. If Rodney would only open his eyes when he next visits a
gliding site he will ,realise that over 90% of the flights are made
when there is, absolutely no hope of achieving a ,badge flight, any
other record, rung, point Or position. We all fly most of the time
for pure pleasure, but we also know that there is a far greater
range of pure pleasure possible if we onily indUlge in a bit of
competition flying as well.

Rodney is probably confused by all the talk of records, badges
etc. Such talk only occurs because statistics are so very easy to
communicate and understand. 300km triangle means exactly the
same thing to everyone while words like "elation, exhilaration,
pleasure . . ." are so subjective that communication becomes
difficult and uncertain. When men discuss women ,they usually
refer to a set of statistics, but have you ever seen a man in search
of a mate while carrying a tape measure in his pocket?

Rodney, I believe that by limiting yourself to the easy flights
you are the loser.
South Harrow, Middx. GARDNER SORUM

ANOTHER WITH HIS EYES OPENI

Dear Editor,
[ would like to assure Rodney Tibbs that he Is certainly not "in

the minority ot" one" in his aUltude to gliding. I am sure that
many pilots woutd join me in applauding his article and in
hoping that it will move y.ou to ensure that 8&G doesn't become
•• a fair imitation of a railway timetable".

Rodney Tibbs has only to turn two pages past his own article
to be heartened by the poems of Atholl Robertson, Leon Roskilly
and Michael Erdman and see that he is n4>t alone in gliding for
pure enjoyment.

8&0 does a grand job. but in the spate of no doubt necessary
articles on the ,teehnicaHties of our sport, may the Editor
encourage contributions of articles, poems and good photo
graphs for those of us who do not "fly with their eyes shut",
'Crieff, Pertbshire. K. F. LLOYD

CLUB GLIDERS AND GLIDING

Dear Editor,
We have had in effect a Club Class for gliders for 17 years,

called the Standard Class. This was 'supposed to enCOurage the
design of gliders suitable for club opera,tion. I,t takes an optimist
indeed not to predict the same fate for a new Club Class, as more
and more of the rules originally devised to protect the conoept are
first ignored by manufacturers gaining a temporary advantage.
and then deleted because of preSSUfe from ,the competition pilots
who have taken ov,er from clubs as the main customers.

ThiS situation is bound to be repeated so long as the pattern of
gliding operations is distorted by over~emphasis on competition.
What attempt has been made to find the proportion of glider
pilots really interested in competHion? I bet it is under 50/0. yet



their needs are provided for while the rest look around in vain fOF
the sort of glider they want. Where are the extra competitions
going to be held for all those club pilots who are supposed to be
bursting to enter? NQ doubt ordinary club members win not be
consulted about the further distortion of their opera,tions, but
they want to fly too and a great many resent giving up any of
their limited opportunities.

What kind of rules could attract manufacturers· back into mak
ing dub gliders? A span limitation is arbitrary and blinds many
people to the all-round merits of gliders not of this span. The
15m span ~imit of lhe Standard Class was supposed to keep costs
down, but it has neither done this nor makes sense in ,the face of
the 16m ASK-19 built to the cost limit ofthe German Club Class.
So how about a price limit? This must be unworkable inter
nationally with widely differing inflation, fluctuating exchange
rates, and Eastern Bloc gliders wi,th prices set by currency earning
considerations and not profit. No cheer for Western manu
facturers there.

A performance limit of say 35: I max glide angle would, based
on measured performance, let ,in the Std LibeUe, hardly sui,table
as a club glider-perhaps we would see manufacturers claiming
less than the real performance to get into the Class! This would
be a refreshing change from the usual exaggerations but it would
also begin the destruction of the Club Class all over again. Any
way, glide ratio is only part of the performance picture, so what
is meant by perf<lfmance and who is going to certify it? You only
have to consider the scandal of Standard Class airbrakes to
realise the difficulties. Club gliders also need other qualities than
performance.

I don't know what t·he solution is, but I am sure it does not lie
in yet more competitition. It is difficult to be optimistic about the
benefits of competition when one observes its effect in the hang
gliding world, surely the epitome of scorn for rules and regula
tions: ,two British entrants refusing to speak to each other
because each claimed to be the National Champion, and non
USA entrants complaining about the unfairness of the USA team
using a more advanced Rogallo than theirs!

Roc!ney Tibbs is too modest in his article. He writes for
thousands who like him get their pleasure in ways unconnected
with competitive gliding. To this hardened believer in club
gliding, it is very gratifying to observe the reminiscent delight of
visitors to our developing site at the spectacle of members
(including private owners) c;feep in field drains, fixing roofs, our
6Of,t by 60ft hangar which cost us under £2500 etc. Their wish
that it was stil.1 thus in their own flying factory contram with the
attitude of some other visitors, who introduce themselves as
advanced pilots and what facilities have we to offer them? Our
suggestioIl. that facilities are what members make them and what
has such an experienced type got to offer us, seems to result in a
rapid loss of enthusiasm.

While there are plenty of non-contributors in any group of
members, and it is certainly not my intention to criticise pot
hunting, it is easy to gain the impression that, with a few notable
exceptions, the pot hunters are so busy with their next record
attempt, badge flight or competition that they could not possibly
be expected to repay any of the eHor,t that was put into the pro
vision of faciliHes and training when they were mete sprogs. Yet
without such repayment, and with interest, gliding cannot remain
within reach of the wide variety of .people traditionally associated
with the sport, with costs soaring faster than a T-2 r in the core of
a thermal. From what I hear, it is already nearly too late.
Preston, Lana. JOHN GIBSON

ACCIDENT REVIEW?

Dear Editor,
I have hesitated in writing this letter as it is some years since I

instructed, but finally decided tha,t some action was necessary
even by way of duty to the young, and what better means than
the official magazine of the BGA?

Accident Review (S&G February, p20) is the article that drives
me into print since it gives me a sickening feeling that all the
labour of love so many of us put into the formulation of
instructional procedures in the early fifties, in the belief we were
striving for posterity and all that, has gone down the plug-hole
within a single generation.

I am well aware, from the need to comment upon soores of
accident rePorts whilst 'serving as a member of ,the Accident
Analysis Panel, tha,t the reports the BGA r.eceives often omit
vital data, and the case quoted is no exception in this respect. It is
therefore unwise, in my opinion, to compile a lengthy list of sup
posedly contributory factors when, if we are reaUy concerned
about accident prevention, the real need is to get at the basic
cause and ram it home.

Wha,t comes over clearly-straight from the horses mouth-as
the basic cause in the account of the accident, is that the pilot
cannot have had the remolest idea of why he was doing a
square circuit. Perhaps 47hrs at five different sites bad not made
the reason any clearer. What I find even more alarming is that
the rest of the article leaves the impression that he is not alone in
his Ignorance.

Whether or not my fears are well-founded wiU be more evident
perhaps after you have received other readers' comments upon
this letter.
lIford, Essex. CHARLES ELLIS

Bill Scull replies:
In the analysis of an acddent it is not always possible ,to pinpoint
a single, simple cause; if there is one then Charles is right with his
"ram it home" philosophy. However, when an accident sn{lws
up a number of minor faults or errors and indecisIveness, then
thorough analysis is essential. It is not for me to comment On the
second paragraph of the letter but some may resent tbe implica
tion-didn't that sort of accident happen in the fifties?

IN PRAISE OF BILL'S ACCIDENT REVIEW

Dear Editor,
May I congratulate you ·on your new series, of articles analysing

accidents. I was unfortunate enough to see 1I fatal crash last year,
and to be called as a witness at the subsequent inquest. This gave
me the opportunity of talking quite extensively with the accident
investigator from the AIB.

He made the interesting comment at the time that the gliding
movement seemed to suppress all Information .about accidents,
rather than publicise it so that others might learn by it. He cited
your contemporary Pilot magazine which carries an accident
analysis every month, and said he wished that S&G would do the
same. He pointed out that his department ,goes to an enormous
amount of troubk and expense to analyse the causes of serious,
accidents, and pubtish these, and that this is done not to satisfy
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morbid curiosity or merely to apportion the blame, but in order
that all pilots may learn by it, and avoid similar accidents in the
future.

One appreciates that brief details of alt accidents are printed in
Instructor, but this is not available to the great maj:ori,ty of pilots
who would benefit from the kind of brief account which Bill
Scull is giving in your present series. Ours is a very safe sport and
no one wmdd wish 'l0 make it appear mor,e dan,gerous than it Is,
but a cool, thoughtful analysis of accidents could well save some
one's life.
Dunstable, Beds. PATRICK GEOROE

ARE YOU A NELSON OR A BYNG?

Dear Editor,
Yo.ur April Issue contains two interesting accounts by Brennig

lames and Hugh Hilditch on "Flights that Failed" (p52) from
"which something valuable was .learnt" . (Actually a more appro
priate title for Brennig's would seem to be "A magnificent
recovery by D. B. James'" but we wm let that ride.)

Brennig opines from his flight that the "moral is that in a
dangerous situation your IQ tends to fall to a low figure." This
may be so in some cases, but ,an experienced member of the Inst,i
tute of Aviation does not agree. He found that human beings
(and animals) divide in two directions when danger threatens.
Some tend to have their wits sharpened by danger, while others
tend to get into a flap and panic. Of the former type was Admiral
Nelson and of the latter Admiral Dyug. (If 'history can be
believed.)

In the gliding world the fOFmer type Is represented by such
characters as Philip Wills et af plus probably many others. On the
other hand I have seen quite frightening incidents in gliding
where pilots have completely lost their heads when faced with
danger. The real moral of Brennig's story is that if you are a
"Dyng" type of pilot, alpine flying is not for you. The Bas-Alps
referred to by him may be relatively safe, but the real high Alps
in the Central Massif (Bernina, Mauerhorn etc) can be very un
forgiving to a pilot prone to panic.

Incidentally I am sure Brennig has a slight tendency towards
the "Nelson" type, despite his modesty, or :he would not be still
alive.

Hugh Hilditch's article I found much more technically
interesting, but I wonder really whether his basic trouble was not
after all compass error? Thus if the wind is 50kts west and you
"fly and fly -and fly" due nort,h at presumably 50kts, started
after a short climb (in time) from Lasham, you will end up north
of London not south of Gatwick. Hugh says "5. Don't put a
lightmeter near a compass", but is he really satisfied that this
was the main reason for compass error (inferred).

He says he was flying near to lightning strikes and it is morc
thanJikety that the induced discharges (that need not be fatal)
going on to his control wires" levers, pedals, etc, put his compass
out for a considerable time afterwards, en0ugh to account for the
900 error in his article.

I personally have had direct experience of this in South Africa.
Having just flown a world ol,lt-and-return record £rom
Kimberley; I embarked the next day with gay, over-confident,
abandon on a mere l00km triangle in an attempt to beat Dick
Schreder's other world record. Alas after pride was to come a
great and salutary fall.

Halfway to the first turning point a fierce strike rose up from
the ground and entered a big cu-nim on my left. AB I felt, having
a very dry skin, was a slight twitch. I duly rounded the first turn
ing point, visually, still in a happy state of gay abandon, and set
course magnifically for the next turning point. It never came up"
and I landed out after 8hrs of "square" searching, Qver
featureless terrain, for Kimberley. The landing point 200 miles to
the south of the Orange (which, but naturaUy, i thought was the
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Vaal!) was in extremely advanced terrain. The wind had been
northerly the whole time.

Actually it is possible ,that, unlike Philip WiUs et ai, I have Ii

tendency ~o revert to the "Byug" syndrome when danger
threatens. I am sure Philip and his like would have cottoned on
early to the fact ,that the compass was wildly out.

With the sun shining I had only to fly north or south for a bit,
checking the afternoon sun angle lOughly and the time by my
watch, and it would have become abundantly obvious that the
compass was VIS. From then on I could easily have flown due
north by the sun until the Vaal came up and so left turn for
Kimberley and home.

It's not only amateur pilots (or really navigators) like Hugh
and myself that get caught this way. The classic all time boob of
this type was the airline pilot who took off from Gibraltar for
London at night and landed in the early dawn, fuel gone, some
where north of Timbuktu in the Sahara. He had had an induced
strike at l0000ft on the climb out and, with all other aids gone,
had relied On his compass which, of course, was now wildly
wrong. There was great argument that he should have checked
his course by the stars, but frankly I felt a deep sympathy for
him. I believe he managed to survive the court of inquiry .

Hugh, by t.he way, seems to think that the bonding of gliders
will improve matters vis-a-vis induced strikes. (No glider pilot
wilt survive a direct strike.) This is not so. All that bonding will
do is to reduce the tendency to welding of the control hinge
points. In other respects it may actually heighten the dangers.
This applies to glass-fibre as well'as wood gliders.

On the other hand, an all-metal glider, owing to its "Faraday
cage" effect, is, a vasot improvement against induced charges from
not so distant strikes from cloud to earth (or vice versa) and from
cloud to cloud. So if you are keen, which frankly I now no tonger
am, on entering active cu-nim, do it in an 1-23 or some such. You
will be much safer but get your escape drill taped all the same.

The a.ll-metal light altoy surfaced glider will also ,reduce the
tendency of compasses to go haywire after induced strikes.

There is really a lot to be saiJj for metal gliders for the "mad
British". No other nation's piVots take such phenominal risks in
cu-nims as they do!

I ;believe there are now some very high performance American
all-metal ships available at reasonable prices. The British should
look very seri'o,usly at them for their team if, after Finland, the
next World Championships are once again in cu-nimbus prone
country.
Farnham, SUrFey. D. O. BURNS

NOT SO SIMPLE BUilDING A GLIDER •

Dear Editor,
I was very interested to read in S&G Ann Welch's article

advocating home built gliders (October 1974,1'212) and Lyn Bal
lard's letter (December 1974, p284), the latter prompting me to
write this letter.

At present I am building a 19m sailplane of wood construction
and, therefore, feel that I can write on ,this subject having had
experience.. Though Lyn made it sound rather a simple job to
design and build a glider, I am afraid I have not found this so.

Although I did not design my glider, I prepared all the working
drawings, which took approximately six months, working at
Ileast three nights per week (Approximately 300hrs.) therefore, in
my opinion, before physical work could proceed, at least nine
months work would be required for designing and preparing
working drawings.

I have now been work,ing on the actual building of the glider
for some 18 months, working approximately l~ days, plus one
evening, per week (ISOOhrs) and would estimate another 12
months before completion. The foregoing indicates that there is a
fair amount of work involved in building your own glider, ,in my



case some ~OOOhrs over a period of 2-3yrs. So, to any "would
be" constructor I would offer the foUowing advice:
t Ask yourself if you are prepared to spend 2-3,yrs in building
a glider and in doing SO forego a large amount of flying time.
(In home building, it is an advantage to have a knowledge of ,the
use of tools likely to be used, eg woodworking and metalworking
tools.)

2 Decide upon the type of glider you wish to build, ie high or
low performance. (Unfortunately there are very few designs
available for high performance, most are for medium to low per,
formance.)

Because of the time involved in building and the problems found
during design,construction and test flying, which can be C0Stly
both in time and money to re<;tify, I would not recommend any
one to design and build a glider unless they are very keen. In view
of the foregoing, it is better to choose a design which has already
flown and has had all the snagssQrted out. Even better, a 'kit, as
this can save at least one third of the construction time and there
is not the problem of obtaining materials. At this time, there is a
shortage of aircraft specification metals and alloys, and for this
reason anyone deciding to design and build a glider shGuld con
sider ulilising fittings which are used on existing production
gliders and are reasonably easy to obtain, or can be salvaged
from old/damaged gliders.

3 A reasonable w0rkshop is a necessity and should be approxi
mately 12ft x 36ft with electric points, good lighting and some
form of heating (you cannot work efficiently if you are cold.
have poor lighting or have a restricted working area!) There is
also a need for a reasonable selection of both woodworking and
metalworking tools.

4 Finally, I would like to stress that anyone deciding to build a
glider should do it on their own. It may be true that four can do
the job more quickly but it is also true that too many cooks spoil
the broth. More important, however, is that it is very difficult to
find three or fOUI people who can work amicably together and
are prepared to put in both an equal amount of work and money
on the project: it is usually the case that one or two members are
keener than the others and put in more work-then the argu
ments start!

I hope the above points have been of some interest to the
would-be constructor and that I have not painted too black a pic
ture, but it is easy to think it a simple job to build a glider and
then find out to the contrary and not only lose interest, but also a
lot oftime and money.

I would stress, however, that I have enjoyed and am still enjoy
ing the time spent on building my glider, and it is a very satisfy
ing and rewarding job for anyone keen enough to tackle it.

Should anyone be contemplating building a glider, I wish them
luck and if they have any problems whatsoever, I will be only too
pleased to try and help-just give me a call or drop me a line.
11 Farnborough Close, JOHN S. HALFORD
Matebborougb East, Redditeh, Wores.

CLUB CLASS RU LES

Dear Editor,
Ann Welch (8&0 April, p(3) is quite wrong to suggest pro

hibiting waterballast when any manufacturer would tell her that
it is a far cheaper and more <:ost-effective performance improve
ment than either retractable undercarriages or flaps.

Frank hving has conclusively shown ("How Much Ballast"
S&G, February 13, p21) that a light, low aspect ratio, unflapped
ISm glider with provision for a lot of water is a near optimum
configuration in all conditions. Surely it is highly significant
that, without ballast, it is also a near id'eal Club glider?

If such a glider is designed for large amounts of ballast from

the start (my letter, S&G April 1914, pOO), it will have a reserve
of wing and undercarriage strength to absorb wire launches and
hard landings in its club rOle.

In short, I consider the Club Olass International should have
the following rules to provide a high standard of competition and
to produce useful club gliders:

Span: ISm.
Prohibited,: Flaps and retractable undercarriage.
Full compliance with OSTlV 1911 Airworthiness Require
ments at Max baUasted weight (if applicable). Certified
,through National authority.

Hang glider requirements
Whatever happened 1,0 "Oy no h.igher than you are prepared to

fall from?"
Surely the flying now being done is very different from the

average gliding operation circa 1948, for which BCAR Section E
(non cloud-Hying) was accepted as a Min requirement?

There seems no reason why the better rigid and semi-rigid hang
gUders should not be able to comply with these Requirements, ie
6g ultimate and no airbrakes. The BOA would be well advised to
encomage and accept those, and onty ,those, which do.

Since this "non doud-flying" category is on11 tontained in
British Requirements to my knowledge, there is a danger it may
become extinct as the BeAR's are rapidly being replaced by the
osnv Requirements in certification procedures.

Perhaps Ann could press for an OSTlV non cloud-flying
category based on the BCAR one?
Scarborough., Yorks. JOHNSELLARS

Ann' Welch replies:
John Sellars should read the article again. I did not suggest the

prohibition of waterballas't; • instanced waterballast as an
example of something which might be prohibited in a <:ompeti
tion, but otherwise could be used normally. Other sorts of Class
Rule limitations, such as span, are not so flexible.

There is a CIVV sub-committee working on rules for the Inter
national Club Class at this time. It has taken, and still is taking,
advice and ,information from many people so that the Class Rules
will reflect what most pilots want.

At the March CIVV meeting it was decided to accept the Club
Class for FAI recognised international championships and
competitions. The Class sub-committee will continue to exist
even after the rules, are finalised to look after the use and optjra
tiona,1 needs of the Class.

The second par,t of John Sellars letter does not refer to my
artiele, and I am not very clear what he is trying to say; it could
be that the word 'not' is missing. However, nothing has
happened to 11 fly no higher than you care to fall". It still applies
to beginners in hang gliding, but experienced ,pilots flying ,the
robust and controllable aircraft whj'ch are now manufactured
have no more reason to fall than any other sort 'of aviator. They
are safe slope soaring as high as the lift allows.

BOOK REVIEW
Outdoor Pursuits for Disabled, People by Norman Croucher.

Published by che Disabled Living Foundation. Price 15p.
Gliding is l:ove,red in this new guide which is ,intended to encourage
disabled people to enjoy the countryside and to learn various skills
and sports from sailing to caving. It also includes information
about the many pastimes available to the disabled and the addresses
of organisations, clubs and authorities able to give constructive ad
vice.

The collection of pursuits listed in this well presented
publication may seem surprising until il is known that the author
has, personal knowledge of overcoming disabilities. Norman
Croucher is an experienced mountaineer who has rocenUy climbed
the Matterhorn, despite having had both legs amputated below the
knee.
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club news
.......-

Staffordshire Club Treasurer John Graham and Vice-Chairman Charles Webb are about to fly the K-13 for the first time at Morridge. Photo F. Boyce.

Copy and, photograpbs for the August..september issue should be sent to the Editor, S&G, 281 Queen Editb's Way, Cambridge CBI4NH, tel Cam
bridge 41725, to arrive not later tban Jllne 10 and for the October-November issue to arrive not later than August 7.
April 17 GILLlAN BRYCE-SMITH

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE

We were congratulating ourselves on how well
our drains were carryin~ away the autumn
rains when we ground to a halt in a sea of mud.
So we stayed 'indoors and remodelled; our barn
for several weeks, though this is still far from
the eventual clu bhouse that we plan to make it.

The suosequent spate of check flights coin
cided with tho introduction of a coloured card
system IQ grade ou r so'lo pilots. On certain days
the hill soaJing can be \ricky and we need to re
strict solo llying to skilled pilots, while giving
further tuilion to the others. Initial hill soaring
is allowed when the wind is westerly and condi
itions become easy to use.

Our private l1eet has swelled from four to
seven with an EoN 463, Skylark 3, and brand
new Swales SD-3. Tl1is is the ninth Ilirframe in
the BG-I3S Gipsy/Consort series, the project
being, kept alive and further developed by
Bryan Swales at Thirsk. The group flying this
machine includes two of the designers, John
Gibson and Keith Emslie; perhaps gliders must
be built in Yorkshire, but they can be designed
in Lancashire!

On his first flight in the EoN 463, lan Hamil
ton found a thermal wit,h cloudbase high
enough 10 gi,ve him Silver height in clear air.
The first time Ihe SD·3 got airborne, it pro
,ceeded to explore the whole six mile length of
the plateau in a gentle wind from 160°. This
meant using five distinct faces, and it is un
likely that this will happen very often, for if the
wind veered it would come off the SE face, or
if it backed it would-stop working on the SW
,one. Howewer it was good to prove that this
overlap elliists, for when the wind moves from
one face it will blow more squarely on to
another. We now know that we can reach hill
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lift from winch launches in every wind direc
tion between 060° and 330°.

The Fauvette owned by John Gibson had to
be grounded for a major overhaul, to bolt in
place the fittings originally held only by glue.
When it returns it will be operated by a new
group and will cease to be treated as a club
machine. We are grateful to John for his gener
osity over the past six years in allowing it to be
flown by so many club members.

The club Olympia was returnjng from a week
at Portmoak when it was blown off the M6 on
Shap Fell. The road has a reputation for over-
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turning empty furniture vans, it is high up and
unsheltered. The damage was not extensive,
but was yet another job for Alec Lunn to
repair; he had just been given our annual
trophy for effort on behalf of the club. Mike
Larvin got the cup for progress, Ken Stephen
son for enthusiasm, Ron Smith for distance
and Roy Greason was awarded the height
trophy.

K.E.

BRISTOL & GWUCESTERSHIRE

Chairman Mike Harper reported at the AGM
that the club had had a successful year's flying
using a carefully balanced blend of amateurism
and professionalism.•Aerotows had increased
by more than 330/0 from 1521 to 2029 and
winch launches moved from 3162 to 3208.

The club had full planning permission for a
caravan site, which was now operational, and
work was in hand on a toilet block and septic
tank to complete the scheme.

Members voted unanimously in favour of
forming an operating company to run the club
while a holding company will look after our
considerable assets. This will protect the assets
in case of an enormous claim against the club.

There was a unanimous agreement too, after
an excellent report from Treasurer Norman
Harris, that subs should go up to £22 for flying
members, £15 for youths. £27 for families, £12
for country members and £1 for associate non
flying members. A new temporary membership
arrangement is to be introduced with £1 for an
air experience flight from a winch launch and
£3 by aerotow.

Following on last year's successful courses
which exceeded eXIXctations, dOlJlble courses
are planned for several weeks this summer with
club instructors helping out full-time staff.



A group of 13 members attended a series of
weekly lectures by deputy CFI, Mike Munday,
with guest appearances by Met man Torn
Bradbury and Keith Aldridge. As a result they
all passed their Bronze C, one of tha 13 doing
his Silver duration on the ridge to celebrate
with others adding Bronze C legs within a short
time.

'8.S.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

We usually begin operating from Marshalls in
late February blllt with the airfield like a rice
paddy, Duxford has been the centre of our
operations. We achieved a site record on April
13 with 99 launches.

On March 28 John Glossop (Kestrel 19)
ambled round a 105km triangle and Sigfrid
Neumann took the club K-6cR round an 85km
triangle. Then on April 6, in atrocious visibility
and after a night o;f snow, four pilots flew a.
total of 596 cross-country kilometres, the most
notable flightS being J10hn Glossop's 180km
out-and-return and Paul Sears' 1.73km triangle
in a Dart 17R. The same day Peter Gittins
cained his five hours in the K-6cR.
Nole.

I would like to repeat warnings about the
increasing power traffic at Duxford. Visiting
pilots should be on the look out for such things
as aSea Fury, and .it is preferable for glider cir
cuits to be to the south of the airfield to avoid
areas likely to be targets for beat-ups by the
power brigade. Incidentally, Duxford is PPO
to powered aircraft. The number to ring is
Sawston 3963.

S.N.L.

CORNISH

There have been many changes since we last
appeared in these columns and fortunately one
has been the weather. After months of the
dreariest conditions since records began, we
were rewarded with several weekends of excel
lent soaring in March with most of the Ileet
thermalling to SOOOft over the airfield on one
particular day. This produced two Silver height
claims but the headwind was too strong for
effective cross-country Ilying.

Our CFI is now David Pentecost, who takes
over from Ernie Hayman, and our new Chair
man, Brian Farrow, holds sway over a
committee with many new faces.

Early signs suggest that we are in for a very
busy.course season and we hope our ridge
and two-seaters will soon be working overtime.

After the unhappy demise of our K-I3, we
now have a Blanik as a replacement and
acquired another flOO truck for launching. A
third Pilatus, owned by John and Jan Smith,
has arrived tQ make eight privately owned
gliders.

T.L.J.

COVENTRY

Despite poor conditions and very wet fields,
the first few cross-country Ilights have been
made, but we shall need more sunshine before
any serious tasks are attempted.

Hopefully the best weather is being saved for
the Nationals at Husbands Boswof,th fn)m
May 24. Forty-five entries have been accepted
and there are a furtller 18 pilots on the reserve

"4= .-
Glidervvork

IC of A OVERHAULS and REPAIRS:='!;:::
Husbands Bosworth Airfield. Near Rugby'
181: Husblnds BOSWDrlh 375

list, SQ with a good week's w.eather we hope for
a first class competition.

DuriI1g the first weekend of the Nationals we
also have the WelJand Valley Traction Engine
Rally with about 40 steam engines, lots of trac
tors, sideshows, fairground attractions and a
display by the Blue Eagles helicopter team,so
come and visit us and bring the family.

A lot of planning has been done to improve
facilities. The club has received a grant for a
new sewage system, and the committee have
given the go-ahea4 for a second hangar, which
we hope will be completed by the aUlumn.

A Std Cirrus, bearing the unusual number
X7 on the tail, has joined the private owner
Ileet and we are now awaiting Ihe arrival of a
PIK-20 ordered by a syndicate based here.

C.T.

DEESIDE

Two fund raising events in March and April
were very successful. The medieval banquet on
March 28 was a smash event with a medieval
menu and authentic costume.

The attendance for the open days, April
5-6, was disappointing until the better
weather on the Sunday afternoon. One Ilight
was quite an experience for Mrs S. D. Glad
ston, an 83 year-old Aboyne resident who be
came the oldest person to have flown at the
club.

March produced several Gold heights for
visitors wilh one climb to 17000ft. Then on
April I club member Robert Henderson gained
his Diamond height, topping 19000ft.

B.C.

DEVON & SOMERSET

Some members have just returned from ten
days al Porlmoak with two Gold heights (Tim
Gardner and Terry Janvey) and one Silver
duration for Reg Welch, thus completing his
Silver. He missed his Gold height by 95ft.

The weather improved over Easter when
flights of more ,than an hour were logged. The
first April weekend saw two first solo Ilights
for Jack Barnett and Jim Napper, and our lug
back in service after its C of A.

Congratulations to John Burrow and Sue
Moore who were married on April 5.

J.R.H.

DONCASTER

Despite the disastrous lire in March that
destroyed Ithe one and on.ly Regal Eagle and a
K-4, both privately owned, and removed half
our workshop facilities, everything at Don
·caster is in full swing to make this season even
more successful than last.

We have to congratulate Frank Waiters on a
fine first solo, Derek Whiteley for gaining his
Silver height and Len Singleton who completed
his Silver C. Our thanks to Bob Collins, now
our resident inspector in control of the clu b
Heet, Nevil Spencer and various others who
have built us a new winch.

G.D.W.

DORSET

Easter brought some v.ery welcome soaring and
the steady north wind gave several pilots 2000fl
'Iaunches off the wire. An ab-initio training
week followed and. task weeks bave been fixed
Ior the weeks starting May 25 and August 24.

Ray Witheridge, Alan Milne and Denis Neal
have joined the ranks of full rated instructors
at Tarrant as a result of a course arranged with
Doe Saundby as examiner.

The subscr,iption for 1975 has been set at £16
for the year plus £12 entry fee. The charge for
an aerotow to 2000ft ,is being held at £1.65 with
autotow laullches at 6Op.

M.L.B.

DUBLIN

As far as we can recall, we have not featured in
S&G since 1970 when Doe Slater visited us on
safari in Kerry. We feel it's high time we let it
be known that we're still in there fighting
gravity, fuel costs and inflation with the rest of
you.

The most important developments have been
a steady increase in the private f1eel, and the
acquisition last year of the ex-Dunstable Rallye
Minerva. While less than 100010 reliable, this
tug has given us some fine Ilying and has made
the annual safari a Jot less dependent on the
goodwill of the few Irish aircraft owners who
fit hooks to their machines.

On the negative side, the ATC climate here
too has got more restrictive and we can say
goodbye to any hope of more Diamond wave
climbs on our home site, jammed tight as it is
against the Dublin control zone.

Our approach to financing the heavy outlay
for the tug may be of interest to other smallish
clubs thinking of the same move. We opted for
a very stiff (350010) increase in the sub, making
it payable in monthly instalments through the
year, and sweetened tlj,is by charging only dir
ect costs-ie fuel and oil-for launches. At cur
rent prices, this comes to about £1.00 for the
standard 2OOOft. The scheme has worked well
for the first year: we've held on to our 600
active members and gained a few, and met Ithe
loan repayment, insurance and maintenance
bills out of the monthly income with a reason
able margin over. A word of advice, though, if
like us you're new to the game: before you do
your sums, get the club pessimist and
Cassandra to come up with a figure for tug
maintenance-then treble it.

Flying from our weekend site on the military
airfield at Baldonnel, Co Dublin, we now have,
besides the club K-7, K-8 and K-I3, a pair of K
6CR'" a Skylark 4, K-14, EoN Baby (older than
most of its syndicate), K-16 and, most recently
arrived, the ex-Bicester Blanik.

Gliding sites in California, France and
Austria as well as the UK have seen members
during the past few years, but outstanding was
Damien O'R'eilly's pi'lgrimage last October to
Wa.ikerie, where on his first acquaintance with
anything hotter than a K-6 he picked up the
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dub's firSt Diamond distance. All in all, 'how
ever. we are still some way from the era of
Rodney Tibbs's blind-flying pot-hunter, so if
all these competitive pressures w,e keep reading
about in S&G are gelling too much for you,
come over and see liS. Even if our tug is
grounded. our ·pulley launch height record is
still way above Essex's 2S00fl!

T.W.

DUMFRIES & DISTRICT

Our efforts to get established at Glaisters have
'been in vain and we are forced to move once
again. However, we should soon be operating
from ou,r new site on Forrestry Commission
land nearby. With a 21yr lease, this site offers
much improved potential as well as the
'immediate advantage of easy access and far
superior gTQund conditions.

Heavy rain and gales curtailed flying
through the winter months. the T-21 and T-3!
gelling airborne on only a few weekends w.ith
rare appearances of the Oly and Prefect.

Although recent flying has allracted a few
new faces, many more would be welcome as the
shortage of members is ofgrea,t concern. it is
hoped that our next report will show a Ilarge in
crease in flying activity.

U.C.

DUNKESWELI.

The dub's first "solo" was recently made by
Frank Butlery, closely followed by another
first solo by David Burmws, a visitor on our
Easter mini-course. John Turner has since
soloed tne T-SJ and flown his Diy 28 while
Peter Clements and Veryan Step'hens 'halle been
making good use of their Dart 15 in prepara
tion fotan expedition to Fayence.

March, and Easter in particular, has been
our best month so far with spring thermals
combined with maximal launch rates. The T-53
has certainly proved its excellenl soaring
ability.

Our ten courses are fuUy booked and Wed
nesday flying is in progress to complement our
active weekend operations.

We are delighted to we'loome the return from
Cyprus of Dave ReiUy. During his 'Stay in the
West Country lte has given valuable help as an
instructor. It has also been pleasing to have so
many visitors from other clubs.

Social activity. combined with Ihe Aero
Club, r,ecently ran to a cabaret and dance in the
clubhouse.

B.H.f.

ENSTONE

EasIer proved to, be one of the best in memory
with a number of hours flown, e"'en if a great
proportion were in snow showers and w.ith a
low icing 'level. Witlt 4kts plus and cloudbase
approaching 4OOOft, cold fee! were forgotten.

Our lug master formed new ideas during
these days about flying following an indicated
2000ft/min towing with the Terrier. He is now
convinced the one minute tow is »Ossiole and
has a JIN as a back-up tug, which we hope will
cut out Ihe aerotow queues in the summer,
together with a number of ain:raft shells u>
provide those expensiv~bits so often required.

We are preparing for our task week during
the spring Bank Holiday week, to be organised
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by ROil Womble. Over the winter We have seen
an increase in Ihe number of glass-fibre syndi
cates with an influx of Std LibeUes.

M.W.

ESSEX

March came in like a wet lion this year at North
Weald, but went out with some corking ,therm
als giving Sillier height climbs and cross
country nights.

We are breaking ,in a new Chairman, John
Wilson. and a new Secretary, Peter Johnson
Snr. Good luck 'to them and many thanks 10
Ken Oumo and Mike Conroy for their past
efforts.

The weather for the Easter Comps was a
mixture of rain, snow, and some really fan
lastic lift. On Monday tasks were set and com
pleted but, because of the unpredictable
weather, competition points were awarded for
time in the air. The trophy went to the Skylark
4 (No. 4! I) syndicate.

We lire well established in our new control
tower clubhouse and a warm welcome is ex
tended to visitors.

T.O.H.

ESSEX & SUFFOLK

At our annual dinner-dance the instructors'
tankard was' deservedly awarded to Dennis
Burchett.

"Eddy" Sherwood has once again returned
from his wanderings to get in some more nyin,!l
hours-a change from the bridge of his tanker.
The first thermal soaring from Whatfield was
in Mar,ch with Bob Bousefield ~K-6E) leading
the way with it flight of nearly 2hrs. Since then
Bernadette PlanQuesand Doug Wrighl have
gone solo.

On an ex,pedition ,to Aboylie at the end of
March, Eric Lewis (SHK) was the only pilot ,to
gain his Gold height.

For months now much of East Anglia has
been waterlogged, including our site. The run
ways have never been so muddy and we I'ost
many flying hours. At Easter a local farmer
and owner of Alpheton airfield, Lavenham,
allowed us to use his excelfent site. The huge
runways were an embarrassment after our own
restricted site.

Tbere were several changes of office at our
AGM. Jack Birkin, Technical Officer, resigned
after some exceptionaUy hard work and is re
placed by Cedric Vigar; Eric Lewis takes on
membership and public-ity and Bernadette
PlanQues will look after social activities.

The main points ,to emerge from the meeting
were the need 10 improve our finances and the
necessity of finding a larger sile.

Cedric Vigar has bought a Hirth-powered
Molor Falke, Which we hope will soon be
operilting from our site.

C.C.S.

HEREFORDSHIRE

The season is well under way with wave climbs
to 18000fl. Our Easter task week gave us four
oul of eight days with Messrs Maitland and
King (Diamanl) retaining the honours for the
club.

To meet the Increased demand, another
Blanik is to be deliv.ered in May. This brings

the club fleet up to two B1aniks, a Pirat and
Falke, two tug aircraft and, with Oavid
Schofield joining the staff, three full-time
instructors and one ,tug pilot.

With the promise of wave to 20000ft,
'Ihermals oflOkts plus and ridges thal some
times. work, we are worth visiting.

K.W.

HIGHLAND

;In spite of snow and cold north winds, spring
has sprung in the north-east, with the thermals
popping and gliders soaring.

Our hunt for a sHe to replace MiIltown still
goes on. but we have strong hopes of being able
to rent part of a disused airfield near here.

Our joinl Highland-Fulmar annual dinner
dance, held on February 14, was a success. The
cup for the most meritorious flighl was
awarded to Shirley Higgins for her Silver dura
tion struggle in the Oly 28 on the squally slopes
of Ben Aigan. The cup for Ihe absolute altitude
went to Jim Tait for his 18000ft wave flight in
the 01y 28 in January 1974.

Whilst members of F~lrnarwere pot-hunting
(four Gold heights), the northerly winds
brought Ben Aigan into action once more.
Several people allempted the'ir five hours on
the ridge, but only Trevor Armstrong in the
Skylark 3F was cunning enough to be at the
right end when the wind changed, thus gaining
his duration and completing IJrs Silver C.

Ruth Tail finished her Bronze C at last and
husband, Jim, gained his Silver dislance.

We congratulate Jeff Howlell and Shirley
Higgins, who were married on March 26.

R.E.T.

HUMBER

We flew more hours in 1974 than in any
previous year. On New Year's day we
experienced slight wave conditions but the
following Saturday was eyen better with
several soaring flights, one exceeding ~hr with a
height gain of more than 2OOOft.

On February 1 we had the use of an AlIster

JOHN HUL'ME
Tunbridge l~nei Bottisham

Cambridge CB5 9DU
Telephone: Camtrridge 811323-Wood, Metal and
Fibreglass Repairs

•
Spares and Materials

•
Trailers-UK REPAIR AGENT FOR DIAMANT

SAILPLANES



from Hemswell Flying Club and tasted the
fruits thal are taken for granted at many other
clubs.

The fifth and final mem~r of the Wilson
family went solo the day after his t6th birth
day. Gill Adam and Sara Blackburn have gone
solo and Bob Sheffield has joined our ranks
from Weston-otl-the-Green.

K.M.G.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE

The poor weather has meant that new members
under training haven't made 'as rapid pfOgress
as they did last autumn. Hopefully our two
courses will see another eight or nine people
solo and converted to the K-8.

We have had a few soarable days. Chris
Hartley did two long Bronze legs in 6kt
thermals over the snow-covered countryside.

The C's of A at least benefited from tne dis
appointing weather of February and March but
even when we were back at college there was
still the Dart to be done, its fuselage just clear
Ing the optical path of a supersonic wind
tunnel.

A.P.P. The T-49 photographed by Colin Beer against a snowy Easter landscape at the Kent Club

KENT

The wet weather forced us to continue our ban
on winch launching to avoid churning up the
field. Then to add to our launching problems,
our newly acquired tug broke down and we are
having to wait a long time for the spare parts.
All Ihese problems would have left us without
any means of launching if not for Mike Carl
ton's generous loan of his Stampe for aero
towing. It has proved quite a satisfactory tug,
and most of the tug ,pilots have been delighted
with its aerobatic Qualities.

We have not had a very good start to the
soaring season at Challock, but various syndi
cates have made trios in search of wave to Usk,
Shobdon and Portmoak, with varying amounts
of success. "Mac" MacPherson's trip to Port
moak, with his newly acquired Std Libelle, was
rewarded with a climb to 14000ft for his Gold
height.

The Easter holiday started off with more
snowball fights than gliding, but improved
gradually until Monday, which was quite a
good day's soaring over a snowy landscape.

Finally the controlled airspace situation
seems to have resolvec:! itself"atlast. 11 leaves us
with a total ban on flying in the London TMA,
and though raising its base in places, still leaves
little room under it; this will severely restrict
our cross-country flying. However the airways
base over Quite a I'arge area locally Ihas been
raised from 3900 to 4900ft. so some good news
for Silver C height candidates, if not for any
body else.

C.B.

LAKES

Soaring has got off to, a good start this year
with the successful conclusion of our first
course at the end, of February. Seven members
of the Lake District Leisure Pursuits Centre,
for whom Ihe course was organised, all enjoyed
extended wave flights to 6OOOftl7000fl under
the instruction of our new,ly appointed deputy
CFI Peter Jackson.

Arthur A1sford, Hany Conroy and Pete

Redshaw have all joined Ihe instructors panel
in recent weeks. Peter Jacksotl's Gold height
has been confirmed-while Dennis Carey in the
same aircraf,t, on the same day and in the same
wave-missed it by one millimetre!

The K-6E has departed to Sullon Bank and
been replaced by an ASW IS from Dunstab1e.
By the: Lime this appears in print Ihe first Club
Libelle will have ar'rived on site and according
to strong rumours, the Std libeUe syndicate
will also have traded up Lo a Janlar.

Congratulations are due 10 Roy Kingan, our
first solo this year, and also to Geoff Gregson,
equipment officer and sLar pupil of last year,
on completion of his Bronze C and Silver
height. We wish Geoff every success in his new
job on the north-east coast.

Finally we must record the departure, and
again our thanks, to our tug pilot Phil Moore,
following the commissioning of HMS Sheffield
into the Royal Navy.

D.J.C.

LONDON

We are pleased John Jeffries, ,our CFI, has
been awarded a BOA diploma. Jdhn's
enthusiasm for gliding is very strong and j,t was
through his dedicated hard work that our club
competition over EasLer was such a success. He
set tasks which encouraged a lot of people wno
wouldn't otherwise have flown.

John Cardiff ,completed a IOOkm oU'l-and
return at lOOkm/h without circling once, with a
height of 2700fl, and Maunce Clarke (K-6E)
had a wonderful flight to Lasham, although
the task was an out-and return to Husbands
Bosworth!

The Lasham plate was collecteq early In the
season, on March 16, by Francis Russell in his
Weihe.

Our waiting list for tuition has been
shortened considerably with a phenomenal
number of first solos including Michael
Humphries on 'his 16th birthday aM Richard
Brown after only 20 instructional launches.

Our built in "up currenl" has helped secure
several Silver C durations with Tony Hawkins

gaining his. Lwo week~ after going solo. We wel
come Dave Saunders and John Whitlle as full
time winch drivers and Robert Lee as our new
professional tug pilol.

Our annual awar~s were presented at the
dinner-dance. Mike Garrod received the Foster
boomerang for a 43Skm out-and·returnlo the
Long Myoo; John Cardiff a cup for a S05km
triangle in his Std Libelle while Can Withal
had a mention for doing the same task In his
KesLrel 19; Geoff Love collected the trophy for
his atlempt at Gold distance. (289km) in a K-8
and the trophy for his Silver C distance; John
Jeffries won the two-seater trophy and Dave
Saunders the trophy for the best ab-initio.

D.Y.

MIDLAND

AI the annual dinner in March our Secretary,
Don Brown, was presented with the trophy for
the best distance for the third year running.
This year he also has the cup for the DesL out
and-return.

Other cups went to Dave Carson (best
height) and to Bill Smith (best ab-initio). John
Brenner won the club ladder. The Maxam, for
club effort, was pt,esentoo to Chairman Keilh
Maru;ell. The committee were mindful of his
services in various capacities over many years
and, particularly, of his part ill the negotiations
for the land we acquired last year.

The heather on several acres of this land, to
the east of the "crockery line" was cut during
Ihe winter to extend and improve the east-west
rutl.

Easter was somewhat chilly at ,the Mynd, but
there was some acceptable soaring. Ttle
northerlies finally expired and on April 12 we
had a very pleasant west wind wave day.
Nothing very strong, bUI patience and per
'sistence paid" .and there were heights of up, to
8000fl asl for a number of pilots all afternoon
and evening. That day we had, we think for the
first lime, three generations of one family fly
ing here-ex-Chairman Bob Neill, son Bobby,
and grandson Robby.

W.J.T.
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UK AGENTS FOR TOST AND WINTER EQUIPMENT

DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
CA,N HELP YOU

YOU WILL FIND US ON llNESIDE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE - AND DONCASTER AIRFIELD

ELEGANTLY STYLED

GLASS-f'l BRE
TRAILERS

FOR
16 and 19 metre
SAILPLANES

A£RO& ENGINEERING
SERVICES

Glider/Motor Glider C of A
Overhauls and Repairs
.8GA, PFA Inspectors

I" Sto<;k:
SLlNGSBY EAGLE

high performance two-seater

Aken HOUSe,
Kepwell Bank Top, Prudhoe"

Northumberland.
Tel: Prudhoe 32081

n M ELECTRONICr. • SERVICES

SUPPLilERS OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL
UNITS fOR PROFESSIONAL AND
AMA.TEUR USE

'Crystals for use on the glider channels:
Stock items for Pye Cambridge and Pye
Bantam on 130.1 Ml4z and 130.4 MHz at
£6.00 per pair. Items to special manu
facture f,rom £8.10 per pair dependent on
type. Please send SAE for Quote.
Terms: Cash with ,order- prices include
VAT and P&P.
7A ARROWE PARK ROAD, UPlON,

WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE, L490UB

STEEL TUBE WELDING
GLASS-FIBRE REPAIRS

'Winter' Instrument Stockists
BAROGRAPHS 10km
VARIMETERS ± 10kts
COMPASSES
ASl's 0-140kts

'Danum' Transistor Inverters
Small Size. 12v Input, Fused
Matched to a 11 types of horizon
(State type when ordering)

Large Stocks ofPly, Fabric,
Tyres, Dope, etc.

Sailplane Sales & Exchanges

CURRENT STOCK
Ka6 BERGFAlKE 11
Ka2b, BE:RGFAlKE IV
OlV 463 SPERlING fC.90)

TUG

New and Used Inst'ruments

ALTIMETERS Mk 19 ASl's
HORIZONS INVERTERS
VARIO's BAROGRAPHS

RELEASE HOOK TEST SERV,ICE
OTTFUR & TOST HOOKS
RECONDITIONED BY 'POST

The new "Supersafe" Tost Europa Hook now in stock

• The ideal trailer for
glider connoisseurs

• Spring assisted rear
door and Jockey
wheel assist ground
handling

• Designed for stability
and easy towing

L1NESIDE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, YORK ROAD, DONCASTER
Telephone: 030265381

NORDIC STA'R
OUTGANG LANE, PICKE,RING

Tel. PfCKERING 73~44
THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED

BRIAN WEARE
Clapper Lane Honiton

Devon EX14 800
PHONE: HONITON 2940

MAJOR or MINOR REPAIRS to all
types of Gliders. Motor Gliders,
Canopies, for most Ex Stock
Trailers

PFA, B'GA, CAA work undertaken

Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD -- 45 MINS. FROM LONDON)
Special Courses lor Glider Pilots to obtain

Private Pilot's lLicence

Silver C conversion from £82

Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence

Night' Flying -Instrument Flying - RIT

'Flying Instructor Courses

'Frasca Flight Simulator

Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 hours

Residential Courses available

Licensed Bar. Diners Club Credit Cards accepted

Barclaycards and Access accepted

Cfl Derek Johnson YATELY 873747 (Management) 8n152 (Operations)
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NORFOLK

Our second K-13 is now in operation, having
been suitably "launched" by the Chairman
and CFI. We intend to use the "old'" K-13
mainly for local training and hope that the new
one will spend· much of its time on cross
country trips. We now have 12 gliders at Tiben
ham, fiv.e of which are club aircraft, the Falke,
two K-13s, Swallow and Skylark 2B. The other
seven are Oly 2B, S'kylark 4, Std Libelle, Dart,
SHK, K-tl and Pirat. Retired, at least for the
time being, are the T-21, Tutor and Dagling.

Mike Butcher has been appointed PRO to
promote the all important publicity. He soon
had the club .in the news with the story of the
flying mouse. When CFI Joe Podolski was
doing the C of A for the Swallow, a mouse
jumped out of the wing tip and nearly landed in

his lap. He discovered a large nest with two
more mice inside, \Jut these were both
dead-presumably from air-sickness.

C.E.H.

SOUTHDOWN

After many (wet) months of waiting, our new
site at Parham has started to live up to the high
expectations. Good conditions over Easter
weekend produced some good flights-the
same weekend also gave some of us a more inti
mate knowledge of the surrounding country
side with no fewer than eight outlandings! In
one Ilight in the Oly 460, Peter Atkin gained
his Silver duration and height, and Richard
Marsden his Silver height in a syndicate Pirat.
Congratulations to Mark Ashbee who soloed
the day after his 16th birthday.

Two expeditions to Portmoak in March
result~ in good flying. The syndicate K-I3, the
Std Libelle and Skylark 3B recorded a total of
78hrs between them in the one week. Derek
Eastell gained a Gold height, fan Bell and Ray
Funnell their Silver dl!1rations and Dave
Connaway his Siiver height. Two weeks later
Chris Berry, in a borrowed Std Cirrus, gained
his Gold height and Keith Mitchell, SHK:
climbed to 18500ft. Peter Gellet, at Aboyne,
new to over ISOOOft.

Our AGM was in March when the 1974
awards were presented. The YOrk cup (most
meritorious flight) went to Keith Mitchell; the
Lawford challenge cup (best c'limb) to Les
Merritt and the Skysailing cup (best distance)
toChris Backwell.

We held a party on April 12 for local farmers
and some of our good friends and helpers, by
way of a "thank you".

I.D.B.

SOUTH WALES

A medieval banquet organised by Gwenda
Williams raised our depression over the bad
field conditions. Fortunately the site improved
just before our wave week, organised b.y Alan
Harris, and allowed aerotowing to start. Every
one was well satisfied with the amount of flying
and the visitors, IncJuding a large German con
tingent, savoured the Usk wave.

The Vintage boys graced our skies with Mini
moa, Grunau Baby, T -31, Weihe, Kranich and
MO-I3, encouraging from hibernation the Usk
Cumulus and Ron Hook's Kite Mk 11, al
though Ron had a "mouse in the wing prob
lem" to deal with first. Chris Wills' talk on
gliding history and development was of great
interest and members hope to see the Vintage
Club with us again.

The season is now off to a good start with,
amongst other achievements Tim Barton's
duration, Norman Evans' emllhat,ic 7ihrs plus
a potential Gold 'height, and Brian Drake's
celebration for having survived the instructors'
course was a Silver distance to Shobdon using
the wave system.

B.J.13.

STAFFORDSHIRE

After a promising start to ,the year the we.ather
at Morridge turned sour on us during February
and March with the result that very little ny,ing
was possible. The sodden state of the field in
certain areas als9 prevented' much development
work being carried out.

The Easter weekend saw liS breaking new
ground when we made our first launches from
a previously unused corner of the ,field di,reclly
into the moderate north-west wind. The
Swallow achieved 1000fl on this 2300ft run,
and this with a retrieve cable attached. Some
good soaring flights were made with plenty of
2-3 metre/sec thermals being reported.
Another first this weekend was the launching
of a glass-fibre sailplane; a Std Libelle in the
hands of Ron Wright. II has been decided to
sell our Olympia but sa strong are the affecl
ions of some members for this aircraft lhat it is
hoped to form a syndicate within the club.

We are looking forward with crossed fingers
to Boris Clare's course week at the end of Ma.y,
and in the more immediate future 10 a visit
from Bill Scull in mid-April.

F.B.

STRATFORD·UPON·AVON

April I marked the start of our second year at
Long Marston and membership is now
approaching the hundred mark. The AGM was

'TOWATRAILER
~fS~WTH ~

ID ~~I~ loslon U
MECHA'NICAL 'SERVICES LTD.
KiY STREET, BOLTON', LAICS.Tel:312821

well attended and it looks as though we will be
able to buy another single-seater, possibly a
Skylark or K-6cR, to relieve our overworked
Orunau.

Our thanks to Betty Abel for those steaming
stews which kept everyone warm inside, if not
out, during the winter.

H.F.H-L.

SURREY & HANTS

Short trips of around 50km are all that we have
managed sO' far this season. The ground has
never been so sodden with standing water on
more than a third of the airfield. Out landings
are still very risky with most local fields too
muddy and gateways impassable.

Still, the neet is in fine fettle ready to take
advantage of the first good soaring days.

A K-16two-seater motor glider has appeared
ill the hangar, but whenever a glider gets near
the machine in thermals the motor
stops-something to do with the bar talk about
"not another powered aircrafl in the hangar".

C.L.

TRENT VALLEY

The soaring season would appear to have
star,ted with our first taste of ·thermal soaring
and several nights lasting over two hours. Our
pundits have therefore all had their cross
country checks completed by ,Our CfI, Vin
Fillingham, in anticipation,

We wou'ld like to thank J. W. Johnson
Oudge) for presenting a cup to the club which
is to be awarded to the winner of the "Club
Ladder". Our congratulations to Lou Ryan.
Maloolm Batty, DOn Tong and Dick
Pickles who have all gone solo recently. We are
also looking. forward to acquiring a club Pirat
with thanks 10 the SpOrts Council for their
SOOJo grant. We also have acquired a new syndi
cate glider, a Skylark 2.

J.P.N.

ULSTER

Members voted at the AGM to drop the "&
Shorts" from our title and revert to the
original name under wJUch the club was one of
the first to be established In the VI<, when its
founders soared the cliffs at Downhill in the
very early 19305. With only two 'members and
no financial support coming from Shorts, it
was felt the previous name no longer reflected
the club's true nature.

Flying resumed on March 8 after a three
month tug grounding. Results over ,the first few
weekends have been reasonably encouraging as
we strive to keep the launch figure above the
demanding "line of viability" on a graph
posted at the launch point by our new
Treasurer, Alan Sands. Among' a steady trickle
of new members, students and Army personnel
here on short postings predominate.

A small party visited Aboyne ,in March, with
limited success but huge .enJoyment. Two
weeks of easterlies followed by strong cross
winds minimised wave oppor.tunities but Secre
tary Bob Rodwell achieved the overdue com
pletion of his Silver C on March 14 with ,the
season's first cross-country from Aboyne, tak
ing the Oeeside K-6E over the mountains to a
pOint near Arbroath.
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Later in the week Nick Oakley took the
Swallow to Gold height anclturned downwind
to land 83km away near Fraseiburgh also to
complete his Silver C. Billy Craig also achieved
Gold height-but only in the Bocian with a
pupil aboard, while Alan Sands took his
Kestrel to l6000fl. The group's unanimous
vote-great place and great people.

Preparations are now being made to send
both c1uD and private aircr.aft lO the first Irish
task fonnight which our friends in the IGA are
organising at Kilkenny for the first half of
JUlle.

R.R.R.

VINTAGE

Skis on a roof rack would ha",e been more
appropriate than a glider in a trailer on the rear
through the snow storm en route to Usk for the
club's Easte.r Rally. But we left that all behind
at the Severn Bridge to give us four days flying
varying from adequate to excellent.

By ·the time these notes appear we will have
been with the Upward Boulld Trust at Hadden
ham in April, and on flying display al the
ShuttleworthCollec·tion, Old Warden, in May,
then it's off to Competition Enterprise at the
Devon & Somerset Club in June.

Our trip to Gruyere in Switzerland for the
Intemational Vintage Rally is set for July 19.
This will also be a family holiday gathering
with excursions for the non-flying attenders.
The autumn meeting and annual dinner at
Camphill will be over a long weekend, Septem
ber 19-22.

For ·owner or associate membership contact
Frances Furlong at Otford House, Otford,
Kent.

K.C.

WYCOMBE AIR PARK

The terrible snow storms in March and April
provided some interesting flying weat.her with
50k,t winds on one occasion with good lift
foHowing the hne squalls.

We had some bad luck with our tug air'craft
at the beginning of April with all three U/S for
a couple of wee'ks. We carried on fuH, althoug'h
slower, operations with a Condor hired from
Dunstable. We took delivery of our replace·
ment tw<rseater (following the demise of our
Docian in the airfield fence). This was the last
YS-53 built and it has received a mixed
reception from ab-initios and instructors. It
has interest.ing flying characteristics, but per·
forms well III slrong conditions. Our Skylark A
was quite extensively damaged by battery acid
and took three weeks to repair.

We must now have the most highly-qualified
team of staff, with our senior staff instructor
Dennis Neville alld tug pilot J'ohn James gain
illg their USA CPL with multi ratings, J()hn
with instrument rating in addit·ion.

Finally, special congratulations to Adrian
Wright, (who only has one leg), for his Silver C
duration flight on Chinnor Ridge, and for
making his first parachu·te ,tump.

J.M.C.W.

YORKSHIRE

The weather has been bad with few soaring
opportunities in the· strong northerlies which
have predominated. We are hoping for better
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things if we are to avoid another heavy fin all
cialloss this year.

To add to the gloom, one of our Pirats was
damaged on one of the few ridge days by a
freak gust during a winch launch. Fortunately
the pilot was unhun.

Barry Gregson is resigning his Directorship
after six years. We are grateful for his contri
bution to the. success of the club.

P.L.

SERVICE NEWS

BANNERDOWN ~RAF Colerne)

For the first time we have a ladder trophy, a
splendid carving of a Std Cirrus, and a points
system has been evolved Oil a handicap basis.
So far this year, nine Bronze C legs have been
daimed and seven first solos with two re-solos.

Easter weekend was moderately successful
with four Bronze legs gained. Bob Brain and
Jane Cooper (our CO's daughter) have become

, our youngest solo pilots. Dave Gledh.iJI and
fred Porton have returned from an instrllctors'
course at Bicester and Den Britton has passed
his full Cat'stest.

Our Bocian has returned af·ter demob to its
new 9wners and our T-21 stayed after all when
we acquired: a set of enclosed canopies to fit
her. The Cirrus caused a stir on its arrival
having been held up by Customs Officials at
Dover for more than ten hours.

F.C.P.

BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)

During March lhere were expeditions to
Aboyne alld to Nympsfield where "Russ"
Russell, Phil Reeves and Paul Steiner gained
their Silver durations on the ridge. Lyn Daby
also made his two Bronze C flights.

Future outings are planned to the Inter-Ser
vice Regiona'l, in which six members are com
peting, and to the Nationals where four memo
bers are entered.

Recent joint Service gilding courses- have
introduced quite a number to gliding at
Bicester and we hope they continue their
interest on returning to their units.

Progress continues with the test flights on
the "Supermunk"-a Chipmunk with a
Lycoming engine, a project being master·
minded by Dick Stratton, BOA Chief Techni·
cal Officer. The fitting of a tow hook followed
hy tug trials are the next stages.

Recent solos at Bicester have been by Jamie
Alien, who managed his first Bronze leg shortly
afterwards, and Roger Black. Jill Pennell has
achieved two Bronze C flights.

W.T.

CHILTERNS (Weston-on-the-Oreen)

The year started badly with the airfield water
logged for three months. 11 was a problem find·
ing a strip dry enough to ft.y fmm and these
conditions reduced our normal (SOO to 2000lt
launches to about 700ft.

On the aircraft side, the Cobra is up for sale
due to the syndicate members being posted all

aro\lnd the UK. The K-6E is still on major
servicing. due to problems with the finish. Our
thanks to Roger Crouch and Dave Williams of
Bannerdown for their help.

The Doppelraab, being built under the direc
tion ofTony Blyth, should be flying soon and,
with the K-4, has been registered with the
Vintage Club.

We he.Jd another expedition .to Aboyne in
Mar~h with ·the Fulmar Club. We had two
good weeks with wave, thermal and ridge lift,
the wave producing a small crop of Gold
heights but no Diamonds.

On April 6 two of our girl members, "Chey"
Austin (daughter of Don) and Barbara Bird,
went solo and Alan Muir gained his first
Bronze leg on his third flight in a single-seater.

G.M.

CULDROSE (RNGSA)

Considering lhe economic gloom and the
grolly weather, 1·974 could have been worse
and we emerged at the end of the year in a
fairly healthy state. On all flyable weeken'ds the
two Pirats and two Capstans were kept hard at
it and several A and B certificates and Bronze
legs were obtained. Keith Robinson gained his
second Bronze on the last soarable flying day
of the season. A couple. of Silver heights were
flown during the latter hal·f of ,the year by
Lance Peters and Paul Williams.

During a weekend ",isit to Yeovilt,on, Bob
Green 'set off into a gr.ey 'Iooking sky and
somehow managed a Silver distance (though
not In the direction he intended), which termi
nated in a very wet and muddy retrieve. In
February he completed his Silver with five
hours on the Cornish cliffs, again in dubious
weather.

Arthur Brooks has joined the ranks of full
cat instructors, and two other members became
assistant instructors. On lhe maintenance side,
Peter WeUs obtained his senior inspectorship.

1975 has started off quite well with an Influx
of new members, and already we have had
some very good soaring days. Not bad for this
pan of the world.

One of the Pirats and three pilots will be
vi·siting Sutton Ballk and lan Reed is again try
ing his luck in the Inter·Services. We have two
more lined up for an instructors course at
Bicester.

We look forward to tlile expected arrival of
Alan and Billie Davie and their Diamant, who
will no doubt be out-soaring us all again this
season along with. our other resident "Hot
Ship", ArthutBrooks' Kestrel.

We will be losing Peter Wells, our CFI for
several years, who is leaving the area. His place
is to be taken by Bob Green and we wish them
both well.

P.W.

EAGLE (Detmold)

Our AGM was on February 8 and despite
heavy expenses on the hangar the club had
made a reasonable profit on the year. The
committee was re-elected with Derek Needham
coming in as g-round equipment member.

We are still looking for a Falke. We now
have the money but can't find· an aircraft. But
a new arrival is a Rallye tug with a t50hp
engine, bought by a syndicate withrn the club.
At the moment there is a shortage of PPL
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members but this should soon be rectified as
the CAA offices collapse under a bombard
ment of letters.

We have a number of experts at Ilaying con
crete. Slowly but surely a-sea of ,concrete is
spreading inside and outside the hangar.

The British Forces German Gliding
Championships are again to be held at Det
mold, from May 16-27, and it seems as
though we will have in the region ,of 25 British
and Gennan sailplanes competing. This is the
only competition outside the UK which is
flown to BOA rules.

The airfield in early March is still water
logged aft,er a very wet but warm winter. At the
moment we can only aerotow with the new tug
but hope to be soon running two winches and a
Falke as well.

P.W.W.

FENLAND (RAF Marham)

Our weekend only flat site is second to none in
the UK with mOre than 3000 launches at the
time of writing. We have had three solos and
three Bronze legs to date.

The Sulton Bank expedition in February
didn't fInd the right kind of weather. John
McCarry led a five-day expedition to Swantoll
Morley for cross-country tasks, but again the
weather wasn't favourable.

, We will be represented by five members at
the Inter-Service Regional. Four of our mem
ben have completed an instructors course at
Bicestet-Geofr Matthews, Tony Steel (RAF)
and Floyd Svrko and Tom Prochazka (USAF).

With another AOC's inspection at the end of
April, we have been redoing our kitchen, giving
it built-in cupboards and a new refrigerator.

J.E. and C.B.

FOUR COUNTIES (RAFGSA)

The move to Syerston went according to plan
with nearly every piece of equipment-includ
ing the bar-getting moved ove,r during a week
end in March. The only thing not on our side
was the weather-it didn't stop raining until
late on the Sunday afternoon!

The major inspections and C's of A are now
behind us, and last weekend had every club
glider soaring-something that hasn't been
seen since 1974. - .

Syerston itself is proving to be quite good for
both soaring and Instruclion. The pupils are
finding it easier lOO, with the large flInways
clearly defining take-off ,and landing runs, and
circuit planning is at last ,proving to be not
quite 50 difficult.

We all hope that with Good Friday providing
a c10udbase of 5000ft, and a height climb to
6100ft, it is a sign ,of even better things to
come.

J.R.O.

KISI1lEL (RAF Odiham)

After the loss of our K-IJ in August there has
been much scrimping Bnd saving by the club
and individuals who have contributed
generously to the replacement K-7 which
arrived in February.

The weather has been appalling with
numerous weekends spent in the hangars. This
has resulted in a third winch taking to the road,

another taxi tractOr becoming serviceable and
most of the C's of A completed.

Achievements during the winter include
solos by Alex Miles and George Stubley and
several Bronze C checks and papers completed.
The training programme also cOlltinues.

We said goodbye to our Chairman, Brig P.
Goozee, and CFI John Baker. ,In their places
we welcome Col E. Shephard and Don
Webber, late of Bicester. We also welcome
Jimmy Wheeler, ex-Eagle (getmotd) and Mike
Pobjoy, ex-Crusaders (Cyprus). Final farewells
go to Leigh and Marilyn Hood, now in
Germany, though I'm sure Leigh will be com
peting in Bri,tain again this summer.

BAR.

MENDlPS (RAF LOt:king)

Our return to these pages after a long absence
coincides with a good start to the year. Four
winter months of non-flying due to winc'h
problems ha\le been rewarded with the re
appearance of our Tost winch, repainted and
with a new engine.

Congratulations to Pat Paul, Eric Shrive,
Alec Hannam, Jim Walsh and Paul Goulding
on being tlite first to go solo in 1975. Pat and
Eric have been converted to the K-8, Eric gain
ing a Bronze leg on his first soaring attempt.

A very warm hello ,to the members of Wood
spring Gliding Club who have joined us here at
Weston-Supe,r-Mare. We wish them luck and
look forward to many social thermals.

Finally, every success to Chairman "Doc"
BramweIls who will be, flying our K-8 in the
Inter-Service comps.

P.G.

WREKIN (RAF Cosford)

An excellent start has ~en made to the year,
with membership now in excess of 120, and
some 3000 launches and 500hrs flown by
March 31. Achievements include eight A and
Bs, severa:1 Bronze legs, and-in sevell notable
days in Marc'h-three Silver duration flights by
Paul Oillam, John Saunders and lan Moss.

1975

ENTRY FEE £45

40 ENTRIES MAXIMUM

Since our tast notes, four members have
attended the instructors course at RAFOSA
and received their assistant category instructor
rating-Chris Harlow, Stewart MacLean,
Da\le COllIe and John Saunders.

K-8 (334) and the 1'-21 have recently been
given their Cs of A after intense work by a not
able few, and the whole fleet is now re
furbished for the c,hallenge of beating evell our
last year's exceptional record. On the MT side,
two new LD's, and a new bus have made a
world .of difference, and with automatic light
signalling-patent Dave Cottle-we are now in
fine fettle. In fact, activity is so intense in the
airspace around C0sford that we have had to
paint our new,ly acquired Chipmunk in a coat
of many colours, for safety reasons.

I.D.M.

CHALAIR
!liMITED

MOBILE AIR SERVICES

Complete Glider,
Motor Glider
& Light Aircraft Service.

Approved Senior Inspector

For further details ring Of write

"Lvnholme,", Chalford Hill
Nr, Stroud. GtOS.

Telephone Brimscombe 2858
or Frampton Manse1l336.

19th to 27th July

Application forms from
REGIONALS 75
LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY,
LASHAM AIRFIELD,
ALTON,
HANTS.
Tel. HERRIARD 270
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FOR SALE FOR SALE

-

FUESS 6km two-speed Barograph, £40. Pye
Mobile 130.4. £40. 10 Gloucester Road.
Brampton. Cambs.

PVE CAMBR"DGE-129.9. 130.4, £80. Py.e
Bantam-129.9.130.25. 130.4, £60. 12
Channel Dittel~ 1:29.9, 130.25, 130.4, £300.
Tlhin backtype parachute £50. fB62 Irvin
badktype parachute £40. Unfinished l'9rn trailer
£400. Apply Nick Goodhart, Inkpen (048841
297.

COBR'A 15 with trailer £4500. Also
available-parachute, barograph, radio. Tel
Worcester 830633, or Eversham 6961.

BOCIAN two-seater sailplane. Manufactured
1958. white and red colour scheme, Major
overhaul completed June ~974. C ,of A valid
until Aug 75, complete with instruments,
including an additional panel in the second
cockpit. Two parachutes, trailer (which needs
some attention). Based at lasham. Ready to
fly for £1750. Contact Ted Lysakowski, North
Cave, Pembroke Road, Woking Surrey. Tel
Woking 43251evl or Tadek Krzystek. 35 Purley.
Rd, Croydon. Surrey. Tel 01-688 5006.

COBRA 15. Syndicate now dispersed around
country. Details on telephone WANTAGE
4098.

KESTREL 19. Third share in fully equipped
syndicate, based Cambridge. £2700. Phone
Tim Harrington, Princes Risborough 5440.

NEW PARACHUTES-Few only, brand new
th il"l , soh, back parachutes. £150 including
VAT. SLlNGSBYS.

Magnetic mobile aerials £11
Pye Cambridges 12v £85 & £95

All 130.1 and 13O.4MHz.

RAOIOCOMMUNICATIONS LTD.
St Sampsons. Guernsey. C.1.

(Phone (04811 47278 9/10am. 6l7pm.

P,IRAT. basic:: instfuments and trailer, eX'Cellent
condition all mods. no prangs, about 270hrs, C
ctA Feb 1976. £3300. Seen Oxford.
Pratelli-Garsingston 565. Woodward
Oxford 723940.

For :Sale damaged K-7, can be repaired.
Contact Boyle. Weston-Super-Mare (09341
412481.

TWO-SEATER GRUNAU 5 (similar to K-41,
recent major C of A, excellent, .£1050. Ring
0002-252830.

Ot.YMPIA 419. Probably the best one ten of
this famous type. Excellent condition. Full
panel including A/H. C of A to .Jan 1976. Well
fitted trailer. £3250 (no VATI. Inspection
Inkpen. Tel. Crayford 25223 or 22856 evenings.

NEW STD JANTAR i Share available June.
Based Sutton Bank. Contact George 0032
665473 or Blackmore, Tadcaster 3023.

TRAILERS

AUSIER 6A TUGMASTIER, New C of 1\, good
fabric. dispensation to operate in military
markings issued but not yet resprayed. £1500.
F. and H. (Aircraft)' ttd., 0'1·5700803.

.10. It Terry lIn••
Competitive Prices Send for Quotations.
Higher 8ockhampton, Oorchester, DorSet.

Phone: Dorchester 2301.

M-100s-Exceptioflalopportunityl Club to sell
four. ell in perfect condition with C of A. Flying
hours from 250 to 790. Full panel. Immediately
available. Write to: CSWA-Calcinate del
Pesce-Varese-Italy-for the attention of Mr.
Wa'lterVergani.

IRVIN EB62 Parachute. 2yrs old" £l000no.
Pentecost. 33 Manor Close, St. Austell,
COrl1wall.

PIRAT- Two 1/3 Shares probablv available
June. based Inkpen, New 10 year C of A, all
mods, Around £U5O-Share. fel 01-579 1813
evenings.

SlINGSBY 1·31. P,robably the best example
available. BGA annual C of A to be issued at
purchase. Price £695 or offers (no VAT).
Secretary, Flying Club, Alrstation, Pershore,
Wores. Tel. Pershore2123.

BLANIK. further details from: F.B. Sykes,
Tibthorpe House. Tibthorpe, Driffield,
Yorkshire.

TRAILER, all-metal suit any single-seater and
most two-seaters IT-21e, K-13 etd. £25Oono.
Pl:1one Forrest, IBlockley 233.

OLYMPI'A 28 with instruments and closed
trailer. Based at Usk, 50utt:! Wales. MajQr
,carried out May 1973. £15OOono. Phone Peter
Everett, Bridgend 3567 (evenings),

8ERGFALKE 2/55 Two-seater, new 10 year C
of A, excellent condition. with open trailer
£2250. Also TERRIEfl, excellent ,condition,
towhook. 'Ring Plymouth 64127.

...
SAILPLANE Br. E,NGINEERING

SERV,ICES LIMITED
Holmfield Road, Buxton

Derbyshire

Adjoining A53

FIRST CLASS WORK AT THE

RIGHT PRICE

Ring B'uxton 4365 NOW

C'sof A REPAJRS

REFINISHING

L1BELLE TRAILERS. HJSHAGE

TROLliEYS, RUDDER LOCKS,

WING COVERS

ALUMINIUM STEEL TUBE

TRAILERS FOR ALL TYPES

Advertisements, with remittance, should
be ..nt to Cheiron Press Ltd., 8/10 P.rt<.
way. london, NW1 1'el 01-287 1285. Rate
20p • word. Minimum D.DD. Box numbers
SOp extra. Repli.s to box numbers should
be sent to the same add're... The closing
dlite foret...lfied advertlsments fOr the
August-.september issue is July 7

It .. lInd_ood _ the .ritioh GlidInlF A_iaflon

cannot """"pt reoponoiblity for oalm. med. by
-..-.. in ....iJplan...Gilding".
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FOR SALE

JASKOlKA. 16m single-seater. 1:28. iFlaps,
semi-retractable u/e, full panel, trailer, new C
of A. £1800. Ring Nottingham 52830.

WINCH Ford V8. Scintilla magneto_ Four
speed box. Automatic pay-on. Towable small
car. Ideal exploratory flying. Launches 1"-21.
Inspection weekends. £350. BLANIK. Main
undercarriage and ta~ skid components. SAE
forfulllist, Blackpool' Fylde.Chipping 267.

SLlNGSBY T-21 , very good condition,
instruments. Free delivery within Britain.
Contact J. Tait, Benmore, Grant St., Elgin,
Moray. Tel8gin 2919.

A BEAllTIFUL OLYMPIA 2a. Instruments,
new C of A, good trailer, at only £15GQ is tfle
best value offered to date. Phone Wickersley
4327 evenings.

TORVA open glider trailer. Very good
condition, would suit K-l'3 Motor Falke or
smaKer glider. Best offer over £150 seCl:! res.
Quinney, Astwood Bank 2670.

SITUATIONS VACANT

WINCH DRIVERS wanted for summer seaSOfl
from May 26 1975. Write to Cairngorm Gliding
Club, Gynack Street, Kingussie, Inverness
shire.

TUG PILOT. Young Man with PPL 'IMC seeks
fuR or part-time position as tug pilot. Anything
considered. Tel 01-S73 5724 evenings.

WANTED

CASH waiting fO! glider wrecks or pieces. RA.
Reece, Worcester 353372.

WANTED Pye eantam. Top cash offered. l)1
7881960.

OPEN CIRRUS, l'Iext winter. A.P. Porter, 51
St. Germans Road, London SE23 1RY.

WANTED: Used or wrecked Blaniks or parts.
State condition, price, location. Send pictures
if damaged. Glider Aerolnc 2680 E. Wardlow
Rd, Long Beach, Ca. 90807, USA.

FOR SALE

STD L1BELLE 160hrs, C Q~ A 1976. Instru
ments, ,Iow profile trailer, hangared, since Ilew.
Would now cost over £7000. £5500. Can be
viewed at Shobdon. Pnone Dalton-in-Furness
2593.

GOEVIER two-seater, trailer and basic
instruments, £850. J. Povall, 32 Newl"y Lane,
Horsforth, Leeds.

TRAILER, all-metal. Brand new. Suitable ,for
all 17m. £400. Phone Bristol 693655 after 6.

A SUPER OLYMPIA 28, Comp 448, white witn
red trim. Superb panel. C of A April 76.
Excellent trailer, rigging aids'. Offers 'Gordon,
Accrington 31475.

KESTREL 19 (the aircraft which came 4th in
the 1972 World Champs) with, low-line traile~,

oxygen, radio, parachute, instlUments.
Available July with new C ot A. Offers around
£9500: Hillsborough 682580 or Dromara 407.

VINfAGE SLlNGSBY IKirby Kite, new C of A,
offers to Tony Maufe. Norwich 29571
(daytime).

,

PUBLICATIONS

"SOARING"-.official organ of the. Soaring
Society 01 America. Edited IDY Douglas
Lamont. Address: Box 660711, Los Angeles,
California 90066 USA. Subscriptions. $8.00
outside USA,; apply to you~ post effice for a
form.

Put yourself in tne Picture. Buy AIR
PICTORIAL each month, for the world air view
in pictures and features. Reports and photos of
aircraft and sailplanes, military aviatiofl ,news,
spotters' notebook, etc. pfice 40p from your
newsagent. For free specimen l:Opy send lOp
in stamps to Dept S.o,., Seymou"r Press Ltd.
334 Brixton Road, LondonS.W.9.

SLOPE SOARING with a radio control model
sailplane is a fascinating pastime and a typical
phase ot ..eromodelling. Read about this and
other aeromodelling subjects in Aerornodeller
and Radio, Control Models and Electronics, tne
world's leading magazines published monthly
p~ice 20p each. Model & Allied Publications
Ltd., 13-35 Bridge 'Street, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts.

AUSTRAliAN GLIDING Monthly, publication
of the Gliding Federation of Australia. A
complete coverage of Australian soaring and
exclusive features of international interest.
Subscription £3.5Q or $H) U.S. to 80x 1650,
G.P.O. Adelaide, SOUdl Australia 5001.

NEW ZEA'lAND: "Glidililg Kiwi" Official
Gliding Magazine 0f the N.Z. Gliding
Association. Printed October and Alternate
months. W~ite N'.Z. Gliding Kiwi, P.O. Box
545, rauranga, New ZealaAd. £2.00 sterling for
year's subscription (inclusive of postage).

SERVICES

NORVIC RACING ENGINES l TO.
AIRCRAFT ENGINE DIVISION

For Lycoming, Continental and VW
base engineoverhauls.

Industrial Estate, Wymondham, Norfolk.
Tel: Wymondl:1am (096 360) 3741.

COURSES

GLIDING
Beginners'courses in the Peak District with
Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club. May
September" Inclusive charges" Brochure and
booking: Course Secretary, 34 Booth Street,
Ashton-under-Lyne, OL& 7LG.

UEARN TO FlLVin beautiful Cllirlllgorm
scenery, Qr come for _ week's soaring, hill,
tl1erm,,1 and wave. AprU to Sept. Details from
Caimgorm Gliding Club Courses. Feshie Air
strip, Kincraig, Inverness-shire.

;r

AB~~'~
ADVANCED COURSES

FOR SOLO PILOTS
AEROTOW+MOTOR GLIDER
WAVE+THERMALSOARING
CROSS COUNTRY & FIELD
LANDING TECHNIQUES
DUAL & SOLO FLYING

TUG PILOT COURSES
FOR PPL'sWITH BRONZE C

PRIVATE OWNERS
IWAVE+THERMAL SOARING

SMOOTH TARMAC RUNWAY
OXYGEN RECHARGING

I

Details from-
A. J. MIDDLETON
DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Telephone Dinnet 339
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Derek Piggott, out C.F.I.. leads a team of professional instructors
second to "one

IT'S THE ONLY PLACE TO GOI

WHERE'S THIS - LASHAMI

Come and gl,ide at the best
soar,ing site in Southern

Eng'land. We've got a ridge
as well!

AerQtow launching and
Motor Falke. Training courses.

Private owners welcome.

Details from

THE SECRETARY.

INKPEN GUDING CLUB
SHALBOURNE,

Nr. MARLBOROUGH. WILTS.
lel: oxenwood(026 489) Club 271

Acfmin 239

Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club

Welcomes private owners.
beginners and holiday members at
their unique site in the Cotswolds

Open 7 days per week

Why not ring the club manager
on 045-386 342 or write to:

Brtsto' & Gloucestershire
Gilding Club

Nympsfleld. Stonehouse, Glos.
GL103TX

INKPEN GLIDING
CLUB

PIGGOTTS

EASY TO INSTALL

FAST RESPONSE WITH
IDEAL DAMPING

NO ZERO SETTING REQUIRED

RELIABLE AND ACCURATE

QUICK DELIVERY

QUICK SERVICE AND REPAIR

LOW COST

COOK AUDIO UNIT AVAILABLE

J. HARDY INSTRUMENTS LTD.
25 Dimple Road, Matlock

Derbyshire Tel. Matloek 3269

COO,K
ELECTRIC VARIO

SUPPUERS TO THE AIRCRAFT
IN'DUSTRY

Windcones-manufactured in Min
of Defence Hypelon, also Nylon-and
Cambric.
All National ,& Advertising Flags &
Banners.
Canvas covers for all requirements.
Drogues made from 'easy to clean'
PVC Nylon.

Write for further detal7s to
PIGGOTT BROTHERS Et CO. L1MITEQ
Stanford Rivers Ongst Essex eM5 9PJ

Tel. 027763262

* For the novice or pundit* ab-initio to advanced t,raining

* circuits to cross COUtltry

* aetotow or auto launch

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

Aero (t Engineering Servioes 1'38
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club 144
British Gliding Association 113
Cameron Balloons Lld 134
Chalair Lld 141
Chiltern Sailplanes Ltd 116
Classifieds 142-143
Cleveland Sailplanes 119
Peter Clifford Aviation Co Ltd 118
Cornish Gliding & Flying Club Inside' back page
Crosby Aviation Ltd 129
Daltrade Lld 129
Deeside Gliding Club 143
Derby & lancs Gliding Club Ltd 143
Doncaster Sailplane Services 138
Electechniques 118
Gliderwork 135
J. Hardy ,Instruments 'Lld 144
J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd HI50
J. S. W. Soaring 108
Herefordshire Gliding Club Inside back page
J. Hulme lOO, 136
Inkpen Gliding Club 144
Jamin Lomaharju 129
Kent Gliding Club Inside back page
Lasham Gliding Society 141:,144
J. Et T. Linee 142
London Gliding Club Inside back page
London Sailplanes Lld 125
MechaAical Services Lld 1'39
Midland Gliding Club Inside back page
Mowbray Vale Insurance Brokers 1:25
Nordic Star Marine 138
Norvlc flaeing Engines Ltd 143
Olto von Gwinner 107
Piggot Bros Et Co Lld 144
Pilatus Flugzeugwerke AG 124
P.M. Electronic Services 1'38
T .. & A.D. Poyser Lld 'U3
Precision Components Mfg Co Lld 118
Radio Communications tGuernseyl Ltd 142
Sailplane & Engineering Services Lld 142
Sailplane & Gliding 101'
Schweizer Aircraft Corporation 104
Scottish Gliding Union Inside back page
Singer Products Ine (UKI ttd 116
Slingsby Sailplanes Back cover
The Soaring Press 122
Soulhdown Aero Services lId 113
SQut~ern Sailplanes IAside fronl cover
Speedwell Sailplanes 107
Stru9nell Aviation Services 105
Thermal Equipment Lld 131
Three Counties Aero Club Ltd 138
Brian Weare 138
Wycombe Gliding School Inside back Page
Yorkshire Gliding Club Inside Dack page

We shall be pleased to send you details. apply:

Manager.

LASHAM AiIRFI.EL'D, N,. ALTON. HANTS
Telep'hone Herriard 270
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CORNISH GLIDING &
FLYING CLUB

Gliding courses in modern fleet fram May
7th - BOA fully rated instructors - fine
soaring - lovely coastal' airf,iel«t - ideal

for a different family holiday.

Details with pleasure from:

The Course, Secretary.

Cornish Gliding ft Flying Club.
Trevellas Airfield. Perranporth.

C'ornwalt.

Telephonec Porthleven 294

T
LnNDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs. Bedfordshire

Telephone: 058283419

Situated at the 100t ot the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
~ondon and the Midlands by road
(Just off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet ot dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful' ther
m~ls in summer ~nd hill soaring
with favourable Winds throughout
the year. Resident Instructors
catering every day 'weekends 01'11;'
in winter), licensed bar, accom
modation and other facilities.
Visitors welcome.

Write for Course brochures
or club membership detaits to the
Manager. or ring 0582 63419.

Fry where the buzzards ny I

Hidge Thermal Wave
Winch or: Bun9'ey

Mi~land Gliding Club Limited

THE LONG MYND

Holiday Courses
April-October

Private Owners Wekome
(Please book in Advance)

Course Secretary

65, Sylvan Avenue, Timperley
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 GAD
or phone 061 9733086
(9am-9pm)

GLIDING
COURSES
at

SHOBDON
AEROTOW and MOTOR GLIDER

STANDARD or INTENSIVE

ELEMENTARY to ADVANCED

Combined
Power and Gliding
All details from:
D. L Davis,
Cherry Trees,
Galhampton,
Yeovil, Somerset, BA22 7AN
Telephone North Cadbury 535

HEREFORDSHIRE
GLIDING CLUB

WYCOMBI: AIRWAYS
GLlDIING FLYING,
SCHOOL CLUB

THAMES VALLEY
FLYING CLUB

5 da,y Residential CourSe from

March to September

All aerotows and modern trainipg

fleet ensures a trouble-free FUN
holiday with the accent on flying.

This excellent thermal site:· has a

clubhoose, bar, canteen and

accommodation.

Whether an ab-initio or an

advanced pilot our instructors can

cater for all your flying

requ irements.

For more detaUs apply to:
THE SECRETARY (SG)

WYCOMBE GLIDING SCHOOL
WYCOMBE AIR PARK.

BOOKER. MARLOW. BUCKS

KENT
The friendly Gliding Club for
afJ-initios orpundits alike

We are a ridge site with both
winch and aerotow ~acilities.

Weekly courses, Mareh·to October
. from £56p.w. -£59.50p.w. '

(rncl. V.A.T.) full accommodation and
flying instruction

For col'our brochure, write to The
Secretary: -

Kent Gliding Club.
CHALLOCK, ASH FORD, KENT.
Telephone Challock 274 or 307

YORK.SHIRE
GLIDI,NG CLUB
r---------,
I You don't have to be I
I I
I a pundit tOI enjoy a I
I. I
I good view ! ! I
!.... -.J

HOLlDA Y DETAILS

from the SecretatY

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB,
SUTTON BANK, THIRSK,
YORKSHIR,E Y07 2EY
Telephone SllTTON 237
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ER
the widest range of gliders
instruments and accessories
in the UK

osrngs y
Sailp anes

ACCESSORIES
NEW I wavelength high gain, magnetic base aerials. 3 db gain over 1wave

Better polar diagram. Conversion kits available for your present base.

KESTREL 22
three are being made at the present time: further options available from
November 1975 onwards. £10,700+VAT

KESTREL 19
our current order list finishes in June 1975. Th~ glider will still be
available after that time but we shall wait until we have orders for at
least 5 gliders before producing a batch. £7,100+VAT

GLASFLOGEl CLUB LlBEllE
tne best club grass glider now available. We have six due for
delivery in July of which we have so far sold 4. Telephone for
a reservation. 24,970DM+Delivery+ T

GLASFLOGEL HORNET
replacement for the Standard
Libelle: same type of trailing edg~Ee:.~iiii"~.
flap brakes: very wide range ;..
Wing Ioadings. Deliveries avairil-~IiIIlI."illlfJM'
able early 1976.

27,900DM+Delivery+VAT

GLASFLOGEL MOSQUITO
the MINI KESTREL of the future,
available late 1976.

ONE ONLY FALKE
electric start, engine has
done 600 hrs, one
owner, full years C of A.

£6,OOO+VAT

NEW Exide 815 batteries. 12 volt. 10 ampere hour in little more space than a
single 806.

THE BEST Base receiver Pyes ever made-the Cambridge-boot mounting with
small dash control unit-crystalled on all three frequencies 129.9, 130.1
.and 130.4 mHz. £95+VAT

THE BEST 360 channel vhf aircraft transceiver in stock. £325+VAT.

COMING SOON a new channel glider transceiver. Lightweight-Iow power consump
tion-small size.

PLUS
O.K.:
A.D.C.s:

VARIOS, PZL
MICROPHONES:

COMPUTORS.

AND WINTER:
PARACHUTES:

ELECTRIC VARIOS: BARDGRAPHS,
ALTIMETERS: A.S.l.s: TURN

WINTER &
& SLIPS:


